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“But whose city? I ask. And whose culture?’’
(Zukin, 1995, p.47)
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I n t r o d uc t i o n
In recent decades the field of culture has been identified as a strategic
asset in and for the development of cities in Western Europe and beyond,
its multiple development potential becoming increasingly acclaimed in
both academic and policy communities (e.g. Scott, 2006; Pratt, 2007;
Mommaas, 2008; Richards & Palmer, 2010; European Commission [EC],
2010; O’Connor, 2011; UNESCO, 2013). Attention is paid to the (potential)
contribution of a wide array of cultural qualities and activities to urban
regeneration or ‘gentrification’ processes, to the attraction of tourists, talent
or new businesses, and as a new and differentiating economic reality in its
own right. At the same time, also the potentials for the artistic and cultural
renewal of the city, for a more participatory and inclusive society, and for
more socially and environmentally just working and living conditions are
often ascribed to this field. In short, urban culture seems to behold highly
strategic potential for a multi-value, and balanced, development of cities
(UNESCO, 2013).

1. Problem d e f i n i t i o n
However, when considering the actual approach to this field in the recent
development strategies of Western European cities, existing studies seem
to point to a rather limited accommodation of this potential. The field of
urban culture seems to become increasingly involved in the economic
repositioning of cities, being linked to aims of urban regeneration,
promotion or industrial development (e.g. Mommaas, 2004; Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2005; URBACT,
2006; Evans, 2003; 2009; Musterd & Murie, 2010). But which strategies,
with related aims, are precisely involved here? And does this indeed
5

reflect a new unilateral positioning and strategising of culture, leaving
underexplored its full development potential? Is the current situation indeed
reflecting a somehow linear shift in rationales for public involvement with
this field, from concerns with the presumed public education and elevation
function of the independent arts and culture until the 1980s (Mommaas,
2000; O’Connor, 2007; Dubois, in press), towards a more recent interest
in the economic externalities of culture for the city (without exploration of
the middle ground and the workings of the field itself)? And why does this
narrowing down of development potential happen? These are the core
questions informing this study.
Regarding the latter question, changing approaches to culture
have often been linked to changes in the way that Western European
cities are governed. The recent turn to economic rationales, the argument
goes, is related to shifts in governing arrangements from the dominance
of public actors and rationalities until the 1980s, to the growing role of
private (business) actors and interests in the recent governance of the city
(e.g. Zukin, 1995; Rhodes, 1997; O’Connor, 2002; Mommaas, 2004;
Musterd & Murie, 2010; Grodach & Silver, 2012). However, despite
conceptualisation, and some empirical exercises, less attention has been
paid to a more precise and systematic analysis of this shifting relationship.
How can current approaches to culture, with the presumable dominance
of economic interests, be understood from the possible formation of new
types of public-private collaborations? Which public and private (cultural)
actors are exactly involved? And which related interests in the economic
and socio-cultural externalities and development of the urban cultural field
are being (re)negotiated?

2. T h e aim s a n d q u e s t i o n s o f t hi s stud y
In response to the previous issues, this study seeks to explore which of
the potential roles of culture have been incorporated into the recent
6

development strategies of Western European cities, exploring whether this
indeed reflects the recent dominance of interests in the economic externalities
of this field for local development, and thus the under-appreciation of its
full development potential.
In addition, this study sets as its aim to develop an understanding of
these changing strategic approaches, by systematically exploring the link of
these strategies to the formation of new governing arrangements between
public and private actors, with their related interests in the urban cultural
field. Hence, the following research questions have been formulated to
guide this effort:
How has the urban cultural field been incorporated into the recent
development strategies of Western European cities? And how can this
changing strategic role be understood from changes in local public-private
governance?

3. Th e c o n t r i b u t i o n s o f t h i s stu d y
On completion, this study will contribute to further the theoretical debate
about the changing strategising of culture in local development, nuancing
the debate in terms of the specific (historical) roles involved, and providing
a more comprehensive evaluation of the capacity of Western European
cities to accommodate the full development potential of the field at stake.
Related to this, this study wants to contribute to ‘theory-building’ (Eisenhardt,
1989) about the influence of public-private governing arrangement on
the changing strategic approach to culture (and its development potential)
in Western Europe, adding a, until now, weakly developed interpretative
dimension to the debate.
On a societal level, on the basis of the obtained insights, this study
will lead to the formulation of policy recommendations on how to more
fully accommodate the development potential of the urban cultural field in
7

local development strategies, and on how this might be fostered through
changes in the way Western European cities are governed.

4. O u tlin e o f t h e re p o r t
In the following chapter, based on a literature study, the changing roles
of culture in the recent development of cities will be conceptualised. In
chapter two, the link of these roles to changing governance practices will
be presented, together with ‘urban regime analysis’ (Stone, 1989) as the
analytical perspective used to study this relationship. Then, in chapter three,
the methodological approach of this research will be outlined, involving
the choice for fashion and for the cities of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam
as the cases of study, together with the applied methods of data collection
and analysis.
The case studies of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam are presented
in chapter four, five and six respectively. In each chapter, starting from
a characterisation of the local fashion economy, attention is given to a
reconstruction of the way that fashion has been dealt with in recent urban
development strategies, ending with a case-based overview of how this
strategising (of its development potential) is related to historical changes in
the public-private governance of the city.
The results of the cases will be analysed comparatively in chapter
seven, thus providing a general answer to the central questions of this
study. Chapter eight will reflect upon these findings from a theoretical
perspective, focussing on the contribution of this study to the debate on
the strategic accommodation of culture (and its development potential)
within cities, and its relation to shifting forms of ‘urban regimes’. The policy
implications of these findings are central in chapter nine, formulating
suggestions on how to strengthen cities’ approaches to the urban cultural
field, and how to foster these approaches through changes in local publicprivate governance practices. The final chapter will provide a critical
8

reflection upon whether the study has met the theoretical aspirations being
formulated, also presenting directions for future research.

9

1. C o n c e p t ua l i s i n g t h e
r o l e o f cu l t ur e i n l o c a l
development
In the literature, a large number of works have conceptualised recent
changes in the cultural field of cities, and its potential role in the development
of localities. Accounts comprise notions of the ‘cultural’, ‘creative’ or
‘leisure industries’ (e.g. Hesmondhalgh, 2002; Department of Culture,
Media and Sports [DCMS], 1998; Mommaas, 2000) and ‘economies’
(e.g. Amin & Thrift, 2004; Howkins, 2001; Pine & Gilmore, 1999); of
the ‘creative class’ (Florida, 2002); and of ‘fantasy’ (Hannigan, 1998),
‘experience’ (Lorentzen & Hansen, 2009) or ‘creative cities’ (Peck, 2012).
However, before starting a discussion of these perspectives, and of the
transformations being addressed, attention will be paid to the historically
dominant approach to culture in the development of Western European
cities.
Independent culture for local emancipation
Prevailing in Western Europe until the 1980s were cultural policies developed
by national governments in support of the autonomous arts or culture, the
latter considered important for a nation’s cultural prestige, infrastructure
and integration (Mommaas, 2000; O’Connor, 2007; 2011). In addition,
national governments regulated some of the expanding markets for ‘popular’
products and experiences, such as gambling, while other commercial
sectors, such as the media and broadcasting, were also deployed in line
with the aims of national socio-cultural development (Mommaas, 2000;
10

O’Connor, 2007). Local authorities, in line with these national policies, were
especially concerned with the support of cultural infrastructures aimed to
stimulate, through participation in cultural programmes, the emancipation
and elevation of the local community. However, profound economic, sociocultural and related political transformations taking place since the end of
the previous century, started to challenge this once dominant approach to
culture in Western Europe.

1.1 Th e exp a n s i o n o f t h e ‘ cu l tu ra l eco no my ’
Since the 1980s, many authors have documented the expansion of a
new, and more hybrid urban cultural reality, developing largely outside
of established post-war subsidy systems for culture and the arts. There is
talk of ‘cultural industries’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2002), ‘creative industries’
(DCMS, 1998), ‘cultural and creative industries’ (Throsby, 2001) or ‘leisure
industries’ (Mommaas, 2000; Roberts, 2004); of a ‘free or remix culture’
(Lessig, 2004; 2008); of the rise of a ‘creative class’ (Florida, 2002); or
of a new ‘symbolic economy’ (Lash & Urry, 1994; Zukin, 1995), ‘creative
economy’ (Howkins, 2001), ‘experience economy’ (Pine & Gilmore,
1999), ‘entertainment economy’ (Wolf, 1999) or ‘cultural economy’
(Garnham, 1990; Lash & Urry, 1994; Scott, 2000; Du Gay & Pryke, 2002;
Amin & Thrift, 2004; Pratt, 2007; UNESCO, 2013). While most of these
conceptualisations seem to identify the emergence of a more hybrid and
horizontally operating cultural field, significant differences can be found in
terms of how this is actually conceptualised.
Reviewing existing conceptualisations
In the first place, existing accounts seem to differ in terms of their interest
in the ‘economic’ or ‘cultural’ side of the hybridisation process. Many
works, such as those on ‘cultural industries’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2002) or
‘leisure industries’ (Mommaas, 2000; 2004); the ‘entertainment economy’
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(Wolf, 1999) or ‘cultural economy’ (Scott, 2000); or ‘fantasy city’
(Hannigan, 1998), are mostly concerned with conceptualising the rise of
a more demand-led economy of (multinational) businesses focussed on
the production, but especially the distribution, of cultural content. Other
works, comprising notions of ‘independents’ (O’Connor, 2002), ‘informal
actors’ (Groth & Corijn, 2005), ‘urban innovators’ (Lehtovuori & Havik,
2009), ‘free or remix culture’ (Lessig, 2004; 2008), ‘convergence culture’
(Jenkins, 2006), ‘mass innovation’ (Leadbeater, 2008) or ‘cultural milieus’
(Verwijnen, 1999; Scott, 2010), have conceptualised the emergence of
a more place-bound field of cultural entrepreneurs, informal actors and
freelancers, that is increasingly involved in sharing activities and social
media, facing the permanent need to relate themselves to the demands of
the market.
Secondly, a differentiation can be made between production
or consumption-oriented perspectives adopted on the increasing
hybridisation, resulting in complementary and often overlapping accounts
of the changes observed. At one extreme are accounts of the ‘cultural
industries’ (Grabher, 2001), ‘creative industries’ (O’Connor, 2002), the
‘symbolic economy’ (Lash & Urry, 1994), the ‘cultural economy’ (Scott,
2000) or the ‘creative class’ (Florida, 2002) which focus on the initial
phase of the value chain, discussing changes in the creative-production
activities by businesses and creative workers. At the other extreme are
accounts of the ‘leisure industries’ (Mommaas, 2000; Roberts, 2004),
‘experience industries’ (Christensen, 2009) or ‘experience economy’ (Pine
& Gilmore, 1999) which, from a consumers’ point of view, conceptualise
transformations in sectors concerned with the distribution of ‘experiences’.
Both accounts, however, increasingly recognise the growing interaction
between the spheres of production and consumption (e.g. Pine & Gilmore,
1999; Richards & Wilson, 2007; Pratt, 2011).
A final differentiation can be made on the basis of how broadly the
12

convergence between the cultural and economic field is conceptualised.
Accounts of the ‘cultural industries’ (Grabher, 2001; Hesmondhalgh,
2002) or of the ‘cultural economy’ (Scott, 2000; Pratt, 2007) seem to
be predominantly concerned with those sectors where the production and
distribution of cultural content is central. Other works, such as those on
the ‘creative industries’ (DCMS, 1998) or ‘leisure industries’ (Mommaas,
2000; Roberts, 2004), seem to take a broader approach, also including
those industries or sectors, such as software development or recreation,
where broader values of creativity and experience are key. Finally, there are
also perspectives such as Howkins’ (2001) ‘creative economy’, Pine and
Gilmore’s (1999) ‘experience economy’ and DuGay and Pryke’s (2002)
‘cultural economy’, Hall’s (1998) notion of the ‘creative city’ or Florida’s
(2002) notion of the ‘creative class’, which discuss how original cultural
values such as those related to creativity and experiences have become
critical assets in the entire economy.
This study, in response to this diversity of conceptualisations, and
in search for some common yet open ground, will adopt the general
notion of the ‘cultural economy’, referring, mostly in line with the account
by Pratt (2007), to those fields where the production and distribution
of cultural content is key. Rather than providing a set list of activities or
sectors on forehand, this notion will be utilised as a ‘loose’ conceptual
marker to address the more general hybridisation of the spheres of cultural
production, consumption and the economy within cities, thus functioning
as a ‘sensitising concept’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to facilitate a more
‘empirical’ and inclusive study of how this changing urban cultural reality
has actually been dealt with in the recent development strategies of Western
European cities.
The ‘cultural economy’
According to Lash and Urry (1994), driving the expansion of the ‘cultural
13

economy’ of cities is, in the first place, a ‘culturalisation of the local
economy’. The liberalisation of national economies at the end of the
previous century, the opening up of national cultural monopolies, recent
developments in communication and information technologies, and the
‘horizontalisation’ of cultural tastes (Mommaas, 2000), have given way to a
more transnational economic order, and the expansion of globally operating
cultural conglomerates within this (Mommaas, 2000; Hesmondhalgh,
2002; O’Connor, 2007). These conglomerate actors, with their creative
activities linked to specific localities, have come to represent key globalising
forces in themselves, predominantly concerned with the global distribution
of symbolic or experience content (Scott, 2000). In order to appeal to the
increasingly sophisticated wishes of a more mobile and educated middleclass, disposing of higher incomes but of lower amounts of free time, these
businesses engage in a constant rearrangement of their operations, both
within their value chain and over sectors, in continuous search for specific
product-market combinations to create added value for their target markets
(Wolf, 1999; Scott, 2000; Mommaas, 2000; Hesmondhalgh, 2002; Pratt,
2007). In this process of global economic restructuring, the (historical)
economic and cultural conditions of places have become of more instead
of less importance for the location of cultural businesses (Scott, 2000).
Despite the fact that cultural conglomerates represent the most
powerful actors of the new cultural-economic realm, these transformations
have been accompanied by an expansion, if not explosion, of a more
place-bound field of small and medium sized cultural actors (Grabher,
2001; O’Connor, 2002; Growth & Corijn, 2005; Pratt, 2007; Potts,
2007; UNESCO, 2013). In a process defined by Lash and Urry (1994) as
the ‘economisation of (local) culture’, these cultural enterprises, freelancers
and informal actors are increasingly challenged to sustain themselves in
the market (outside of established, but themselves weakening subsidy
systems for the arts). For their success they are often dependent upon their
14

social networks and the conditions of the ‘milieus’ in which they operate
(Potts, 2007; Scott, 2010). Often following a project and network-based
manner of operation, these enterprises compose a local cultural field that
is in a permanent evolutionary state (Grabher, 2001). Due to continuing
developments in communication and informational technologies, also
the general public has become increasingly involved in the production,
remixing or co-creation of cultural products and experiences (e.g. Jenkins,
2006; Lessig, 2004, 2008; Leadbeater, 2008; Sacco, 2011). In conclusion,
related to the weakening of existing subsidy systems for culture and the arts,
also subsidised actors and cultural institutions have been increasingly urged
to relate themselves to the market, paying more attention to marketing,
clustering and the generation of additional revenues through commercial
projects, becoming part of a larger competitive field of more mixed culturaleconomic offerings.
It is this developing cluster of cultural production and consumption,
combining subsidised actors, cultural conglomerates, cultural entrepreneurs
and freelancers, all operating on the basis of specific mixes of economic
and artistic values and within mixed institutional and spatial contexts, that
so far best typifies the ‘cultural economy’ of cities as intended in this study.

1.2 Th e mu l t i p l e ro l e o f t he ‘ cul tu ra l eco no my ’
in t h e d eve l o p me n t o f t h e ci ty
Since the end of the previous century, also much attention has been paid to
the (potential) role of this changing cultural reality in the development of the
contemporary city. Related notions are those of ‘fantasy city’ (Hannigan,
1998), ‘creative city’ (Landry & Bianchini, 1995), ‘fun city’ (Marling &
Zerlang, 2007), ‘eventful city’ (Richards & Palmer, 2010), ‘tourist city’
(Judd & Fainstein, 1999) or of ‘the city as entertainment machine’ (Clark,
2004). While these accounts seem to largely agree upon the growing
importance of culture for the economic development of cities, at the same
15

time differences seem to exist in terms of both the specific economic values
and externalities being conceptualised, and of how this growing economic
influence is evaluated.
Reviewing existing conceptualisations
At the one extreme are accounts that, often from an economic-geographical
perspective, positively evaluate the economic externalities and role of
culture for the development of the city. Attention has often been paid to
the role of culture in stimulating spatial regeneration processes, making
areas attractive for potential middle-class buyers or as office locations (as
in Glaeser’s (2001) notion of the ‘consumer city’). Other authors have
proclaimed the crucial role of the ‘cultural economy’ in transforming the city
into an attractive destination for tourists, talent and new businesses, such
as in Florida’s (2002) ‘creative class’ thesis, Glaeser’s (2001) ‘consumer
city’ or Clark’s (2004) ‘the city as entertainment machine’. More recently,
also the role of the ‘cultural economy’ as a strategic industrial cluster in
its own right has been discussed (as in Scott’s (2000) ‘cultural economy of
cities’ or Musterd and Murie’s (2010) ‘competitive cities’).
At the other extreme are often sociological or geographical
accounts that criticise this increasing economic importance of the ‘cultural
economy’, and of the expanding realm of commercial culture in particular.
The basic argument is that the growing role of culture in making the city
attractive for wealthy groups is transforming cities into merely ‘gentrified’
(Zukin, 1982), ‘theme-park’ (Sorkin, 1992), ‘fantasy’ (Hannigan, 1998)
or ‘touristic’ (Judd & Fainstein, 1999) environments, eroding the cultural
renewal and social integration functions upon which these economic
externalities are based. More specifically, these accounts criticise the
presumably homogeneous qualities of the products delivered by cultural
businesses, and point to the threats of increasing tourism pressures for
artistic or cultural renewal to take place (e.g. Zukin, 1982; 1995; Sorkin,
16

1992; Evans, 2001). Furthermore, these authors express their concerns
with the exclusive and private character of the new cultural realm that,
while predominantly catering for tourists and the middle-classes, excludes
less affluent groups from the public life of the (inner) city (e.g. Zukin, 1982;
Sorkin, 1992; Hannigan, 1998; Judd & Fainstein 1999). Also the working
conditions within cultural businesses have been criticised, addressing the
exploitation and precariousness of low-skilled and creative workers, and
unethical and unsustainable production practices (e.g. McRobbie, 1998).
As a third category, also more nuanced perspectives can be
differentiated that rather focus on the multiple potential, and the related
tensions, between the economic and socio-cultural values and roles of the
‘cultural economy’ in the development of cities (e.g. Scott, 2006; Marling
& Zerlang, 2007; Mommaas, 2008; Pratt, 2010; Richards & Palmer, 2010;
Sacco, 2011; UNESCO, 2013). While, in line with critical accounts, they
acknowledge the potential threats of economic externalities for the sociocultural development of the city, at the same time they point to the ‘cultural
economy’ as a source of artistic and cultural renewal, and to its potential
for the social welfare and integration function of the city.
It is this third line of accounts, with the related normative evaluation
of the ‘cultural economy’ of cities, which is adopted for this research,
offering the best opportunity to develop a more nuanced and ‘empirical’
perspective accounting for the multiple roles and tensions of the ‘cultural
economy’ in the (strategic) development of contemporary cities. To facilitate
this conceptualisation, Zukin’s (1991) more generic framework (not critical
evaluation however) of ‘postmodern urban landscapes’ will be utilised,
pointing to the recent tensions between the spheres of the ‘market’, as the
dominant economic space of mobile capital, power and transactions in late
capitalism, and of ‘places’, pointing to the spaces of people’s settlement,
experience and reproduction, as the key force driving the development
of contemporary cities. This is largely resembling Castells’ (1991, 1996)
17

idea of the ‘informational city’ and his notion of the changing relationship
between a ‘space of flows’ and a ‘space of places’.
The multiple, conflicting roles of the urban ‘cultural economy’
As noted by Zukin (1991), at the end of the previous century a new phase
in the development of markets has taken place. The crisis of the post-war
industrial system, increasing pressures upon the welfare programmes of
national welfare states, and the liberalisation policies adopted by national
governments as a response to this have resulted, together with changes
in information and communication technologies, in the rise of a more
transnational and virtual economic order. This transformation has caused
cities to lose their historical position as centres of (inter)national industrial
production, bringing them into a severe competition to attract and retain the
flows of the global economy. As a result, cities are nowadays increasingly
challenged to rethink and improve their position as competitive nodes by
leveraging upon their differentiating qualities. It is here that the crucial role
for the expanding ‘cultural economy’ becomes visible, with the cultural
values related forming the basis for urban regeneration processes, for the
attraction of visitors, talent and new businesses, and as industrial activities
in their own right.
On the one hand, as evidenced by Zukin (1991), Castells (1991)
and other critical authors, the dominance of this economic logic, and of
the related economic role of the ‘cultural economy’, might entail some
threats for the socio-cultural quality of places, and for the cultural and
social values and potentials of the clusters related. Following this line of
reasoning, cites might turn into more exclusive destinations for middle-class
consumption; cultural conglomerates might produce more standardised
cultural content and promote precarious working conditions; and economic
pressures might indeed limit the possibilities for artistic or cultural renewal
within cities. At the same time, however, the ‘cultural economy’ offers
18

opportunities for the socio-cultural reconstruction of places through, or
alongside, the market. Commercial culture might produce no less artistic
or diverse values compared to the autonomous arts (e.g. O’Connor, 2002;
2011); these businesses might contribute to social welfare; they might
take over some of the integrative functions of the public sector or explore
alternative development futures (e.g. Scott, 2000; KEA, 2006; Marling
& Zerlang, 2007; Mommaas, 2004; 2008; Richards & Palmer, 2010;
O’Connor, 2011; UNESCO, 2013). In addition, also new forms of small
scale or autonomous cultural production can be noticed, as a new source
of cultural diversity and renewal within the city or as alternative economic
practices (e.g. O’Connor, 2002; Groth & Corijn, 2005; Lehtovuori &
Havik, 2009); these activities also possibly considered as testing grounds
for new sustainable working practices and for cultural participation (e.g.
Marling & Zerlang, 2007; O’Connor, 2011; Sacco, 2011).
It is this tension between the market-oriented values and externalities
of the ‘cultural economy’ on the one hand (in terms of urban regeneration,
destination development or as an industrial reality), and the alternative
place-oriented opportunities on the other hand (in terms of artistic renewal,
social reproduction and integration), that best characterises the normative
potential of the ‘cultural economy’ in the development of contemporary
cities.

1.3 T h e a n al y t i ca l f ra mewo r k
It is in the light of the previous debates that recent changes in strategic
approaches to culture can be framed. While the support of the autonomous
arts and culture, and their presumed public educative role in the elevation of
the community, formed the ‘hegemonic’ rationale underlining bigger parts
of traditional cultural policy-making in Western Europe, local governments
are nowadays faced with a new, and more hybrid cultural field that is both
offering new opportunities, and demanding for new answers, in relation to
19

the economic and public development of the city (Pratt, 2007).
Based on the previous conceptualisation, a rather simple and
schematic framework has been developed (presented in Figure 1) that
might help to map (plot and compare) the changing approaches to culture
in the development strategies of Western European cities, also evaluating
the extent to which local governments have been able to accommodate
and unlock its full development potential (UNESCO, 2013).
Figure 1. The framework to map the strategic role of the ‘cultural economy’
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In the first place, focussing on the vertical axis between the notions of ‘city’
and ‘field’, this framework might help to analyse whether in the recent
development strategies of Western European cities attention has merely
been paid to the externalities or effects of the ‘cultural economy’ for the
development of the cities (in terms of urban regeneration, destination or
social development), or whether attention has (also) been paid to the required
conditions enabling the development of this cultural-economic cluster in
its own right (as an industrial and artistic field). Contemporaneously, by
focussing on the horizontal axis between the notions of ‘market’ and ‘place’,
this framework might help to understand whether local governments have
mostly focussed on the economic values and potentials of the ‘cultural
economy’ (in terms of regeneration, destination or cluster development
aims) or whether they have (also) accommodated the cultural values and
the social potential related to this field (focussing on artistic renewal and
social development), shaping a more balanced development.
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2. Unders tandin g the
r o l e o f cu l t ur e fr o m a
governance perspective
As mentioned in the introduction, while in the last decades the changing
approach to culture have been often linked, on a conceptual level, to
changing ‘governance’ practices in Western European cities (e.g. Rhodes,
1997, Zukin, 1995; O’Connor, 2002; Mommaas, 2004; Musterd &
Murie, 2010; Grodach & Silver, 2012), less attention has been paid to
a more precise comparative analysis of this relationship. In this chapter,
therefore, starting from a conceptualisation of new forms of local publicprivate governance as the ‘contexts’ in which different interests in the
‘cultural economy’, and thus its role in the development of the city, are
mediated and given shape (Mommaas, 2004), attention will be paid to
‘urban regime analysis’ (Stone, 1989) as a formal analytical lens to study
this relationship. Before starting this conceptualisation, however, attention
will be paid to the way that the public interest in culture prevailing until the
1980s can be understood in relation to the ‘subsidy’ (Lowe, Murdoch &
Cox, 1995) or ‘cultural policy’ (Dubois, in press) coalitions dominant at
that time.
‘Subsidy regimes’
In Western Europe, the post-war public interest in the stimulation of an
‘independent’ domain of arts and culture for the sake of public development,
can be understood in the context of the dominance of national welfare
state models as the key political ‘modus operandi’, together with the
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hierarchical, sectorial and top-down mode of policy-making related (Boudry
et al., 2005). On the one hand, via Ministries for Economic Development,
economic policies were formulated to stimulate national industrial
production and internal consumption. At the same time, via Ministries for
Spatial Planning, Culture and Welfare, many spatial, cultural and social
policies were supported to secure the socio-cultural reproduction function
of the nation (Boudry et al., 2005). National Ministers for Culture, following
a logic of market-failure, were interested in stimulating autonomous
forms of the arts and culture, considered crucial for the development of
a national infrastructure of representation, prestige and emancipation.
As a consequence, subsidy relationships were established with the actors
related (Mommaas, 2000; O’Connor, 2011). In the meantime, expanding
commercial sectors such as broadcasting or gambling became regulated
(or monopolised) to either secure their public function for national sociocultural development (such as in the case of broadcasting) or, in line with
critical accounts of the ‘culture industry’ (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1944), to
contain their presumed ‘threats’ for the emancipation of citizens (such as in
the case of gambling) (Mommaas, 2000; 2008; O’Connor, 2007; Pratt,
2010; 2011).
Within this context of national policy-making the role of local
governments, and of Aldermen and Departments for Culture in particular,
was to implement and complement national policies at the local level. Cities’
arts and cultural policies were centred on the support of the autonomous
arts and culture as a form of service provision, with the aim of contributing
to the elevation and emancipation of the local community through its
participation in cultural programmes. For this aim, subsidy relationships
were established with a wide array of cultural actors and institutions, thus
giving rise to something like local ‘subsidy’ (Lowe et al., 1995) or ‘cultural
policy’ (Dubois, in press) regimes.
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2.1 Co n c e p t u a l i s i n g c h a n gi ng l o ca l gover na nce
The economic (and related socio-cultural) transformations taking place
since the end of the previous century, together with the related political
responses formulated by national governments, led to profound changes
in this situation. The prominent need for economic restructuring, together
with the related pressures upon national welfare programmes, evidenced
the limits of the national project, and of the related centralist and top-down
mode of national policy-making (John, 2001). A new, more flexible form
of governance was needed in order to respond to the changes at hand.
To begin with, national welfare states started to reorganise their
activities, de-centralising some of their responsibilities and tasks to either
the supranational or the local level. This forced local governments to more
actively involve themselves with the economic repositioning of their cities,
while at the same time losing substantial financial support for achieving these
aims (Rhodes, 1997). This need for financial resources, together with the
increasing need for flexibility to act upon opportunities and demands from
the market, led local governments to increasingly seek the collaboration
of private, especially business actors, in shaping the repositioning of their
city (Stoker, 1995; Rhodes, 1997; John, 2001; Mossberger, 2009). It is
by analysing the formation of these new and more horizontal coalitions
between public and private (‘cultural economy’) actors, and the mediation
of their related (economic) interests in the ‘cultural economy’, that the role
of this field in cities’ development strategies might be understood.
In political science, the increasing tendency towards public-private
coalitions has often been criticised (e.g. Brenner & Theodore, 2002; Davies,
2002), pointing to the presumably exclusive and often self-reinforcing nature
of these arrangements, with local government predominantly following the
narrow economic interests of the local business community. These accounts
point to the danger for public considerations, and thus for artistic and
social rationalities, to be largely neglected in the development of the city,
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as the associated social, cultural or environmental interest groups would
lack the required resources to attain a structural governing position (e.g.
John, 2001; Brenner & Theodore, 2002; Mossberger, 2009). Perhaps
that also the demanding formation of these coalitions, given their more
inclusive legitimations of the ‘cultural economy’, might help to explain the
way that the field has been incorporated into recent urban development
strategies.
What is needed, at this point, is an analytical perspective that
enables to analyse and interpret changing approaches to culture from the
perspective of new governing coalitions between public and private actors
(among which cultural actors themselves), and their respective (economic
or socio-cultural) interests in the ‘cultural economy’. In the following section
urban regime analysis (Stone, 1989) will be presented as a potential
analytical tool.

2.2 U rba n re g i me a n a l y s i s a s a n a na l y ti ca l
pers p ec tive
Urban regime analysis came to prominence as an analytical perspective
after a study published on Atlanta’s urban politics by Clarence Stone in
1989. Accounting for the long-term collaboration, and related tensions,
between a strengthening black political elite and the city’s white business
community over the period 1946-1988, the concept of ‘urban regime’ came
to represent a new ‘paradigm’ for the study of urban politics (Mossberger,
2009). With this study, Clarence Stone (1989) pointed to the increasing
fragmentation of power, and thus the increasing dependency of public on
private actors, as the core governing condition of the ‘contemporary’ city.
On the basis of his observation that power was no longer something to be
completely captured by a political victory anymore, but at the same time
recognising that local governments still had a relative degree of autonomy,
Stone (1989; 2005) developed an open framework for the analysis of
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the governing capacity of cities, focussing on the conditions enabling
the formation of long-term and informal arrangements between public
and private actors (and their respective resources) around a common
agenda of action. With this analytical focus upon horizontal forms of
‘empowerment’ or ‘power to’ (Stone, 1989), urban regime analysis came
to replace deterministic views of urban politics, such as those of ‘pluralism’
(Dahl, 1961) and ‘neo-Marxism’ (O’Connor, 1973) that, with their vertical
conceptions of ‘power over’, focussed on the dominance of either the
public or the business sector in the governance of the city.
The search for new public-private arrangements: the core analytical
elements
In order to account for cities’ governing capacity, urban regime
analysis focuses on four conditions, their mutual relationship and their
transformation over time (Stone, 1989; 2005). First of all, attention is paid
to the achievement of collaboration between ‘public and private actors’
in the governance of the city (Stone, 1989). Public actors might comprise
both political actors, including also higher levels of government, and the
administrative apparatus. Private actors might involve business actors but
also non-profit or civic parties, as well as the hybrid forms in between.
Urban regime analysis is furthermore concerned with the ‘resources’
that are pooled by these actors, meaning the financial or legislative means
of the public sector and the finances or managerial expertise of private
actors (Stone, 1989). In addition, also those ‘small incentives’ or ‘side
payments’ (Stone, 2005) can be analysed that are used to stimulate public
and private actors to join collaborations and to sustain these over time.
The ‘relationships’ between public and private actors are another
concern of urban regime analysis. These might differ in terms of their
informality, being an increasingly important condition to formulate answers
to complex, non-routine tasks in contemporary cities, and in terms of their
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stability, the development of trust and understanding between the partners
enabling to sustain the execution of ‘systemic’ reforms beyond the influence
of electoral cycles (Stone et al., 2001).
A final and crucial concern of urban regime analysis is with the
setting of common ‘agendas’, as those ‘strategic policy directions’ (Stone,
2002) that are able to bind the different views and interests of public and
private actors, characterised by their bounded rationality (Stone, 1989),
into a shared framework of understanding, forming the cement or glue that
makes coalition partners stick together despite their different orientations.
Underlying this perspective is a focus on the recursive relationship between
(changes in) ‘agendas’ on the one hand and (changes in) the ‘actors’,
‘resources’ and ‘relationships’ composing ‘governing coalitions’ on the
other (Stone, 1989; 2001; 2005; Orr & Stoker, 1994; Stoker, 1995). See
Figure 2.1 below for a schematic representation of this relationship.
Figure 2.1 Urban regime analysis
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The typology of governing arrangements
Based on a differentiation of agendas, urban regime analysis offers a first
typology of the potential governing arrangements that might be achieved
(Stone, 1993), representing different possible mediations between the
specific interests of the public and private actors involved.
A first type of governing arrangement is referred to as a ‘maintenance’
regime. This set of arrangements is primarily concerned with maintaining
the status quo, focussing mainly on the delivery of routine public services.
The focus on and execution of these activities is largely in the hands of the
public sector, even though non-profit actors could also be involved.
‘Economic development’ regimes, as the name implies, are
concerned with the economic development of the city, often, but not only, in
terms of regeneration programmes for increasing land values. In addition
to a more economic approach by local government, there is a stronger
collaboration with private business actors due to the strategic resources
they possess.
‘Middle-class progressive’ regimes are another type of governing
arrangement. The agenda reflects a broader mix of economic development
aims and of ‘progressive’ concerns with, for example, affordable housing,
historical preservation and the environment. This agenda is linked to a
broader set of actors and resources, with local government and business
actors also supporting public development issues, and with civic actors
participating in the governance of the city.
‘Lower-class opportunity’ regimes, ‘emancipatory’ regimes or ‘social
investment’ regimes are the most radical type of governing arrangement.
Their agenda is purely oriented towards the public development of the city,
increasing the provision of housing, schooling, job and leisure opportunities
for less affluent groups. The same group of public-private actors is involved,
but demanded for even more radical orientations and a larger contribution
of resources.
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In terms of this typology, urban regime analysis points to the increasing
difficulties involved in achieving ‘economic development’, ‘middle-class
progressive’ and ‘emancipatory’ coalitions respectively. While economic
development arrangements might be the most ‘viable’ governance form
due to the narrow economic interests and large private resources involved,
reinforcing their sustainment over time, the broadening aims of the other
coalitions might demand for the involvement of a larger group of actors and
of an increasing amount of resources, making the challenge of ‘collective
action’ (Stone, 1989; 2005) more difficult to accomplish and sustain.
A short evaluation of major criticisms
Over the years urban regime analysis has become one of the most discussed
perspectives for the study of urban politics (Mossberger, 2009). For one
thing, many authors have questioned the actual value of this framework for
the study of urban politics in Western Europe (Harding, 1994a; Stoker &
Mossberger, 1994; Ward, 1996; Sites, 1997; Dowding, 2001; Mossberger
& Stoker, 2001; Davies, 2003; Pierre, 2005). They point to the different
structure of the Western European situation, including a stronger historical
influence of national governments, a larger ownership of land by the public
sector, a less localised and active business community, and a historically
larger role for civic, non-profit organisations, as potentially challenging the
core assumption about the strong dependency between public and private
actors. However, despite the fact that during recent decades the North
American and Western European contexts have become more similar,
with a growing role for private actors (John, 2001), these criticisms seem
to confuse the observed characteristics of the Atlanta coalition with the
(normative assumptions of the) analytical framework as such. In fact, as
mentioned by Stone (2004; 2005), the aim of urban regime analysis is
rather to employ the formal elements of the perspective to study the specific
ways in which public-private governing capacity is achieved within cities,
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and to evaluate its strength.
Another major criticism addresses the presumed theoretical weakness
of urban regime analysis as its analytical elements, the argument goes,
offer nothing more than a generic framework to describe the governing
arrangements of cites (e.g. Ward, 1996; Lauria, 1997, Davies, 2002;
Denters & Mossberger, 2006). Therefore, by arguably lacking the capacity
to explain variances in these arrangements over cities and over time,
urban regime analysis seems to fall short as a framework for international
comparison. This criticism, however, seems to neglect the predominant
concern of urban regime analysis with the relationship between, instead
of merely the characteristics of, changes in agendas and in the elements
of coalitions (in terms of public and private actors, their resources and
relationships). It is this analytical focus that truly differentiates urban regime
analysis from more generic urban governance perspectives (John, 2001;
Stone, 2005; Mossberger, 2009), and that helps to account for variances
in strategic governing arrangements over cities and over time.
A final, and perhaps more overarching criticism on urban regime
analysis has been developed by Neo-Marxist writers, pointing to the
presumed narrow normative-analytical concern of the framework with the
formation of public-business coalitions only, and its incapacity to critically
explain the current dominance of these coalitions (and the related difficulties
for more inclusive or progressive coalitions to emerge) in the governance of
cities (Harding, 1994a; Lauria, 1997; Imbroscio, 1998a; 1998b; Davies,
2003). However, as the original typology of regimes demonstrates, urban
regime analysis is also (normatively) interested in the formation of broader
and more inclusive coalitions, and has become even more so over the years
(Mossberger, 2009, Stone, 2013). Furthermore, while recognising, in line
with Neo-Marxist perspectives, that the substantial resources possessed by
business actors (and the scarcity of resources of civic actors) might lead to
the dominance of economic development coalitions, at the same time urban
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regime analysis keeps an agency perspective (Stone, 2005), believing in
the potential formation of more inclusive arrangements by recognising that
public actors still have a relative degree of autonomy (Stone, 1989), that
businesses can focus on other aims than economic only (Bassett, 1996;
Stone, 2013) and that civic actors and their aims can actually obtain a role
in local governance (Stone, 2013).

2.3 T h e in t e g ra l a n a l y t i c al fra mewo r k
Now that the formal status of urban regime analysis has been discussed,
attention can be paid to how this framework can be applied to develop an
understanding of the way the (multiple potential of the) ‘cultural economy’
has been dealt with in the recent development strategies of cities. The
integral analytical framework is presented in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 The framework to understand strategic roles from an urban
regime perspective
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On a formal level, on the basis of this framework, the role of the ‘cultural
economy’ in the development strategies of Western European cities (and, on
a more normative level, the extent to which its full development potential is
unlocked) (represented by the right hand side variable), can be understood
(as reflected by the arrow in the middle) by analysing the formation of new
(and more inclusive types of) governing arrangements between public and
private actors (the variable on the left hand side in the figure).
On a more substantial level this strategic role can be understood,
in the first place (making reference to the vertical axis in both figures),
from the actual achievement of collaborations between public and private
(‘cultural economy’) actors, with their respective interests in the effects
of the ‘cultural economy’ for the city, or in the conditions enabling the
development of this field in its own right. Contemporaneously, strategic
approaches to the ‘cultural economy’ can be further understood (in terms of
the horizontal axes in both figures), from the specific positions and interests
of the involved public and private actors (and thus the type of governing
coalition), (normatively) searching for (a more inclusive) mediation between
economic and socio-cultural development aims (as represented by Stone’s
typology).
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3. S tudyin g the s trategic
ro l e o f fa s h i o n i n W e s t e r n
Eur o p e a n c i t i e s
Now that the analytical framework has been outlined, in the following
sections attention will be paid to the methodological approach being
followed to respond to the core questions and aims of this study.

3.1 T h ree c o m p a ra t i ve c a se stud i es: a gro u nd ed
t heor y a p p ro a c h
The overall aim of this study, as formulated in the introduction, is exploring
how the new and more hybrid cultural field of cities, with its multiple potential,
has been dealt with in the recent development strategies of different cities
in Western Europe, and how this is related to the (successful) formation of
new governing arrangements between public and private actors. In order
to respond to these aims, a ‘grounded theory’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990)
approach was followed. Comparative case studies were selected as the
core research design, as a design that, through systematic comparison
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990), would enable to understand, and make
inferences about, a complex phenomenon (in this case the strategising of
the urban ‘cultural economy’) in its real-life context (as the product of new
governing arrangements) (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994). The choice for
three cases reflects the wish to obtain a ‘middle-range theory’ (e.g. Glaser,
1978), providing for more analytical leverage and robust results compared
to single case studies or binary comparisons on the one hand (Pierre,
2005; Denters & Mossberger, 2006), while still enabling a qualitative and
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interpretative approach grounded in the practice of the cases on the other
hand (Stone et al., 2001). Before discussing the choice of the three cities,
attention will be paid to the choice for ‘fashion’ as the focal point in the
research.
The choice for ‘fashion’
Given the broad scope of the ‘cultural economy’ concept it was deemed
necessary to take a specific cultural-economic field as a case of study to
make the enquiry manageable. After careful considerations, fashion was
chosen as the best available option. Especially the ‘bridging’ qualities of
this field, linking artistic and commercial domains, and fields of creation to
consumption (Scott, 2000; Wilson, 2006; Mora, 2009), were thought to
provide for a more productive and ‘representative’ ‘lens’ through which to
analyse the changing strategic approaches to the cultural-economic field
of cities compared to, for example, the field of museums, the performing
arts or events and entertainment.
Fashion as a ‘bridging’ phenomenon
Driving the recent development of the fashion economy has been, in the first
place, the establishment of an increasing number of multinational fashion
businesses. These businesses, composing a truly global industry, seem
to be mostly driven by a market-logic of serial (re)production of designs
and, especially, the maximisation of their distribution on a global scale. In
order to differentiate themselves in the global market place, these actors
place high value upon new designs and designer talent, the experience
qualities of their showrooms and stores, and complementary products and
distribution points (Kawamura, 2005; Mora, 2009). The specific economic
and socio-cultural conditions of cities seem to play a crucial role in the rise
and location of these businesses in particular localities, as discussed by
Scott (2000) for example in terms of the link between the ‘haute couture’
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cluster of Paris and the historical role of the city as the (former) artistic and
cultural capital of Europe.
In addition, also more place-bound and small-scale forms of fashion
have emerged, linked to the activities of ‘independent’ designers often
graduated from national or local arts academies (e.g. McRobbie, 1998;
Scott, 2000; Bovone, 2005). In order to successfully establish their own
enterprises, these actors are often dependent upon their social networks
and on the conditions of the urban milieus in which they operate. Related
to this is a broader and more active involvement of the general public
with activities such as fashion blogging, the co-design or customisation of
clothing, and practices of shared consumption (Hatch, 2014).
Once again, it is this bridging character of fashion, linking
commercial actors, educational or artistic institutes and independent actors
along the chain from design to consumption, all operating from a specific
mix of economic-artistic values and in specific contexts, that makes this
field the best choice through which to study how the changing culturaleconomic field of cities, as conceptualised in this study, has been dealt with
in local development strategies.
The multiple and debated role of fashion in local development
In addition, also the highly debated role of fashion in the development
of cities made it an interesting case for this study. In the literature there
is a wide agreement concerning the significant economic impacts of the
field. In the first place, strong gentrifying effects have been attributed to
this field, the presence of fashion actors stimulating the requalification
of former degraded areas and the overall increase of land values within
the city (Breward, 1996). Due to its highly symbolic value, most attention
has been paid to the crucial role of fashion in making cities attractive to
potential visitors, middle-class workers and businesses (Chilese & Russo,
2008; Jansson & Power, 2010). Finally, fashion has also been discussed
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as a differentiating industrial cluster in the local economy, referring to the
employment and turnover generated by fashion businesses, events and the
city’s retail infrastructure (e.g. Scott, 1996; 2002).
More debated is the public role of fashion in terms of its contribution
to the socio-cultural development of the city. Pointing especially to
multinational businesses, critical authors (e.g. Zukin, 1995; McRobbie,
1998; Bonelli, 2007) lament how fashion offers merely homogeneous
products and experiences. In addition, these authors discuss how fashion
products and experiences are mainly produced through exploitative and
precarious working conditions with little concern for the environment.
Following this line of reasoning, fashion also creates exclusive environments
in the city, is merely concerned with the superficial and hedonistic pleasures
of consumers, and might even cause them psychological or physical
pathologies (Bonelli, 2007).
However, also more nuanced analyses exist (e.g. Scott, 1996; 2002;
Bovone, 2007; Crane, 2007) that are more in line with the normative stance
adopted in this research towards the multiple, yet conflicting, roles of the
‘cultural economy’. In fact, while recognising the potential dangers sketched
by critical perspectives, these accounts highlight how multinational fashion
businesses also produce differentiating cultural products and experiences;
how new independent fashion realities have emerged; how these actors
might be able to adopt and initiate more ethical and sustainable ways
of working; and how they can offer, through their products or events,
opportunities for identity formation, integration and sociability within the
city.
It is this multiple role of fashion, reflected by the tension between
its clear economic significance on the one hand, and its highly debated
impacts and opportunities for the social and cultural development of the
city on the other hand, that makes it a highly relevant case of study.
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Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam as the contexts of study
Next, the cities of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam were selected as the
places in which to study the changing strategic role of fashion. On the one
hand, the choice for these three cities reflected pragmatic concerns with
both access to the field, wanting to optimally benefit from the Italian-Dutch
background of the researcher, and with feasibility, enabling the execution of
the study in doable time and within given resources. Contemporaneously,
also more substantive considerations played a role. The selection of these
three cities, being part of a common ‘Western European’ context (John,
2001) in terms of their historical economic and socio-cultural development
and their recent history of public approaches to culture (as conceptualised in
this study), was aimed to secure a general degree of comparability between
the cases. At the same time an ideal of ‘variance maximisation’ (Yin, 1994)
was followed regarding the presumed strategic approaches to fashion, in
order to explore not only the potential range of development strategies
involved, but especially to uncover potential trends and commonalities
across the cities (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994; Pierre, 2005; Denters &
Mossberger, 2006; Dul & Hak, 2008).
Antwerp
Based on preliminary research, the city of Antwerp was selected because
of its highly creative ‘designer label’ cluster. This economy seemed to have
a crucial impact on tourism development within the city (Stad Antwerpen
[SA], 2008). In fact, preliminary research revealed the supposedly crucial
role attributed by local government to fashion in repositioning the city as
a tourism destination (Martinez, 2007; Klaver, 2010). In addition, the
permanent threat of a populist party to enter local government (Corijn,
2010) also provided a reason to select Antwerp as a case of study, enabling
to explore the potential relationship of these forces to the field of fashion.
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Milan
Milan was chosen because of the leading position of its ready to wear
industry. Fashion seemingly represented a significant industrial force within
the city and, especially through the fashion weeks, a highly symbolic
field contributing to the international image of Milan (Reinach, 2006). In
terms of strategic approaches to fashion, the historical struggle over the
construction of a ‘City of Fashion’ (Foot, 2001; Reinach, 2006) presented
an interesting point of entry, referring to the failed development of a new
quarter devoted to the city’s fashion economy. The satisfaction of Milanese
fashion designers with the first edition of the fashion weeks held in the inner
city in 2010 (President National Chamber of Italian Fashion, personal
communication, 15 February, 2011) also offered a point of reflection.
Amsterdam
The many subsidised fashion designers, as opposed to the many multinational
businesses in the city (Roso, Manshanden, & Koops, 2008), awakened an
initial interest in Amsterdam. This was even more the case given the role of
the Amsterdam International Fashion Week, the Red-light Fashion District
project, and the more recent position of ‘denim’ in the marketing activities
of the city (Gemeente Amsterdam [GA], 2004; Van Hoeijen, 2010). Less
clear, however, was the role of fashion in the more recently formulated
‘creative industries’ policy (Klaver, 2010; Kovacs, Pethe, & Miosga, 2010),
involving the question of whether fashion businesses and the notion of
‘denim’ would also be part of this approach.
The 1980s as starting point (until 2012)
In order to offer a more robust historical perspective compared to existing
studies on the subject, the choice was made to focus on the period since
the 1980s. This choice was informed by the presumed criticality of this
period, confirmed by the initial collection of data, for the development
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of the fashion economy and the wider economic-social restructuring of
cities in Western Europe. It was during this period that fashion actors also
began to make specific demands upon local government for the future
development of the cluster. The year 2012, in the slipstream of the financial
crisis, was taken as the last year of interest for the analysis in order to
enable the closure of the research.

3.2 S em i- s t r u ct u re d i n t e r v i ews, d esk resea rc h
an d opera t i o n al i s a t i o n
Data were collected primarily through the execution of in-depth, semistructured interviews with key public and private actors involved in the
fashion economy and the strategic governance of Antwerp, Milan and
Amsterdam. These agents were identified through mapping exercises at
first, and then ‘purposively’ selected (Eisenhardt, 1989; Baker, 1999) with
the aim of including the most important actors for each city, and to achieve
comparable samples between the cases in terms of the (institutional) position
of the selected actors. Then, snowball sampling (Eisenhardt, 1989; Baker,
1999) was utilised to allow for a more natural selection of respondents,
based, following the logic of urban regime analysis, on references made
by the purposively selected actors to other parties with whom they (in)
formally collaborated. On average, 15 in-depth interviews were executed
for each city, until ‘saturation’ (Baker, 1999) was reached regarding the
core development history of each locality. A list of respondents is provided
in Appendix one.
Desk research
In addition, desk research was conducted to prepare for the interviews
and, even more importantly, to complement and ‘triangulate’ (Yin, 1994)
the results obtained from these interviews (Baker, 1999). This included the
collection of relevant documents such as policy reports and media articles
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and the analysis of secondary data. Through desk-research a higher level
of saturation was achieved, at the same time increasing the reliability of the
findings (Yin, 1994) regarding the development histories of the cities. On
average, 30 sources were studied for each case (see also Appendix one).
Operationalisation
To gather the required data from the interviews and from the documents,
the framework of this research (as presented in Figure 2.1), and the related
variables of ‘strategic role of fashion’ and ‘relationship to public-private
coalition’ were ‘operationalised’ (Baker, 1999) (see Appendix two). For
the interviews in particular, based on this operationalisation, a list of
semi-structured questions and an item-list were developed. These were
formulated in Dutch and Italian and adapted to the specific backgrounds
of respondents. An English translation of the ‘standard’ research instrument
can be found in Appendix three. While the more open questions were
mostly utilised in the initial phase of the interviews, a more semi-structured
approach was followed to further develop initial stories in a more structured,
yet flexible way (Yin, 1994). The item list was used as a practical guide
during the interviews.

3.3 Pa tt er n c o d i n g a n d s e m i -str uctu red over vi ews
In order to organise the gathered data a ‘first level coding’ (Miles &
Huberman, 1994) of interview transcripts and documents was executed,
following the operationalisation of the major variables of the research as
presented in Appendix two. First of all, the code ‘fashion’ was applied to all
those text fragments related to the historical development, character and
impacts of the fashion economy within the cities. Then, the codes ‘strategic
role of fashion’ and ‘relationship to public-private coalition’ were applied
to further organise the data.
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The case histories
To reconstruct the development history for each city, a further chronological
coding was executed based on the identification of cities’ electoral periods
from the 1980s until 2012. Even though urban regime analysis is concerned
with governing arrangements that extend beyond electoral cycles, this
ordering enabled a more historical view on the changing public-private
coalitions of the city and the related strategic evaluations of fashion. The
text fragments were then organised in a matrix with the time periods, and
their specification in respectively ‘strategic roles of fashion’ and ‘relationship
to public-private coalition’, in the columns, and the related sources in
the rows. Based on this matrix ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973) were
constructed for each case, in which the historical view on changes in the
strategic governance of the cities was utilised as the ‘informing context’
(Geertz, 1973) in which to discuss occurring changes in the strategic role
of fashion.
Comparison within the cities: rising the ladder of abstraction
Following the development of these case histories a start was made with
what Miles and Huberman (1994) have identified as ‘pattern coding’, with
the aim of ‘rising the ladder of abstraction’. A new matrix was developed
for each city, clustering the text fragments regarding the ‘strategic roles
of fashion’ in the right hand side of the matrix, and those text fragments
referring to the ‘relationship to public-private coalitions’ in the left hand side
of the figure (together reflecting this research’s analytical framework). Based
on this matrix an analysis was made of the changes in strategic agendas
of fashion within each city, labelling these approaches with the sub codes
‘regeneration’, ‘industry’, ‘destination’, ‘culture’ and ‘social development’.
Then, for each city, those public-private coalitions were identified that
were linked to these changing strategic agendas, and labelled with ‘no
coalition’, ‘economic development’, ‘middle-class’ or ‘social investment’
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arrangement, exploring the potential influence of these coalitions on the
related incorporation of fashion. The emerging patterns and relationships
were then utilised to formulate overviews for each case.
Comparison between the cities: towards a middle-range theory
In order to prepare for the final analytical step, a ‘monster-matrix’ (Miles
& Huberman, 1994) was developed. In line with the analytical framework
of this research, on the right hand side of the matrix those changes in the
strategic roles of fashion were cited that were identified within each city, still
utilising the sub codes of ‘regeneration’, ‘industry’, ‘destination’, ‘culture’
and ‘social development’. In the left hand column the related changes in
public-private coalitions were depicted for each city (in terms of the sub
codes ‘no coalition’, ‘economic development’, ‘middle-class’ or ‘social
investment’ arrangement), together with the developed interpretation
of their influence upon their strategic roles of fashion. Based on the
developed matrix, and through ‘constant comparisons’ (Strauss & Corbin,
1990), inferences were made and conclusions were drawn regarding
recent changes in strategic approaches to fashion within the cities. Then,
following a similar method, inferences were made and conclusions were
drawn regarding the public-private coalitions related to these development
strategies in the cities, in order to develop a ‘middle-range theory’ (Glaser,
1978) about this relationship. These insights provided the basis for the
formulation of general conclusions.
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4. The s trategic role of
fa s h i o n i n A n t w e r p
At the origin of Antwerp’s fashion clusters stands the Fashion Department
of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, a branch of the Artesis University of
applied sciences. Established in 1963, this institute historically focussed
on the artistic side of fashion, particularly the conception and the artisanal
production of designs. With the appointment of Linda Loppa as Head of
the Department in the 1980s, a new era began. ‘’By then, all kinds of new
things were happening in the international fashion scene. […] And also in
Antwerp the cultural field was finally standing up’’ (Former Head Fashion
Department 1982-2006, personal communication, 11 May 2011).
Maintaining contacts with many actors in the Parisian fashion industry, she
was able to import new ideas to the Fashion Department in Antwerp, and
to take students to shows and fashion houses in Paris. ‘’I had my tickets,
and students were copying them to enter the shows. By doing this we were
taking a different turn’’ (Former Head Fashion Department 1982-2006,
personal communication, 11 May 2011). It was due to these developments
that in the 1980s the first generation of ‘avant-garde’ (Martinez, 2007;
Teunissen, 2011) designers, comprising Ann Demeulemeester, Dries van
Noten and Walter van Beijerendonck, graduated from the academy. These
designers often started to work in the national textile industry or moved
abroad to work in established fashion centres in Europe.
Around the same time the Belgian textile and clothing industry,
mostly located in Flanders, was facing a period of profound crisis, facing
competition from new centres of textile production in Southern Europe
and beyond. This was the reason for the national Minister of Economy
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Willy Claes to launch the ‘Textiel Plan’ (Textile Plan), an initiative aimed
to rescue this industrial sector. Around €500 million were invested in the
technological and financial reorganisation of businesses, €50 million to
recompense for unavoidable layoffs, while €140 million were employed
to stimulate innovation in textiles and clothing, introducing design and
promotional activities (Moons, 2007). Via Helena Ravijst of the Instituut
voor Textiel en Confectie België (Belgian Institute of Textiles and Clothing
[ITCB]), the agency responsible for the implementation of the innovation
part of the plan, a ‘Club des Créateurs’ (Designers’ Club) was installed as
a discussion board composed by several young designers. Through mutual
discussions the promotional campaign ‘Mode dit is Belgisch’ (Fashion
this is Belgian) was launched, and the ‘Gouden Spoel’ (Golden Spindle)
competition was set up. This initiative gave graduates the opportunity to
create their own collections, have them produced by textile companies
and be judged by professionals such as Jean Paul Gautier. As mentioned
by the former Head of the Fashion Department (1982-2006, personal
communication, 11 May 2011): ‘’Everyone was then entering his own
world, and all of a sudden there were a lot of interesting collections’’.
In 1988 six designers, armed with their new collections, travelled to
London together with Geert Bruloot, a famous fashion retailer in Antwerp,
to present their work on the top floor of a wedding fair. ‘’The choice for
this location was dictated by their lack of money’’ (Entrepreneur bringing
fashion designers to London in 1988, personal communication, 25
February 2011). The effect was immediate. These ‘Antwerp Six’, a label
given to the group thanks to the difficult pronunciation of the names of Ann
Demeulemeester, Dirk van Saene, Marina Yee, Dirk Bikkembergs, Walter
van Beirendonck and Dries van Noten, soon started to attract orders from
major retailers and department stores over the world. This event and other
trips to the fashion weeks of Paris enabled the Antwerp Six to build up
a solid customer base, which supported the establishment of their own
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designer labels.
The fashion cluster of Antwerp has nowadays approximately 25
fashion companies, and 75 other clothing production and service-oriented
businesses (Arnoldus et al., 2009). While design and marketing activities
take place in Antwerp, production activities were for a period still in the
hands of Belgian, and especially Flemish, textile firms. In the last decade,
however, this moved to countries with cheap labour. The showrooms of the
major designers are mostly located around the famous Nationalestraat,
while the collections are shown especially during the fashion weeks of
Paris. The rise of a design cluster in Antwerp had also positive effects on
the retail infrastructure of the city. In addition to the shops of the famous
designers, 587 (34%) out of 1,711 shops in the inner city are nowadays
directly connected with fashion (SA, 2010). Juliot Haeyen, the largest real
estate owner of Antwerp, was actively involved in this process. ‘’I wanted to
make a good investment for the future. I conducted a research on which
streets had the potential of being good, then I started to buy as many as
I could of the largest properties and to rent them to international fashion
businesses from Hermes to Zara’’ (Major Real Estate Owner in Retail
Antwerp, personal communication, 14 April 2011).
Fashion, as an economy, generates nowadays about 1.5 to 2% of
the business turnover of the city of Antwerp (SA, 2008; 2011). With its 260
employees, it represents only a maximum of 0.15% of the total number
of employees in the city. On an image level, however, due to the growing
international popularity of these designers, the city of Antwerp came to
be seen as a ‘fashion city’ and as the home of the Antwerp Six (Martinez,
2007). In fact, of the 1.7 million visitors coming to Antwerp each year, 20%
comes especially because of fashion-related shopping, this percentage
rising to 75% when it comes to Flemish or Dutch tourists (SA, 2009). As
commented by the CEO of Ann Demeulemeester and Haider Ackermann
(personal communication, 11 May 2011): ‘’thanks to fashion, the city of
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Antwerp has undergone a face lift without having to open its wallet’’.

4.1 Fa s h io n i n t h e s t ra t e g ic d evel o p ment o f t he
city
In the 1980s the city of Antwerp was facing a difficult period, having to
cope with an economic downturn, the related closure of many industrial
activities and high unemployment figures. The inner city was poor and
problematic due to years of suburban flight by the middle-classes. The
municipal debts were rising, while the financial support from the national
government was decreasing. In the context of these problems the city’s
socialist Mayor Bob Cools decided to launch a bid, via the national
government, to make Antwerp the European Capital of Culture [ECoC]
in 1993. He saw this event as a valuable opportunity to reposition the city
through the attraction of tourists and the improvement of its international
image. Taking advantage of the support obtained from the national
government, in 1988 the European Commission elected Antwerp as the
ECoC for 1993. Together with the representatives of the city’s cultural
institutions a cultural programme was developed. As the future intendant
of the event commented (personal communication, 19 April 2011): ‘’In
such cases it usually happens that everyone takes a project that they always
wanted to do, but had put in the bottom drawer of their desk. So as a
consequence the council said: do we really want to have a telephone book
of Antwerp for the event?’’. In fact, the local council rejected the proposal.
The organisation of the event seemed to be at an impasse.
As a solution, Mayor Bob Cools asked Eric Antonis in 1990, a
famous theatre maker who was then working in the Netherlands, to develop
an alternative programme. On the condition of having full autonomy from
local politics in the development and running of the event, he started to
work on the programme. ‘’I had to think a long time about it, because in
those days politics was strongly intertwined with culture in Antwerp, cultural
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institutions were actually municipal agencies’’ (Intendant Antwerp ‘93,
personal communication, 19 April 2011). He saw Antwerp as a city that
was proud to look to its past as the city of Rubens and Van Dijk, but also as
a city that had enormous difficulties to look forward, caught in a provincial
and folkloristic culture. As Antwerp was one of the major contributors to
the electoral victory of the populist Vlaams Blok (later Vlaams Belang [VB])
party in the federal elections of 1991, Eric Antonis decided to focus on
the arts, and on the avant-garde in particular, to foster a more positive
view on the future. ‘’Our idea was: if we want to help Antwerp out of this
flat, folklore culture, and if we want to get people out of provincialism, the
only thing possible is art, because art is able to disrupt patterns’’ (Cultural
Intendant Antwerp ‘93, personal communication, 19 April 2011). So what
started as an economic repositioning exercise soon became an artistic and
political project (Corijn, 2010), supporting with the slogan ‘can arts save
the world?’, the avant-gardes for the public progression of the city. This
proposal, initially treated with suspicion by the Mayor and the established
cultural institutions, was approved by the city council. For the organisation
of the event the Vereniging Zonder Winstoogmerk (Non-profit Association
[VZW]) Antwerp ’93 was established, led by Eric Antonis as the intendant
of the event. Due to the agreements on artistic freedom made between
Antonis and Cools, this organisation came to operate in full autonomy
from local politics (Corijn, 2010). Following the choice for the avantgardes, Eric Antonis subsidised all kinds of new independent cultural
producers to develop the content of the events. Fierce opposition, however,
was forthcoming from the directors of the city’s cultural institutions. In the
words of the intendant himself (personal communication, 19 April 2011):
‘’I went to 30 places in Antwerp, not to talk about the programme, but to
say this is how we are going to do it! It was not democratic, I know’’. And:
‘’We went to the woman of the Museum of Fine Arts and said you should
do this. The police were called and it was war. We had to break things
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open, so it was utterly painful for everyone’’. Antwerp ’93, furthermore,
established contacts with a Tourism Department in development, in which
Annik Bogaert held a key position. Together they invested in promotion,
in contacts with media actors, and in the touristic infrastructure of the city,
entering in a rather formal relationship with corresponding private parties.
Overall, €41 million were invested in the event by the public sector, with
a contribution of approximately €18 million from the local government
(Richards, 2007). In addition, Antwerp ’93 was able to obtain approximately
€9 million sponsorship from business actors, involving the contributions by
the municipal harbour agency, the Chamber of Commerce [VOKA] and
other major businesses.
It was during the ECoC ’93 that a first strategic concern with fashion
could be seen. In fact, while exclusively focussing on independent forms of
the arts, such as theatre or dance, Annik Bogaert of the Tourism Department
pointed to the potential of an expanding field of fashion as a form of the
avant-garde. As a consequence Linda Loppa, the Head of the Fashion
Department, together with some fashion designers, was able to set up the
programme Fashion ’93, organising an exhibition of 30 years of fashion
academy with installations, photography exhibitions and the yearly defile
(the graduate show) of the academy. ‘’It was like a field of Bourdieu, where
the event was about giving space to what was happening in the margins.
[…] And fashion was by then even in the margins of this event’’ (Former
Manager Antwerp Open VZW 1998-2004, personal communication, 30
March 2011).
1994-2000. Fashion as arts for public aims and tourism development
In 1994, the year after the ECoC, local elections were held. The VB, led
by Filip Dewinter, had the chance of becoming the largest party in the city,
playing on the problematic social character of Antwerp, and denouncing
the elitist agenda adopted by the previous administration as incapable of
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solving these problems. ‘’In fact, the contrast couldn’t have been bigger
between the approach of the ECoC in 1993 and the ideals of the electorate
of the VB’’ (Professor Cultural Management University of Antwerp and
former Advisor of the Alderman for Tourism and Culture 2004-2012,
personal communication, 5 October 2012). In response to this strongly
populist party, all the established parties created a ‘cordon sanitaire’ led
by Mayor Bob Cools that, in case of victory, would exclude the VB from
local government. Within this cordon sanitaire, however, conflicts arose
between traditional(ist) forces represented by the Mayor on the one hand,
that wanted to take back their power in the government of the city, and
more future oriented forces on the other that, represented by Eric Antonis
and Hugo Schiltz, saw in the artistic event a potential trajectory for the
future repositioning of Antwerp. In the end, while the VB achieved a major
electoral victory, the cordon sanitaire prevented this party from governing
the city. Within the cordon, there was a clear win for the future oriented
forces, Eric Antonis replacing Bob Cools as the Alderman for Culture and
Hugo Schiltz becoming the new Alderman for Economy, creating a new
Department for Tourism.
Through his appointment as the Alderman for Culture, Eric Antonis
wanted to roll out his ECoC vision as a strategy for the public development
of the whole city. New forms of the avant-gardes, and big artistic events,
were used to re-programme the cultural infrastructures and institutions of
Antwerp. By fostering the communication of and participation by people
in these new cultural moments, Antonis hoped to bring about a positive
change in the otherwise conservative and provincial mentality of the city’s
inhabitants, gradually eroding the support base for the VB at it roots. As
commented by the former Alderman for Culture (1994-2003, personal
communication, 19 April 2011): ‘’Cultural institutions were still looking the
same as when I visited them as a schoolboy’’. ‘’It was the opportunity to
bring about a structural change in Antwerp, saying to theatres, museums
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and other institutions, we’re going to break them down and introduce a
new programming that would be interesting for the people’’. It was on
the basis of this logic that the idea for a new museum for the city, the
later MAS, was conceived. In implementing this agenda Eric Antonis fired
84 people holding key positions in the cultural sector (causing renewed
protests and fights) and replaced them with key representatives of avantgarde movements who had participated in Antwerp ’93. These actors
received substantial subsidies and more autonomy from local government
in running their institutions. A new VZW, called Antwerp Open, led by
Bruno Verbergt, was established for the organisation of big artistic events.
Via Antwerp Open VZW, subsidies were provided to cultural actors (and
investments were made in promotional and touristic products). ‘’People
were convinced we had to achieve the same artistic level of the ECoC
year again’’ (Former Director Antwerp Open VZW 1998-2004, personal
communication, 30 March 2011).
Through the new Tourism Department, local government started to
focus on tourism development as a main priority for the repositioning of the
city. ‘’Having seen the publicity generated by the event, also because of the
fights involved, and all the people that had come to Antwerp, tourism became
a strategic concern of local government’’ (Director of Tourism Department
Antwerp, personal communication, 4 March 2011). Touristic products and
international promotion were set up around the artistic fields of the city,
including both traditional pillars such as Rubens and Van Dijk, and the
more recently embraced forms of the avant-gardes (Deseure, De Smaele,
Marnhef, & Tritsmans, 2010). Strengthened by the experience of the ECoC
1993 year, Annik Bogaert made a plea to consider fashion as a crucial
form of these avant-gardes. ‘’And then you start analysing what happens
in Antwerp, so Rubens city was very good, but what we saw moving and
what we got most questions about were fashion designers.’’ ’’Our aim was
to work on the link between fashion design and Antwerp as a destination,
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playing the card of being a city of artists and creators’’. (Director Tourism
Department Antwerp, personal communication, 4 March 2011). Based on
the promotional activities and touristic products developed, Hugo Schiltz
and Annik Bogaert established formal collaborations and consultations
with those private business actors such as the Chamber of Commerce,
media agencies and tourism operators who had a financial interest in
promoting the touristic qualities of Antwerp. In addition, collaborations
were further developed with Antonis and Verbergt for the organisation of
touristic initiatives and artistic events.
In those years Linda Loppa, as the Head of the Fashion Department
and the representative actor of local fashion designers, felt a growing
need to focus on the support of Antwerp’s fashion cluster. On the one
hand, she perceived the growing popularity of the Antwerp Six resulting in
increasing interview demands, flows of visitors in and around the ateliers
of designers, and the utilisation of fashion by the municipality (and the
provincial and federal government) for touristic aims. At the same time,
she saw that there was a lack of support for the field of fashion itself as
the Textile Plan supporting the rise of new designers labels had stopped
in 1993, as local tourism flows led to disturbing pressures for established
designers and as the academy was in urgent need for a new building. ‘’It
was impossible that while we were in the spotlight we had to receive the
press in a building where the roof was leaking, and the grass was growing
between the concrete blocks on the floor’’. ‘’Then I was thinking: and
what is everybody actually doing for us? And my answer was: nothing!’’
(Former Head Fashion Department 1982-2006, personal communication,
11 May 2011). Linda Loppa, together with Geert Bruloot, established the
Flanders Fashion Institute [FFI] in 1998 as a representative organisation
for local fashion designers, receiving the support from the federal Minister
of Culture. Through the FFI she started to lobby the Tourism Department
for the better organisation of tourism flows in the city. Via her personal
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contacts with Annik Bogaert and Hugo Schiltz a common understanding was
achieved about the fact that fashion would be utilised as a touristic asset,
but only in exchange for a leading role of the public sector in coordinating
media requests and tourism flows. ‘’In those days Linda was complaining
about tour operators coming to Antwerp with their busses, stopping in
front of the shops, 50 people inside, and said if it is continuing like this I
stop, so touristic products like guides and walks were created’’ (Director
Tourism Department Antwerp, personal communication, 4 March 2011).
In addition, Linda Loppa started to lobby both the Tourism Department and
the Chamber of Commerce for a new building for the Academy. ‘’For us it
was interesting to help create a physical place of fashion, like Wall Street
for finance, where tourists could enter but at the same time could not see
it all’’ (Director Tourism Department Antwerp, personal communication, 4
March 2011). Via this demand also the Alderman for Culture started to
become interested in fashion, recognising fashion design as an important
artistic field. ‘’From our side we had to push fashion into a cultural renewal
and participation discourse, also to be able to respond to the artistic
wishes of Linda’’ (Former Alderman Culture Antwerp 1994-2003, personal
communication, 19 April 2011). Coupled to the province’s interest in
finding a new locality for an existing textile-museum in Oetingem, the
idea of the Modenatie was born, as a cluster combining the Academy,
the offices of the FFI, the new fashion museum (MOMU) and a bookshop
(‘natie’ referring to the historical warehouses in the port of Antwerp). For its
execution, the federal government was mobilised to support the location of
the Academy and the new office of the FFI, while the provincial government
provided for the new fashion museum (with Linda Loppa becoming head
of this institution). The Alderman for Tourism, the Alderman for Culture and
a consortium of private actors invested in the public spaces, the bookshop
and the events location in the building, while the semi-public AG VESPA
agency became the core actor in the actual regeneration of the physical
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infrastructure. Finally, via the Modenatie project, the contacts were further
developed between Linda Loppa, Eric Antonis and Bruno Verbergt of
Antwerp Open. Via these contacts the idea was born to more structurally
employ fashion in the organisation of artistic events. A yearly artistic
exhibition, called Vitrine, was created. Fashion made also a contribution to
the event year Van Dijk in 1999. For 2001 a whole event year was planned
around fashion with the title Mode Landed/Geland. All these initiatives
focused on the artistic qualities of fashion and its potential to bring about
a more dynamic and open identity to the city. The Cultural Department
of the municipality provided subsidies to the FFI for the organisation of
artistic programmes, while via the already existing informal contacts with
the developing public-private tourism network, promotional initiatives were
debated and developed. ‘’It was really tough. Our idea to leave full artistic
freedom to fashion as opposed to the commercial logic of tourism, created
lots of tensions, especially towards the event of 2001’’ (Former Director
Antwerp Open VZW 1998-2004, personal communication, 30 March
2011; Loppa & Verbergt, 2001). In the end, in the second half of the 1990s,
the field of fashion had become a preferred partner of both the cultural
network, with its focus on artistic renewal and social development, and of
the tourism network. As explained by the Director of Antwerp Open VZW
(1998-2004, personal communication, 30 March 2011): ‘’So by then,
entering from tourism and moving towards culture, Linda and fashion had
won their battle to become centre stage’’. As emphasised by the Director
of the Tourism Department of Antwerp (personal communication, 4 March
2011): ‘’The story of Antwerp and fashion came not from a big plan like
many may expect. It was more like a movement of bits and pieces coming
together one at a time’’.
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2000-2003. The weakening position of fashion before the VISA crisis of
2003
New elections took place in 2000. The cordon sanitaire, by remaining
united, was able to exclude the VB once again from a governing position,
even though the party booked the largest victory in its history (Corijn,
2010). Leo Delwaide replaced Hugo Schiltz as the Alderman for Economy
and Tourism. Other positions remained unchanged.
With Delwaide and Bogaert the repositioning of Antwerp as a
tourism destination, and the key role of fashion design within this, remained
a priority of local government. Public investments were continued for the
development and promotion of touristic programmes. Occasionally, formal
consultations were held with key business actors such as the Chamber
of Commerce who financially contributed, on an ad hoc basis, to the
touristic programme of the city. The contacts with the city’s cultural network
diminished.
After the elections, Eric Antonis felt it was time to consolidate Antwerp’s
arts agenda, bringing to a positive end the planned renewal of the cultural
institutions. This resulted in a reduction of the arts subsidies allocated by
the Alderman of Culture. ‘’The budget for events in 1993 was €18 million.
For fashion in 2001 it was €8. It was getting less and less’’ (Former Director
Antwerp Open VZW 1998-2004, personal communication, 30 March
2011). Especially after the organisation of the Mode Landed/Geland event
in 2001, and the opening of the Modenatie building in 2002, fashion lost
it special status within this agenda.
Also Linda Loppa, having achieved what she wanted for the local
fashion cluster, lost her sense of urgency regarding the need to actively
position fashion in the city. In the words of the former Director of Antwerp
Open VZW (1998-2004, personal communication, 30 March 2011):
‘’Linda had always been a pure lobbyist. Now it was less’’. In fact, she
returned to her routine activities as the Head of the Academy, the FFI and
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the MOMU, only continuing an informal relationship with Annik Bogaert of
the Tourism Department to discuss tourism-related issues.
In 2003 several investigations were started on the excessive
(private) expenses of top civil servants and Aldermen in Antwerp, triggering
the so-called ‘VISA affaire’. As a consequence of the resignation of the
administrators involved, the city of Antwerp entered a period of profound
political turmoil. In order to prevent elections, which could have helped the
VB to finally achieve a governing position, the cordon sanitaire desperately
tried to find an internal solution, searching for a new governing team and
a candidate for Mayor.
2003-2006. No role for fashion in the new political communication agenda
A few months after the official resignation of the political coalition, the
cordon sanitaire managed to form a new governing team. Patrick Janssens,
a former marketing and communications manager and the national leader
of the socialist party (Sp.A), was put forward as the candidate for the position
of Mayor, and was officially appointed to this position by the Minister for
Internal Affairs. Within the new government the Christian-democrat Philip
Heylen was appointed as the Alderman for Culture and Tourism.
Mayor Janssens, independently of the city council, started to work on
a mostly political agenda (Janssens, 2011). What was needed, in his view,
was a communication campaign that would be able to project a positive
image of Antwerp towards the traditional electorate of the cordon sanitaire,
referring to Antwerp as a place where it would be good to live, to work and
to play in, and where local government would be able to effectively solve
the widely recognised social troubles of the city (SA, 2004). A radiant ‘A’
logo, a reworking of the one designed by Van Beirendonck for the fashion
year 2001, and the slogan ‘‘t Stad is van Iedereen’ (‘Everybody’s city’), were
used as the umbrellas for the communication of these messages. Fashion
did not play a role in this agenda, even though some cultural activities
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and events, mostly in the artistic and leisure sphere, were embraced to
communicate a positive image of Antwerp. ‘’With Janssens there was no
political attention for fashion anymore’’ (Former Head Fashion Department
1982-2006, Director MOMU 2002-2006 and Chairman FFI 19972006, personal communication, 11 May 2011). In support of his political
agenda, a new marketing and communication agency was set up, with
Pierre de Strycker becoming the responsible person for the execution of
the communication plan. From his central position, he coordinated the
communication efforts of all the municipal agencies, collaborating with
the respective directors. For the dissemination of the messages, in addition
to municipal channels like the website, investments were made in local
or provincial media, while several private organisations were also sought
to adopt the A symbol. ‘’We tried for example to reach the youth via our
websites, but tried also to place our A campaigns through museums or the
African Platform’’ (De Strycker, 2006, cited in Danneels, 2006, p.3).
At the same time, the Alderman for Tourism and Culture Philip Heylen,
supported by the Director of the Tourism Department Annik Bogaert, wanted
to make tourism a priority of the municipality again. The prioritisation of
the political communication agenda by Mayor Janssens, however, resulted
in less public resources for the tourism coalition, diminishing its actual
capacity to act.
In 2002, the Chamber of Commerce had started to work on a
strategic vision for the economic repositioning of the Antwerp region.
Responding to the lack of interest demonstrated by the public sector in
the development of the region’s ‘productive’ economy in the previous
decade, the ‘Routeplan 2012’ (Route map 2012) was presented in 2003,
with the aim of ‘steering Antwerp into a new Golden Age’ (VOKA, 2012).
Following Dirk Buteel, one of the Directors in those years, it was time for
businesses to play a more central role in the activities of local government
again, going beyond the usual sponsoring of artistic or promotional
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initiatives. They proposed, on the one hand, to strengthen the physical
and knowledge infrastructure for several industrial clusters, with transport
and logistics, heavy industry and diamond representing traditional sectors,
and with product development and innovation, ICT and water technologies
as the new growth poles. On the other hand, a demand for a wider citymarketing approach was expressed, supporting a wider field of semipublic and commercial cultural activities, including fashion designers and
shopping, for the attraction of not only tourists, but also of businesses and
talent to the ‘destination’ Antwerp. The priority given by Mayor Janssens
to his own political agenda, however, meant that this private vision was
not accommodated in the city’s development view, not obtaining the
required financial support for achieving significant results. Except for some
investments in cultural exhibitions and events, the Chamber of Commerce
also lacked a substantial investment agenda. ‘’VOKA does not really invest
and does not really ask businesses to do so even though many people think
it works that way’’ (Professor Cultural Management Antwerp University and
Former Advisor to the Alderman for Tourism and Culture 2004-2012,
personal communication, 5 October 2012).
During this period Linda Loppa stopped her lobby activities. ‘’By
then we had achieved what we wanted in Antwerp’’ (Former Head of
Fashion Department 1982-2006, MOMU 2002-2006 and FFI 19972006, personal communication, 11 May 2011). As fashion was not part of
Janssens’ communication agenda, and as the local fashion economy did
not share a common agenda anymore, the tourism relationship between
Annik Bogaert and Linda Loppa remained the only contact between the
field of fashion and local government. While she was still in charge of the
Academy and of the MOMU, the Flemish government opened an inquiry
into the potential financial (mis)management of the FFI by Linda Loppa
(which proved not to be true). These accusations, and the retreat of many
business actors (due to business issues) from the FFI, meant the FFI almost
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collapsed, leading Linda Loppa, the historically key figure in Antwerp’s
field of fashion, to resign from all her positions in 2006, becoming the
new Head of the Polimoda Fashion School in Florence, Italy. Edith Vervliet
inherited the much-debated FFI, which was in search of a new mission.
2006-2012. No role for fashion in the urban regeneration-social
conservative agenda
In 2006 the cordon sanitaire won the elections again. The
A-campaign of Mayor Janssens ‘’[…] seemed to have worked. He managed
to earn the legitimacy to carry on his vision even amidst enormous criticisms’’
(Professor Cultural Management Antwerp University and former Advisor
Alderman Tourism and Culture 2004-2012, personal communication, 5
October 2012). From his confirmed position as Mayor, Patrick Janssens
started to act upon his vision of Antwerp as attractive and liveable city
for the middle-classes (Janssens, 2011). Urban regeneration became a
priority, resulting in a new Structural Plan for the city. The plan connected
existing urban regeneration projects like Central Station, initiated after the
ECoC 1993 event, to the requalification of abandoned industrial sites.
This included the regeneration of the former railway area in the North into
high end housing and an urban park, the transformation of ‘t Eilandje (the
small island), as the former harbour docks in the inner city, into residential
and cultural functions (the MAS museum planned by Eric Antonis playing
a key role in the regeneration of the site), the reconversion of the banks
of the river Schelde into a city boulevard, and the requalification of many
historical buildings into upper-class housing estates. Collaborations were
established, depending on the project, with the private owners of the land
or with real estate developers, local government utilising laws, permits,
plans and financial investments to maintain the coordinating role in the
development of land (Janssens, 2011). Sometimes the land was bought
from private owners and resold with a specific spatial plan, but more often
negotiations were held with private owners and developers to convince
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them to comply with public plans. As mentioned by Janssens (in Janssens,
2011): ‘’It took a while before the real estate sector understood what we
were doing. They had to give in on their wish to make a lot of money really
fast, but they often went along with our vision’’.
In order to further accomplish his aim of making Antwerp an
attractive and liveable city, and to further counter the influence of the VB
party, Mayor Janssens adopted a new social policy for the city. Together
with the new Alderman for Social Policy and Diversity Monica de Coninck,
already Director of the Openbare Centra voor Maatschappelijk Welzijn
(Public Centres for Social Wellbeing [OCMW]), a more conservative social
agenda was promoted, incorporating the proposals of the VB (Blonde, Van
Dijck, & Vrints, 2010). This comprised ‘disciplining’ measures to counter
considered ‘negative’ forms of behaviour, such as wearing a headscarf
in public offices or the grouping of youth on the streets, and a strong
‘activation’ policy, focussing on the duty of minorities to learn the Dutch
language or the compulsion for the unemployed to get schooling or accept
appointed jobs (Janssens, 2011). Alderman De Coninck formulated specific
directives for and allocated public money to many semi-public agencies in
the city, comprising social institutes, the police, language and learning
centres or cleaning agencies.
In those years, two other agendas emerged. On the one hand the
reconfirmed Alderman for Tourism and Culture Philip Heylen, and the
Director of the tourism agency Annik Bogaert, continued to work to increase
the touristic appeal of the city. Following an analysis of Antwerp’s tourism
flows, and the establishment of a formal consultation board with private
actors, they identified the need to embrace a broader field of culture for
the international promotion of the city. The focus on the semi-public arts,
and on fashion design within this, was broadened to include shopping,
gastronomy and even the harbour. ‘’We broadened our focus to Antwerp
as shopping destination as that is what attracts most tourists to Antwerp’’
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(Director Tourism Agency Antwerp, personal communication, 4 March
2011). Regarding fashion, new products were developed, like a fashion
game and a personal shopper. Also new promotional activities were set
up, like a blogging competition around the theme of Antwerp as ‘fashion
city’, and the potential organisation of an event in 2013 celebrating 350
years of the academy, 50 years of the Fashion Department and 10 years
of the Modenatie. ‘’It is difficult. A lot of cities are focussing on fashion
design nowadays, so we had to invest in something else. We can’t keep
saying that we have a new designer again. The fashion engine should be
running anew, but it should come from fashion itself’’ (Director Tourism
Agency Antwerp, personal communication, 4 March 2011). Despite the
fact that ‘’[…] tourism was not strategically carried by the council in this
period’’ (Former Advisor Alderman Tourism and Culture 2004-2012,
personal communication, 5 October 2012), some financial resources
were allocated to these initiatives.
In addition, the new Alderman for Economy Robert Voorhamme
had started to work on a business development agenda (as recurrently
promoted by the Chamber of Commerce). Together with Dirk Diels, Director
of the Economy and Work Agency, they worked on a vision of Antwerp as a
‘creative knowledge’ city, following the ideas of Dijksterhuis (Idea Consult
[IC], 2009). Through a comparison with other Flemish cities, and other
European centres such as Stuttgart, Manchester, Eindhoven, Rotterdam,
Barcelona and Berlin, a new economic approach was delineated. ‘’Antwerp
had always reduced its economic focus to the harbour, but as the traditional
harbour was moving out of the city it was time to focus on the new potential
of Antwerp’’ (Director Economy and Work Agency Antwerp, personal
communication, 7 June 2011). Several clusters were identified, comprising
chemicals and logistics, the commercial ‘creative industries’ and shopping
and restoration. While shopping was embraced as an industrial cluster, the
relevance of fashion design as creative industry became an internal point
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of debate. ‘’We did a study on fashion design. We noticed we score high
on specialisation, but little in economic weight and growth potential. And
fashion is different from other creative disciplines here, they often want to
keep their purity, focussing on design, so in this sense multimedia content
producers are much more interesting to work upon for the creative industries’’
(Director Economy and Work Agency Antwerp, personal communication, 7
June 2011). The potential of Antwerp as attractive city for new businesses
(and talent) was also underlined, highlighting the importance of cultural
attractors, such as museums, fashion design or shopping, in fulfilling
these aims. In the words of the Director of the Economy and Work Agency
(personal communication, 7 June 2011): ‘’Fashion is a good selling tool’’.
However, in line with the tourism agenda, this economic discourse was also
unable to gain priority within local government.
The business community, now led by Luc Luwel of the VOKA,
continued to lobby the municipality. In 2008 a new Route Map was
presented with an updated strategic vision for the economic repositioning
of the Antwerp region towards 2020. In line with the 2003 plan, the
traditional business clusters remained heavy industry, harbour and
logistics, and diamonds, while smart health care, city logistics, waterrelated expertise and sustainability were discussed as the new growth
poles. The need for city-marketing was still on the agenda, focussing on
fashion, shopping and other cultural assets to attract leisure and business
tourists, businesses and talent to the city. As mentioned by the Director
of the VOKA (personal communication, 6 October 2012): ‘’Politicians
have always devoted most attention to tourism in Antwerp’’. This business
agenda was, once more, not adopted by Mayor Janssens, as the public
focus on attracting the middle-classes diverged too much from the idea to
develop Antwerp as a business region (the historically difficult relationships
between Janssens and the business community also playing a role in
this process). ‘’Maybe because of the dominance of the socialist party in
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recent decades, local politics have always had little consideration of the
business world. Hopefully the new government will after 2012’’ (Director
of VOKA, personal communication, 6 October 2012). While the Chamber
of Commerce continued to support the tourism initiatives as proposed by
Alderman Heylen and Annik Bogaert, at the same time some collaborative
projects were developed with the Alderman for Economy Voorhamme, as
in the case of Antwerp Headquarters where a collaboration was started to
promote culture, and fashion design in particular, to attract new businesses
to the city.
With the appointment of Edith Vervliet as the new Director of the FFI
in 2006, the institute started to function again. A new vision was formulated
to stimulate and (internationally) promote the fashion industry of Flanders.
The FFI, because of this turn to industrial concerns (compared to the more
cultural considerations of Linda Loppa), was adopted by the Flanders District
of Creativity (an agency of the Flemish Ministry for Economic Development),
being able in this way to secure its financial survival. This changing
status also implied a shift towards a more federal focus compared to the
original Antwerp-based orientation. ‘’We now operate on a Flemish level,
even though Antwerp remains our primary focus’’ (Project Manager FFI,
personal communication, 19 April 2011). As fashion was not incorporated
into the development strategies of Mayor Janssens, the organisation led
by Edith Vervliet remained an external actor in the governance of Antwerp.
However, contacts were re-established with Annik Bogaert of the Tourism
Department, the FFI remaining the preferred partner of local government
in the structural consultations around tourism development. In 2011, in the
light of its new mission, the FFI proposed to transform the usual stock sales
of the city’s fashion designers into a citywide event, in order to help both
designers in their selling process and the city in promotional terms. This
project, renamed ‘Contemporary Fashion Days’, received the support from
the Tourism Agency, the Work and Economy Agency (due to the business
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interests involved) and the Chamber of Commerce (following its concerns
with city-marketing).
Since 2012. No role for fashion in the social conservative agenda
The 2012 elections marked a historical change in the government of the city.
Bart de Wever, the leader of the Flemish conservative N-VA party, positioned
himself as the alternative to both the cordon sanitaire, embracing many of
its economic themes, and the populist VB of Filip Dewinter, adopting its
conservative social agenda. This political strategy proved to be successful,
as he became the new Mayor of the city. Despite the fact that for the first
time the socialist party found itself in opposition, only a re-adjustment of
the existing governing team took place, with half the Aldermen staying in
the municipality but with different responsibilities (Blommaert, 2012).
In line with this minor change, only a partial shift in priorities seems to
have occurred. Bart de Wever has adopted the socially conservative agenda
of Janssens as the priority of his governing mandate. As indicated by a
current Professor of Cultural Management at Antwerp University and former
Advisor of the Alderman for Tourism and Culture (2004-2012, personal
communication, 5 October 2012): ‘’Janssens was always considered a
socialist Mayor with a right-wing agenda. So I think no major changes will
take place’’. With the strategic document ‘Respect voor A’ (‘Respect for
A’)(SA, 2012), Mayor De Wever and the Alderman for Social Policy and
Diversity Liesbeth Homans seemed to continue a ‘citizens’ duties’ approach
(Blommaert, 2012) to solve the social problems of the city, with a focus on
social disciplining and activating measures (SA, 2012). In support of this
agenda the relationships were further developed between the Aldermen
and semi-public organisations such as the police, educational institutes
and other societal associations. It remains to be seen whether Bart De
Wever will remain Mayor after the federal elections of 2014, but it seems
highly probable that even if that might not be the case, his right hand and
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Alderman for Social Policy Liesbeth Homans might take over and continue
the socially conservative agenda towards the elections in 2018.

4.2 C h an gi n g s t ra t e g i c ro les o f f a shi o n: a n
over view
When considering the strategic role of fashion in Antwerp, some historical
changes can be discerned in the way that this field has been dealt with in
the recent development strategies of the city. In the first place fashion, and
fashion design in particular, earned a central role in the (new) arts and
cultural policies developed in the city since the end of the 1980s (and being
dominant until the mid-2000s), being concerned with artistic renewal and
events and the employment of the arts to stimulate a more positive attitude
of citizens towards their city.
Fashion design obtained a structural role also in the destination
development agenda being developed in the city since the mid-1990s,
focussing on the arts and artistic events for the international promotion of
the city and the attraction of tourists to Antwerp.
Fashion, however, did not play a role (anymore) in the urban
regeneration agenda adopted, for a short period, in the second half of the
2000s, being concerned with spatial projects for the attraction of middleclass inhabitants and corporate headquarters to the city.
Fashion is also not playing a role in the social conservative agenda
guiding the ‘development’ of Antwerp since the mid-2000s, this agenda
being rather concerned with social disciplining and activating measures to
re-establish an ‘ordered’ community.
While the field of fashion felt for a long time supported by local
government through its arts and cultural agenda (and, to a lesser extent,
tourism strategies), in the period characterised by the weakening of this
cultural focus and the continuation of tourism development interests,
fashion actors sometimes lamented their ‘utilisation’ by local government
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to promote its own destination development aims (all followed by the recent
weakening of reciprocal concern regarding the social agenda of the city).
How this strategic role can be understood from changes in local publicprivate governance
The depicted changes in strategic roles of fashion can be understood in
relation to recent changes in way the city has been governed, and especially
to the dominant role of the public sector in deciding whether and how
fashion was incorporated into the development of the city. At the end of the
1980s a new subsidy regime was developing between public, educational
and artistic actors in which the public sector, and the Alderman for Culture
in particular, was predominantly concerned, following a logic of marketfailure, with the support of independent forms of arts.
The structural position of fashion in the tourism development
strategies of Antwerp can be understood from the turn by local government,
and the Alderman for Tourism in particular, to economic development
policies in the 1990s, perceiving the increasing importance of the arts,
and of the highly symbolic field of fashion, as a strategic tool for attracting
tourists to and for re-shaping the international image of the city.
The fact that fashion was not incorporated into the urban
regeneration agenda becoming dominant in the second half of the 2000s
can be understood from the interest of public actors, within the context of
an increased collaboration with real estate parties, to employ semi-public
cultural institutions only, as those cultural actors that could be ‘steered’,
to make spatial projects attractive to new businesses and middle-class
inhabitants.
Finally, the lacking concern with fashion in the social conservative
agenda dominant in Antwerp since the mid-2000s is influenced by the
concern of (a populist) local government, in reaction to profound economic
and socio-cultural transformations, with restoring the original ‘community’
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of the city through disciplining and activating measures. No direct attention
is paid to cultural activities for these aims, the independent arts and culture
being often defined as ‘elitist’, while commercial forms, such as fashion,
being often thought of as related to the domain of the market.
Only in a second instance, following these changes in public
agendas, did opportunities emerge to achieve a fit between public and
private interests with fashion (and for the fashion cluster to feel supported).
In this respect, the field of fashion only actively positioned itself in the
city, as artistic cluster, in the 1990s, becoming incorporated into the by
then dominant arts and cultural policies of the public sector. It was the
public turn to destination development strategies afterwards (and to urban
regeneration and social policies after that), and the weak organisational
capacity of the field since the 1990s, that led the field of fashion to feel
sometimes utilised by local government in Antwerp (while more generally
neglected afterwards).
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5. The s trategic role of
fa s h i o n i n M i l a n
From the 1980s onwards the city of Milan gradually achieved the status of
world capital of the ready to wear fashion industry, being associated with
famous brands such as Trussardi, Armani, Dolce & Gabbana and Prada.
The origins of this developing industry can be found in the second half of
the 1970s when the Italian textile and clothing industry entered a period
of crisis, facing increasing competition from countries with cheap labour.
In contrast to other industrial sectors, however, the textile industry survived
through specialisation, innovation and creativity in designs.
Cultural transformations also played a key role. Since the 1960s
Milan had developed a strong tradition in design, especially in the field
of furniture and architecture. In addition, even though the 1970s were
the ‘Anni di Piombo’ (Years of Lead), marked by left-wing and right-wing
terrorism, alternative youth cultures were emerging as well as new forms of
cultural production (Mora, 2009). It was then that different actors started
to experiment with the design of clothes. At that time, no real fashion
institutes existed, as they are known today. Instead, people such as Giorgio
Armani or Gianfranco Ferré were drawn to fashion design from different
backgrounds, such as distribution, sartorial production, textile-institutes,
architecture or arts academies (Foot, 2001).
With a textile and clothing industry in search of innovation, the
first contracts were established with local fashion designers, facilitating
the production of their collections. As result, a new ‘democratic’ model
of fashion was born, known as the ‘ready to wear’ fashion industry, based
on the industrial (re)production of designs. The wider transformation of
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Milan at that time, often referred to as a ‘second industrial miracle’ (Foot,
2001), facilitated the expansion of this industry. While the traditional
industrial sectors were in crisis, Milan singlehandedly transformed itself
into the Italian hub of an advanced tertiary industry, composed by design,
media, communication and finance. ‘’Here all the excellences have been
built by champions. It was not government but just pure individualism’’
(Former Director of the Milan Fashion Institute, personal communication,
16 February 2011). Soon, also the world of finance oriented itself towards
fashion designers, enabling the development of new collections and
the later establishment of fashion businesses, as in the examples of the
Gruppo Finanziario Tessile (Finance Group for Textiles [GFT]) with Giorgio
Armani, of Franco Mattioli with Gianfranco Ferré and of Tiziano Giusti with
Franco Moschino (Reinach, 2006). In addition, media and communication
networks formed an essential support for the commercial side of the fashion
business. The key factor in the transformation of Milan into the capital of
ready to wear fashion, however, was the initiative undertaken by Beppe
Modenese, a famous public relations professional in the city, to organise a
fashion week in the city’s fair in 1978 (Foot, 2001). This new event in Milan,
born from an intuition about a developing industry in the city, marked the
beginning of a new era for Italian fashion, giving the opportunity to fashion
houses from all over Italy (and soon from all over the world) to benefit from
the appeal and the business connections offered by this international stage
(Reinach, 2006).
Since the 1980s 46 large fashion houses have been established in
Milan, surrounded by other 4,200 designer companies, of which 2,600
are strictly related to clothing (Comune di Milano [CM], 2008). Soon,
new educational programmes were set up in the artistic and later also
in the management sphere, training future key actors such as Stefano
Gabbana. Nowadays, 14 educational institutes are involved with fashion
in the city, with a total of 10,000 students each year, the majority coming
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from outside Italy (Bucci & Ironico, 2008). Milan fashion week, with its 9
yearly events showing more than 170 brands, became the most important
international event for ready to wear. The Camera Nazionale Della Moda
Italiana (National Chamber of Italian Fashion [CNMI]), chaired since 1999
by Mario Boselli, is the key representative body for the organisation of the
fashion weeks in the city. Even though these recurrent events are of crucial
importance in terms of image and promotion, the real business takes place
behind the scenes. In fact, during the approximately 25 fairs taking place
in the Fiera (fair) in the city and in the approximately 800 showrooms
of Milan, designer companies buy their products from textile companies
(especially in the Fair), and sell their designs to international buyers (in
both the fair and in the showrooms). The rise of Milan as the ready to wear
capital also led to a strong expansion in the retail infrastructure of the
city, making Milan a famous shopping destination. As part of an organic
process, the major companies started to open their flagship stores close
to one another in the inner city, creating the famous ‘Quadrilatero della
Moda’ (Fashion Rectangle) or ‘Quadrilatero d’Oro’ (Golden Rectangle) in
the second half of the 1980s. Nowadays, almost 70% of the shops in the
city centre are devoted to fashion, including 3,000 clothing stores, 2,000
jewels, shoes and accessories stores and 550 businesses related to textile
(Ironico, Mortara, & Pomodoro, 2010). Of these shops, 75% are monobrand, reflecting the true flagship nature of the shops in the city (Ironico et
al., 2010). As mentioned by the former Director of the Communication,
Fashion, Design and Events Department of the municipality (2006-2011,
personal communication, 6 April 2011): ‘’Milan is a true retail theatre’’.
As an industry, the major fashion businesses in Milan generate 11% of the
€96 billion generated by the city’s economy each year, while employing
5,600 workers (0.3% of total workforce in Milan) (CM, 2008; D’Ovidio,
2010). Just as important, perhaps, is the role of the local fashion economy
for the international image of the city, with 49% of (potential) international
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visitors associating Milan with its fashion weeks (Carrubba, 2012).
Furthermore, despite the fact that Milan is more of a business than a leisure
tourism destination, 47% of tourists point to the city’s retail opportunities as
the key attractor (CM, 2007). Especially for a growing number of Russian,
Chinese, Indian and Arab visitors, the city of Milan represents a true
shopping destination, with 75% of their expenditure consisting of shopping
(CM, 2008).

5.1 Fa s h io n i n t h e s t ra t e g ic d evel o p ment o f t he
city
With the election of Bettino Craxi as the Prime Minister of Italy in 1983,
being the Milanese leader of the national socialist party, a significant turn
occurred in the strategic development of Milan. With the support of Mayor
Carlo Tognoli, Craxi introduced a new urban regeneration agenda, with
the aim to facilitate the transformation of Milan into a ‘post-industrial’
city. Following his view, a more market-led regeneration programme was
required, turning derelict areas into new office spaces for the emerging
economy of media, finance and communication, and providing new
housing for the middle-classes (Balducci, 2003). ‘’By then, we started to
open up all the building sites we had kept closed for many years, initiating
a completely new process’’ (Tognoli, 2010, cited in Festa & Tognoli, 2010,
p. 73). This political shift, and the opportunities offered by the new agenda,
awakened the interest of many friendly business and real estate actors.
These included Silvio Berlusconi, Tronchetti Provera of Pirelli, the real estate
agent Salvatore Ligresti, the fashion designer-cum-real estate developer
Nicola Trussardi, and other key figures related to the banking and financial
system. Within this ‘informal court’ (Alfieri, 2009) the first signs of ‘grey’
practices started to emerge, business actors paying bribes or making offers
(Healey, 2007; Alfieri, 2009) to influence the adoption of specific projects
by the public sector or to obtain specific favours and construction permits.
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Gradually, the first projects were formulated, comprising the reconversion
of the Pirelli-Bicocca area into a technological pole, the transformation
of the Portello-Alfa Romeo quarter into a conference cluster, and the
potential extensions of the railway (Passante Ferroviario, 1984) and of the
underground system (M3) (Dente, Bobbio, & Spada, 2005).
1985-1990. The failure of the ‘City of Fashion’ project
Following the 1985 election a new coalition was modelled in Milan on
the example of the national ‘pentapartito’ (five parties) government led by
Bettino Craxi. In 1986, after the first rumours spread regarding presumed
illegal practices of local government, Carlo Tognoli resigned as Mayor.
Paolo Pillitteri, Craxi’s socialist brother in law, replaced him.
With this new governing team Bettino Craxi was able to push
through his spatial agenda for the city. Via continuing informal contacts
with friendly real estate actors, meeting at fashion shows, in restaurants,
clubs, at the San Siro stadium or La Scala opera house (Foot, 2001), new
regeneration projects were ‘negotiated’ and decided upon (Healey, 2007;
Alfieri, 2009), including those of Garibaldi Repubblica, Bovisa, Quarto
Oggiaro, Montecity and Porta Vittoria (Boatti, 2007). Significant results
were however achieved only for those projects where the land was fully in
hands of the public sector or of one private actor, such as for the PirelliBicocca area (Balducci, 2003). In other cases no progress could be made,
despite persistent efforts by public and private actors to unify the ownership
of the land (Festa & Tognoli, 2010).
In this period, the first strategic concerns with fashion emerged.
The close friendship of Nicola Trussardi, a famous fashion designer
and businessman, with Bettino Craxi, enabled him to obtain significant
benefits from local government. He was permitted to utilise prominent
public spaces in the city for the organisation of his shows; he had the
opportunity to rename a new sport facility, called Palatrussardi, after his
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brand; and he obtained also the permits to buy the Palazzo Marino alla
Scala, a prestigious premise in front of the Mayor’s office in the inner city,
that he transformed into an exhibition and restoration centre (all widely
denounced by Milanese fashion designers). Furthermore, in the context
of his expanding activities as real estate investor and developer, Trussardi
successfully lobbied his idea for a ‘Città della Moda’ (City of Fashion)
on the public agenda. What he proposed was the construction of a new
quarter in the derelict Garibaldi area, in support of the developing fashion
industry, including a new centre for the shows, office spaces, spaces for
showrooms and stores, and a new educational and cultural facility. ‘’The
idea of an education and museum centre was like a fig leaf to justify his
[Trussardi’s] otherwise enormous private interests in the project’’ (Former
Director Milan Fashion Institute, personal communication, 16 February
2011). While his proposal fitted with the concern of the public sector to
develop new spaces for emerging industries (and obtaining favours for
the party), Milanese fashion designers opposed this idea, considering it to
be more in line with the individual interests of Trussardi (and of the public
sector) rather than truly catering for the fashion industry itself. ‘’Fashion
designers did not want to be placed in a box to please Trussardi’s real estate
interests only because the theme would be fashion’’ (Director Independent
Research Group, personal communication, 15 February 2011). This lack
of interest undermined the conditions upon which the compromise between
Trussardi and local government was based.
1990-1993. The end of the public-private urban regeneration network
After the elections of 1990, in which Craxi maintained the political majority,
the informal public-private coalition promoting urban regeneration
projects, already suffering from incapacity to act, started to disintegrate.
Major problems came from the juridical ‘Mani Pulite’ or ‘Tangentopoli’
(Clean Hands or Bribe City) inquiry into the operations of local government
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(Festa & Tognoli, 2010). In 1992 Mayor Pillitteri and the former Mayor
Tognoli were arrested on the suspect of having accepted bribes and of
corrupt political activities. Craxi intervened by appointing the socialist
Borghini as the new Mayor. However, with the arrest of many political and
business exponents in 1993, among which Bettino Craxi himself, and the
appointment of an external ‘commissioner’ for governing the city during
the period of the juridical inquiry, the public-private spatial regeneration
network, having governed the city for more than fifteen years, came to
an end. The erosion of the city’s major political and business networks by
what has often been defined as a political trial, left a profound wound in
the government of the city, to be felt for decades to come (Healey, 2007).
1993-1997. No role for fashion in the new spatial agenda
In 1993 new elections were announced. Following a modification in the
law, the Mayor became an electoral figure. Marco Formentini, leader of
the new Lega Nord party, won the elections against Nando dalla Chiesa,
representing the traditional left. Thriving on the tiredness of the Milanese
population (Foot, 2001), this new (rural) regionalist movement, by then
presenting itself as anti-political, was able to defeat the remains of existing
political networks in the city.
Seeking to gradually restart the development of Milan, Formentini
formulated several maintenance projects such as the ‘nine parks for Milan’
initiative, aiming to clean up nine green areas in the city comprising the
famous Parco Sempione (Balducci, 2003). The regeneration projects as
outlined, but not executed, during the governmental years of Bettino Craxi,
were also considered. In addition, Formentini announced organisational
measures, such as the replacement of politicised civil servants by skilled
technicians, together with the privatisation of municipal agencies. However,
except for some investments in maintenance works, only limited capacity
to act was achieved around this agenda. The Mayor and the Lega Nord
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government did not demonstrate a strong proactive attitude, but a rather
inward looking and isolated approach (Balducci, 2003). The Mayor,
furthermore, found himself in a permanent conflict with the still politicised
municipal apparatus he was gradually replacing, delaying the operations
of local government (Albertini & Lomartire, 2006). Finally, also the private
sector had lost its vigour due to the arrest of many of its key real estate and
business representatives, hampering the restart of regeneration projects. As
mentioned by Healey (2007), a ‘political vacuum’ reigned in Milan in that
period.
1997-2001. The new failure of the City of Fashion project
In the elections of 1997 Formentini ran for Mayor again. On the left wing,
following a restructuring of the national electoral law into a bi-polar system
of coalition building, there was Aldo Fumagalli. Gabriele Albertini, a
famous Milanese entrepreneur, accepted the candidacy for the Forza Italia
party (the centre-right party found by Silvio Berlusconi in 1994) on the
condition of having full governmental autonomy in case of victory (Albertini
& Lomartire, 2006). Albertini became the new Mayor of Milan in 1997.
The Mayor took over the maintenance agenda as formulated by
Formentini in the previous governing period. A substantial number of projects
were formulated for local residents, comprising the general maintenance
and renewal of streets, squares, lightning, of the city’s parks and of cultural
infrastructures such as La Scala, the Royal Palace and the Castello Sforzesco
(Carrubba, 2005). Furthermore, some spatial regeneration projects
already promoted by Craxi in the 1980s were also considered, including
the completion of the railway line (Passante Ferroviario), the planning of
two new subway lines, the ‘cabling’ of the city, and the regeneration of the
Fiera-Portello, Ansaldo and Garibaldi sites. The reorganisation measures
as planned by the previous Mayor were also adopted, aiming to restructure
the municipal apparatus along management principles of efficiency and
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accountability. For this aim, non-political professionals were employed in
key roles, while the central services were reorganised. Withstanding strong
opposition and lobbies (Albertini & Lomartire, 2006; Gelmini, 2012),
many municipal agencies were privatised such as the local pharmacies
and taxi services, or partially sold to business actors as in the case of
SEA, the agency responsible for the city’s airport infrastructures. For public
works or for publicly owned sites, involving most of the planned projects,
a search started for the most suitable private contractors through open
competitions. All the operations between the public and private sector were
formalised. In total, between 1997 and 2001, €3 billion was invested by
the public sector in the planned spatial projects. Even if attacked as being
a-political and centralist in his operations, it is widely acknowledged that
Mayor Albertini was able to restart the public apparatus in Milan, leading
to the achievements of significant results in terms of the planned, mostly
maintenance-oriented, spatial interventions (Carrubba, 2005).
In this period the City of Fashion project became a source of public
debate again. Based on the wish to realise the ideals of her father (killed in
a car accident in 1997), Beatrice Trussardi formed in 2000, together with
Mario Boselli of the National Chamber of Italian Fashion, Luigi Roth of the
city’s Fair, and representatives of the Cariplo Banking foundation, the City
of Fashion Foundation. These actors re-proposed, in meetings with Mayor
Albertini and the Alderman for Urban Planning Maurizio Lupi, the idea
to develop a City of Fashion. In their vision this project could support the
city’s fashion industry through the building of a new centre for the fashion
weeks (considering the planned closing of the fair in the inner city), the
provision of spaces for showrooms, and the construction of an educational
institute, while it could also serve a public function through the opening
of a cultural institution of fashion for the city. While the public sector was
interested in the potential of this plan for the (cultural) regeneration of the
problematic Garibaldi-Repubblica area, fashion designers revealed only
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limited interest. ‘’We [the National Chamber of Italian Fashion] burned
ourselves on this project, as fashion designers have never been enthusiastic
about it. The biggest ones already started to search for their own venues for
the shows in the city. In addition, they were all afraid that this centre could
drain attention from the Quadrilatero [showroom and shopping cluster]
in the inner city. I never agreed with them, but they were firm’’ (President
of the CNMI, personal communication, 9 November 2012). ‘’Again, they
[the Trussardi family] thought about the project before thinking about the
actors’’ (Director Independent Research Group, personal communication,
15 February 2011). As a consequence, only the idea of creating the
MODAM centre, clustering educational and cultural functions, was
maintained, even though the public sector already had its doubts about
its future realisation (in public communications the complete project was
promoted until 2006). ‘’It was purely for speculation, otherwise they had to
invest in something with no return’’ (Former Director Milan Fashion Institute,
personal communication, 16 February 2011). The consultations between
the Mayor, Alderman Lupi and the private foundation soon stopped, with
Beatrice Trussardi resigning in 2006, accusing the City of Fashion to have
become a mere real estate project. Out of this idea for the MODAM cluster,
the Milan Fashion Institute was born in 2007, as an educational consortium
composed by the Bocconi, Cattolica and Politecnico Universities providing
masters in Fashion Management.
2001-2006. Fashion for urban regeneration and tourism development
In May 2001 Albertini, together with his centre-right coalition, was reelected for a five-year mandate (following a change in the national
law). The Mayor, having completed many maintenance works, became
increasingly concerned with large regeneration projects, with the aim of
bringing new tertiary business activities and middle-class inhabitants to the
city. Through (informal) negotiations with real estate actors, agreements
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were made regarding major regeneration sites, including the GaribaldiRepubblica quarter (Alfieri, 2009). A group composed by the Texan real
estate company Hines and major Italian banks (Alfieri, 2009) had bought
most of the twenty-five properties in the quarter, becoming almost the
single owner of the area. This induced the public sector to readily comply
with their development requests, giving birth to the ‘Porta Nuova’ (New
Gate) project. ‘’It has always been a very difficult site for the municipality
due to the ownership issue, even though it was always on the agenda.
So they were collaborative when we revealed our intentions to redevelop
the area’’ (Marketing Manager Hines, personal communication, 25 May
2011). Designed by the architects Cesar Pelli, Stefano Boeri and Nicolas
Grimshaw, this urban regeneration project became one of the largest
flagship operations in Europe. In exchange for the towers and skyscrapers
built for residential and business functions, Hines would realise a public
park and the agreed upon MODAM building, a glass cube hosting the
new Milano Fashion Institute and a cultural facility related to fashion.
The MODAM, however, was never built. Instead, the idea was utilised to
promote the project to potential real estate developers first, and to potential
residents and businesses later on. ‘’It was quite immoral, but these kind of
operations are only possible if there is a return, and such a project would
have demanded continuous financial support from the municipality’’
(President of the CNMI, personal communication, 15 February 2011). ‘’The
municipality then decided that they would search for an existing location
for the institute in the city’’ (Former Alderman Urban Development Milan
2001-2006, personal communication, 7 April 2011). The Milan Fashion
Institute, which launched its Master programmes in 2010, was still waiting
for permanent accommodation in December 2012.
In 2004 Mayor Albertini was elected as member of the European
Parliament. In the same year, a new regional law on the importance of a
tourism system for the Milanese region stimulated the Alderman for Economy
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of the city Giovanni Bozzetti to actively involve himself with the subject. He
became strongly concerned with cultural events to promote the city to tourists,
but also to increase the participation by local residents. ‘’The aim was to
increase the appeal of the city in terms of promotion and opportunities for
social gathering’’ (Former Alderman Economic Development Milan 20012006, personal communication, 5 May 2011). Promoting a wide array
of initiatives such as ‘museum nights’, ‘white nights’ and ‘holidays in the
city’, the fashion weeks (together with shopping) were also considered key
elements of this agenda. As the design sector already had a ‘Fuorisalone’
(Outside the Fair), a public events programme, outside the official fair,
opening the city to tourists and inhabitants, Alderman Bozzetti wanted
to achieve the same for fashion. With the programme ‘Milano di Moda’
(Milan of Fashion), he organised all kinds of public events surrounding
the fashion weeks. He also invited local fashion designers to do the same
within the context of the ‘Milano incontra la Moda’ (Milan meets Fashion)
initiative. ‘’Fashion has always been more elitist than design, so we wanted
to open this up following the model of the Fuorisalone’’ (Former Alderman
Economic Development Milan 2001-2006, personal communication, 5
May 2011). Around this agenda, Bozzetti established collaborations with
the Alderman for Culture Carrubba and, via him, with subsidised cultural
institutions for the organisation of these events. Furthermore, collaborations
were developed with the President of the Chamber of Commerce Sangalli
and the represented commercial categories such as those of retail, hotels
and restaurants, having an interest in the support or organisation of
activities. Most of the financial resources came from Alderman Bozzetti
and the Chamber of Commerce, often in a 50-50 relationship. However,
the fashion designers themselves, represented by the CNMI, were not
content with this public approach, lamenting how little consideration local
government had had in the past of such a strategic industry as fashion.
As commented by the President of the CNMI (personal communication,
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9 November 2012): ‘’The ideas of Bozzetti were a lot of foam, they were
devastating for us. Instead of helping us with the organisation of our
business event, giving interesting spaces to fashion in the city, they [both
the municipality and commercial actors] wanted to take advantage of us.
But that is what happens when there is something rich and appealing’’.
Therefore, the CNMI did not collaborate in the opening up of the fashion
weeks as demanded by the municipality.
These initial troubles opened the way to a new debate about the
strategic relationship between fashion and the city of Milan. In 2005 the
‘Stati Generali’ (General States) of Fashion were organised by Alderman
Bozzetti, inviting major public and private actors to talk about this subject,
including the CNMI, fashion designers, the Chamber of Commerce and
the media. This meeting underlined the growing problems and discontents
of the Milanese fashion industry regarding the diminishing international
appeal of the fashion weeks, being re-located, in that period, to the debated
Fair location outside the city centre. Delegates demanded the city’s public
and private sector to provide interesting spaces in the inner city for the
shows, and to contribute to the creation of more attractive environments
during the fashion weeks. In addition, the difficulties for emerging designers
were discussed, a fact largely contested, from competitive considerations,
by the largest fashion designers in the city. ‘’If top designers stand at the top
of fashion organisations, it is evident that the young ones don’t gain any
benefit’’ (Research Director Fiera di Milano, personal communication, 3
May 2011). Despite this opposition, initial agreements were made between
the CNMI and the Chamber of Commerce. The latter projected future
possibilities to financially contribute to the growth and visibility of new talent
through the organisation of a fashion show, and the possibility of opening
up some of its buildings in the inner city for the fashion weeks.
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2006-2011. The interest in fashion as an industrial cluster
In 2006 local elections took place. Letizia Moratti, former Minister for
Education, Research and Innovation during the Berlusconi government,
won the elections by a small margin. The Mayor came up with her own
strategic vision for the city, wanting to reposition Milan within the global
‘knowledge and creative economy’. ‘’Our idea is to support business
clusters and attract new talent to the city, enabling people to be in Milan
to make their work dream come true. They should have the opportunity to
fully develop themselves’’ (Former Director Marketing Department Milan
2006-2011, personal communication, 5 April 2011).
To make this vision concrete, she decided to put forward the city of
Milan as a candidate for the World EXPO event in 2015. In collaboration
with Carlo Petrini, founder of the Italian Slow Food Movement, the choice
was made for ‘food’ and ‘green’ as the overarching themes, as expressed
in the bidding title ‘Feeding the Planet: Energy for Life’. Starting from
the location of Milan within a vast and highly specialised agricultural
environment, the event could form an opportunity for the city to reposition
itself as the international centre for research, businesses and (technological)
innovation for all the sectors related to the production of food. But in the
run-up towards the final decision of the Bureau International des Expositions
[BIE] in 2008, the organisation in charge of the EXPO event, the original
interpretation of the event came to change (Gallione, 2012). The BIE
demanded Mayor Moratti to come up with a specific area for the event,
leading to the selection of a derelict private zone in the North Western part
of the city (close to the Fair). The Mayor, already weary of the external public
and private pressures to transform the EXPO 2015 event into a narrow
flagship project, asked the architect Stefano Boeri to develop a Masterplan
for the area and for the city, in support of the original green theme. Instead
of pure high-rise buildings (to be built after the event), the site had to host
different poles such as a health or a sustainable development centre, and
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a botanic garden where the participants from all over the world could
show their production methods. In addition, other interventions such as the
reactivation of waterways, the creation of bicycle lanes and the increase
of green spaces (and the organisation of cultural events), were planned
for the rest of the city, in order to increase the attractiveness of Milan for a
new generation of middle-class workers and inhabitants (Gallione, 2012).
The situation even worsened after the victory of Milan in 2008. Given
the economic crisis the green parts of the plans were cut. In addition, the
Chamber of Commerce started a lobby, with support from the General
Administrator Sala, to increase the touristic appeal of the event, considering
the EXPO an opportunity for international tourists to come to Milan and
experience what all the participating countries had to offer in terms of
food and related products. Problems were experienced also regarding
the organisational structure of the event. While many governmental and
private actors had collaborated for the candidacy of the city, bringing about
a rare moment of collaboration (Alfieri, 2009), the situation worsened
significantly after the victory of 2008. Both Mayor Moratti and the President
of the Region Formigoni were appointed as the chief commissioners of
the event, in order to contain the power of the Mayor (Gallione, 2012).
EXPO 2015 s.p.a. became the coordinating organisation, comprising a
40% contribution by the national government, a 20% contribution by both
the Region and the City, and a 10% contribution by the Province and by
the Chamber of Commerce. Giuseppe Sala was appointed as the third
General Administrator. This organisational situation, the lack of agreements
on public funding, and the economic crisis, led to a forced downsizing of
the planned spatial and business development projects, the original budget
of €3.3 billion being cut to €1.4 billion. 			
The struggles regarding the organisation of the EXPO event
reflected more general debates between the public and the private sector
in the development of the city towards 2015. In line with her perspective
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on EXPO, Mayor Moratti wanted to strengthen five differentiating clusters
of the local economy, supporting educational programmes, research
activities, and incubators for the growth of new businesses. Most attention
was paid to the clusters of medicine, ICT, biotech and life sciences,
agro-food and fashion and design. For fashion in particular, the Milan
Fashion Institute was supported; academic research on the Milanese
fashion economy was financed; and a Fashion Incubator was launched
to facilitate the establishment of new fashion brands. The Alderman for
Research, Innovation and Human Capital Luigi Rossi Bernardi, and the
Director Lobina of the related department, established collaborations with
the several universities and representatives of the selected business clusters
in the city. For fashion this included the new Milan Fashion Institute and
Mario Boselli of the CNMI. Most of the investment in the planned fashionrelated initiatives came from the municipality (€600,000), even though the
CNMI contributed €220,000 to the establishment of fashion incubators.
In that period also a more united field of fashion, represented by
Mario Boselli of the National Chamber of Italian Fashion, started to lobby
for a more strategic concern with the fashion weeks as business events.
In the words of the President of the CNMI (personal communication, 15
February 2011): ‘’After Ann Wintour of the American Vogue left fashion
week in 2007 saying that three days would be enough, and after the
criticism we got from the Italian Vogue, we decided it was time to do
something. Designers were not happy in the fair [outside the city] and had
asked several times for locations in the inner city. The city had to help
us if we wanted to become attractive again’’. ‘’The Americans tried to
kill Italian fashion as if nothing was happening here and we were in that
horrible place [the fair]. So then we united’’ (Marketing Manager Costume
National, personal communication, 21 June 2011). Mayor Moratti, from
her vision on fashion as a crucial business cluster, supported the specific
demands of the local fashion industry. Based on the results of a cluster
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specific research, several initiatives were formulated to support the fashion
weeks as business events. First of all, major public spaces were provided to
relocate the fashion weeks to the inner city, creating a fashion hub or ‘mile’
with the show of Costume National on Dom Square in 2010 as its apex. In
addition, the programme ‘Enjoy Milano’ was launched to develop the city as
attractive context for fashion buyers and the media, working on information
provision, transport facilities, cultural events, and the involvement of hotels,
restaurants, bars and retail. Furthermore Vogue Fashion’s Night Out was
also embraced in 2009, involving a global initiative by Vogue, supported
by its Italian Director Carla Sozzani, to increase the appeal of the fashion
weeks and of the city of Milan through this event. In exchange, through
the initiative ‘Milano Loves Fashion’, the fashion weeks were utilised as
an opportunity to promote the city. The accommodation by Mayor Moratti
of these demands, improved the historically problematic relationship
between the municipality and the CNMI (and Vogue). ‘’Overall, we [the
public sector] finally engaged in a positive and mutual discussion with
the field of fashion, after many years in which neither had talked to each
other. […] Fashion did not trust the public sector anymore, not believing a
win-win situation could be possible. We have opened this up by listening
to them’’ (Former Director Communication, Fashion, Design and Events
Department Milan 2006-2011, personal communication, 6 April 2011).
As mentioned by the CEO of Costume National (personal communication,
21 June 2011): ‘’Finally fashion and the city were bound to each other
and no longer separate entities’’. The Alderman for Production Activities
and Events Giovanni Terzi became the responsible person for the fashion
weeks, counting on the collaboration of both the Alderman for Culture,
mobilising the cultural institutions of the city, and the Directors of the semimunicipal agencies like the local transport company ATM. From the private
sector business actors such as airline companies and media agencies
collaborated in these initiatives. Most of the resources came from the
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public sector, in terms of both discounts on the utilisation of public land
and premises, and other investments in the attractiveness of the city. Private
actors contributed through sponsoring or the facilitation of the event, like
through discounts on flights for fashion professionals for example.
Furthermore, while a formal tourism network was established since
2008 between local government and the Chamber of Commerce (following
the regional directive of 2004), the lack of urgency felt by Mayor Moratti
towards this agenda led this network to remain a formal organisation with
no capacity to act. As a consequence Bruno Ermolli, the President of the
promotional agency of the Chamber of Commerce PROMOS, launched
a structural programme for the marketing of the city. In the words of the
Director of Territorial Marketing for PROMOS (personal communication,
6 April 2011): ‘’We now utilise and also invest in all our cultural assets
to promote Milan internationally. We focus on tourists, especially the
business side, human resources for our universities and businesses,
new businesses themselves and foreign investments’’. In addition to the
support provided by the Chamber of Commerce to the fashion industry
through the NEXT GENERATION incubator and the opening up of
premises for the fashion weeks in the inner city, the commercial categories
demanded PROMOS to develop also a promotional programme around
fashion. ‘’We heard from all our members that a system was lacking to
communicate Milan as capital of fashion. They came to us as they know
we can be more consistent than local government’’ (Director Territorial
Marketing PROMOS, personal communication, 6 April 2011). In 2010,
the ‘Milano Fashion City’ programme was launched, oriented towards
the promotion of the city not only for the period of the fashion weeks,
but for the whole three week period in which the fashion fairs take place.
‘’We operate more ex-ante, local government during the fashion weeks
itself’’ (Director Territorial Marketing PROMOS, personal communication,
6 April 2011). Around this initiative, contacts were established with most
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of the commercial categories represented by the Chamber of Commerce,
including also some universities and semi-public cultural institutions. Most
of the resources came from the budget of PROMOS, while private actors
contributed through the promotion or the facilitation of the event. ‘’We talk
mostly through bilateral meetings with the actors of different categories,
so to be specific on what to do and what these actors can contribute’’
(Director Territorial Marketing PROMOS, personal communication, 6
April 2011). The President of the CNMI provided the following comment
on this initiative (personal communication, 15 February 2011): ‘’Milano
Fashion City is a container for communication. It does not benefit us, nor
does it harm. But of course they are profiting more from us than we do
from them’’. However, as replied by the Director Territorial Marketing of
PROMOS (personal communication, 6 April 2011): ‘’It [MFC] was not
born to please the big fashion designers, but the private actors bound to
the territory. However, I don’t see the reason why they shouldn’t like it, as it
also presents the attractiveness of the city to the world’’.
Since 2011. Fashion as promotional asset for the EXPO 2015 event?
In May 2011 local elections took place. Giuliano Pisapia defeated Letizia
Moratti by promoting an electoral programme, supported by many
grassroots group in the city, around ‘quality of life’ issues, focussing on
cultural production (including support for emerging cultural activities such as
new fashion designers), social development (through cultural participation
and welfare measures) and care for the environment (Pisapia & Rolando,
2011). After 18 years, a centre-left coalition regained a governing position
in the city. Key actors became Stefano Boeri as the Alderman for Culture,
EXPO, Events, Fashion and Design and Pierfrancesco Majorino as the
Alderman for Social Policy. Giuliano Pisapia took over the position of
Letizia Moratti as the Chief Commissioner of the EXPO event, together with
the President of the Region Roberto Formigoni.
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Soon after his installation, and approaching the final meeting with
the BIE in 2011, Pisapia decided to give his support to the EXPO event,
even though its merely economic orientation diverged from his electoral
view on the future development of the city. ‘’If I hadn’t backed the plans for
the event, as many people asked me to do, I am sure the BIE would have
cancelled the EXPO in Milan, and it was a too important opportunity for the
city not to give my support to’’ (Pisapia, 2011, cited in Pisapia & Rolando,
2011, p. 291). As a consequence the Mayor faced strong opposition from
within his centre-left coalition, especially from the responsible Alderman
Stefano Boeri as the architect of the original Masterplan for the event,
revoking his responsibility for EXPO in 2012.
More recently, due to the idea that green alone would not be able
to ‘sell’, the focus of the event has further moved towards the notion of
a ‘smart city’ (Gallione, 2012). While still considering some initiatives
related to a green economy and business development, most of the
attention seems now to be oriented towards the application of information
and communication technologies to enhance the touristic experience of the
event (as a ‘food fair’) (Gallione, 2012).
In addition to this site-specific programme formulated by EXPO
2015 s.p.a., Mayor Pisapia announced a ‘City Operations’ programme,
an attempt to enlist several initiatives to increase the attractiveness of the
whole city in the eyes of the expected tourists. Examples include investments
in the cleanliness of the city, mobility, green, cultural events (mostly related
to ‘the arts’), educational programmes and communication and branding
activities (CM, 2012). Having removed the responsibility for the EXPO from
Alderman Boeri, Mayor Pisapia created a new municipal EXPO commission
for the City Operations programme (handling about 70% to 80% of
the city’s budget for the whole Pisapia mandate), composed by all the
Aldermen and the Directors of semi-municipal agencies. The Alderman for
Commerce and Tourism Franco D’Alfonso came to play the most important
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role.
Following the priority given to the EXPO event, and the changing
governmental interest in fashion (no longer as industry but as part of a
tourism agenda), the city’s fashion designers felt once more neglected by
the municipality. ‘’It is always like that. The collaboration goes up and
down with the municipality’’ (President CNMI, personal communication,
9 November 2012). The existing support programme ‘Enjoy Milano’ has
been cancelled, and discussions have started again on which locations
can be utilised for fashion events in the inner city. ‘’We are not present in
the discourses of Pisapia. And also Boeri is not fully interested’’. ‘’These
politicians of the left can hold many beautiful discourses pro fashion, but in
the end the rich guys of fashion irritate them with their big black cars during
fashion week’’ (President CNMI, personal communication, 9 November
2012).
On the private side, the Chamber of Commerce and PROMOS
have instituted an Integrated Tourism System EXPO, as the basis for the
new public-private EXPLORA agency. This agency represents a consortium
between the Chamber of Commerce (60%), the Region and the EXPO
2015 s.p.a. (20% each). It remains to be seen what this platform will exactly
propose for the event, even though a most general focus on culture and
fashion for the promotion of the city to tourists might be expected.

5.2 C h an gi n g s t ra t e g i c ro les o f f a shi o n:
an over vi ew
When considering the strategic role of fashion in Milan some historical
changes can be seen in the way that this field has been incorporated into
the development strategies of the city, characterised by a major turn to
economic (over artistic or social) rationalities since the mid-1980s. In the first
place there was the idea, within the urban regeneration agenda becoming
dominant in the city in the mid-1980s (until the 2000s), to develop a new
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quarter for the developing fashion industry. With time, however, this turned
into the idea to construct a cultural and educational facility around fashion
to promote a major urban regeneration project to interested businesses
and middle-class inhabitants.
Fashion, and the fashion weeks in particular, obtained a structural
role in the destination development strategies becoming dominant in the
city since the mid-2000s, being concerned with the promotion of culture
and of cultural events for the attraction of tourists to the city (and, to a
lesser extent, of talent).
This permanent focus on fashion for destination development was
only interrupted in the years 2006-2011, when fashion and the fashion
weeks were incorporated into a new agenda in support of the differentiating
industrial clusters of the city.
Except for this latter period, the recent development strategies
adopted in Milan have been accompanied by increasing laments from
local fashion actors, feeling permanently utilised by the public sector for
giving shape to its own urban regeneration and destination development
aims, instead of supporting the field of fashion in its own right.
How this strategic role can be understood from changes in local publicprivate governance
The delineated changes in strategic approaches to fashion can be understood
in relation to recent changes in the way the city has been governed, and
especially from the dominant role of the public sector, with its interests in
the economic effects of fashion for the development of the city, in setting
the urban agenda. In terms of the historical evolution as revealed in the
previous section, the role of fashion in the urban regeneration agenda of
Milan can be understood from the rise and dominance of a development
coalition between local government and the real estate sector since the
mid-1980s. Within this, the public sector was predominantly concerned
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with semi-public cultural or educational institutions, as those actors it could
‘steer’ to make urban regeneration projects attractive to businesses and
new middle-class inhabitants. Then, as suggested by a private fashion-cumreal estate developer, the idea to develop a new quarter for the developing
fashion industry was adopted. However, the lack of interest in this idea from
fashion actors themselves, made the public sector to re-frame this project
in terms of a cultural and educational institute around fashion, in order to
promote the regeneration of the area to a real estate developer first, and
to businesses and middle-class inhabitants later on.
The structural position of fashion and of the fashion weeks in the
tourism development strategies of the city is related to the turn to economic
development strategies by local government since the 2000s, entering a
difficult relationship with the business community of the city. After attention
had been paid to spatial regeneration for many years, the Alderman for
Economy felt it was time to focus on the ‘content’ of the local economy,
turning to culture and fashion as strategic tools, due to their significant
symbolic impact, to reposition the city as attractive tourism destination.
The focus on fashion as industrial cluster, interrupting the interest in fashion
for destination development, was influenced by a change in governing
coalition caused by the election of a new Mayor in 2006. As a former
Minister for Innovation, Research and Education, the new Mayor, in closer
collaboration with the business community of the city, turned to a business
development (‘creative city’) agenda, perceiving the city’s field of fashion,
and the fashion weeks in particular, to be a significant industrial reality to
be further supported.
In the strategic governance of Milan, the demands of local fashion
actors have been only of secondary interest to local government, considering
these, and thus creating opportunities to achieve a common agenda, only
in those cases in which private demands matched with the public agenda.
In this respect, the fashion industry of Milan only started to actively position
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itself within the city, as an industrial cluster, in the mid-2000s (urged by the
increasing competition experienced from the fashion weeks of London and
New York), becoming incorporated into the industrial clusters agenda of
the city. Despite this exception, it was the more general interest of the public
sector in the effects of fashion for urban regeneration and destination
development, coupled to the organisational weakness of the local fashion
industry (for a long time), that made the Milanese fashion cluster to feel
permanently utilised by the public sector for its own repositioning aims.
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6. The s trategic role of
f a s h i o n i n Am s t e r d a m
In the 1980s the Netherlands, in common with many other European
countries, saw an increasing number of fashion designers graduating
from the national arts academies. The ARTEZ academy in Arnhem was
for many years the leading Dutch fashion education institute, delivering
17% of fashion graduates in the country (Wenting, Atzema, & Frenken,
2006). However, the city of Amsterdam, due to its professional and lifestyle
opportunities, became the main locational and working cluster for these
designers, being able to attract approximately 25% of all Dutch fashion
graduates (Wenting et al., 2006). ‘’Amsterdam is like the epicentre for
fashion designers. There is a support network like nowhere else in the
Netherlands’’ (CEO HTNK, personal communication, 13 April 2011).
Working on a report about this new ‘artistic’ movement, Angelique
Westerhoff recognised the professional difficulties experienced by fashion
designers after graduation. ‘’Some were working at McDonald’s to be
able to earn money to work on their collections. Others did not work in
fashion anymore or were just sitting on the couch’’ (Director DFF, personal
communication, 22 March 2011). For this reason, she started to lobby the
national Fonds voor Beeldende Kunst, Vormgeving en Bouwkunst (Fund
for Applied Arts, Design, Architecture [BKVB]), part of the Dutch Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science [OCW], demanding support for this new
category of designers. At the end of the 1980s the first fashion graduates
received a subsidy or starters-stipendiary from the national fund and, in a
lesser degree, from other (semi) public institutions at national and local level
‘’also to keep them off the market in those difficult times’’ (Former Fashion
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Coordinator Amsterdam, personal communication, 10 June, 2011). These
financial contributions enabled the graduates to set-up their own labels,
designing, producing and often exhibiting their collections. Since the end
of the 1980s several groups of (mostly Arnhem-graduated) designers have
emerged. Some, like ‘Le Cri Néerlandais’, including Pascale Gatzen, Saskia
van Drimmelen, Lucas Ossendrijver, Viktor Horsting, Rolf Snoeren (the later
Viktor & Rolf) and Marcel Verheyen decided to follow the example of the
Antwerp Six, presenting their work at the Paris fashion week of 1993. Their
‘Dutch Modernism’ was able to capture a significant amount of attention
from the international press (Teunissen, 2011). However, despite the
international success of these labels, a true Dutch, or Amsterdam-based
designer industry never developed. Supposedly, the artistic logic demanded
by subsidy applications and the artistic orientation of designers themselves,
implied that designer labels lacked the ability to survive in the marketplace
after the subsidy period ended (Jacobs, Jordaan, & Stam, 2007). The
relocation of the textile and clothing industry to cheaper labour countries in
the 1960s and 1970s, and the risky nature of fashion for investors, resulted
also in a lack of private support for fashion businesses. Therefore, only a
relatively small number of designers, such as Jan Taminiau or Bas Kosters,
have been able to sustain their own enterprises. ‘’So there is always a
new wave or a new generation of designers, but the business character
is lacking, so there is no continuity. It should be clear that they cannot all
become the new Viktor & Rolf, but the current subsidy induces them to
think so’’ (Director MODINT, personal communication, 20 June 2011).
While almost a thousand designers are nowadays located in the city of
Amsterdam (Roso et al., 2008), their contribution to the local economy in
terms of employment and added value remains negligible, as does their
visibility in terms of expositions in museums and selling points (Roso, 2005).
In the 1990s, in addition to national designers, a growing number
of Dutch and international clothing firms started to locate their (European)
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headquarters in Amsterdam and the surrounding region, including Mexx,
G-Star, Nike, Scotch & Soda, Cool Cat and Tommy Hilfiger. These
businesses were mostly attracted to the favourable business conditions
offered by the city, including the proximity of Schiphol airport and of the
harbour, a favourable tax system and a highly skilled labour market (Roso
et al., 2008). As mentioned by the CFO of Tommy Hilfiger (personal
communication, 9 May 2011): ‘’Of course Amsterdam is an interesting
city, but we based our decision to locate in Amsterdam on simple business
motives’’. Approximately 60 clothing firms are located in the region with
their design and marketing departments (Roso et al., 2008). The presence
of these multinational clothing firms has strengthened the historical logistics
function of Amsterdam, which is mostly concentrated in the activities of
the harbour and of Schiphol airport outside the city’s borders. However,
despite the strong presence of a multinational industry in Amsterdam, the
distribution function of fashion remained rather weak. After the opening
of the World Fashion Centre in 1968, with its 400 showrooms aimed at
business-to-business commerce in the lower segment of the market, only
the Modefabriek (Fashion Factory [MF]) was opened in 1996, having grown
into a commercial organisation staging four trade events a year in the RAI.
The fashion fair District, established by James Veenhoff in 2002 with the
aim to create a new international fair around the ‘new luxury’ market,
went bankrupt. ‘’We saw a kind of new market emerging, composed of the
premium collections of clothing firms like Diesel, the cheaper collection of
luxury brands such as Marc by Marc Jacobs, and new brands like Evisu. We
called it ‘new luxury’, N-L, and wanted to claim Amsterdam as the capital
of new luxury’’ (Founder AIFW, personal communication, 2 March 2011).
As a corollary programme, the Amsterdam International Fashion Week was
established, staging young designers in order to increase their visibility and
the appeal of the fair. Linked to the issue of a small consumer market and
the lack of a true Amsterdam-based fashion industry, also the retail function
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of the city is rather limited. Except for the obligatory flagship stores, mostly
clustered in and around the PC Hoofdstraat, the local infrastructure consists
mostly of multi-brand, middle-market, retail stores, counting for 1,500 out
of 6,000 shops in the city centre. ‘’We are not a Gucci garden like other
cities. I think the ‘nine streets’ are more representative of Amsterdam and
more interesting for tourists than fashion. And that’s ok’’ (CEO HTNK,
personal communication, 13 April 2011).
These multinational fashion businesses generate 1.8% of the
internal gross product of Amsterdam (Roso et al., 2008) ‘’The few largest
in the city, such as Jos van Tilburg [G-star], Fred Gehring [Tommy Hilfiger],
Joep Krouwels [Scotch & Soda] and Ronald Kahn [Cool Cat] generate
around €2 to €2.5 billion each year’’ (Founder Fashion Week and House
of Denim, personal communication, 2 March 2011). Fashion logistics
generate nowadays €420 million (8.5%) of the €5 billion earned by
the whole logistics cluster of the region (Roso et al., 2008; Economic
Development Board Amsterdam Metropolitan Region [EDB], 2011). The
MR and the Fashion Week, however, seem to have limited international
impact in terms of business turnover and appeal. As mentioned by the
CFO of Tommy Hilfiger (personal communication, 9 May 2011): ‘’James
asked me many times to participate [in the Fashion Week]. But it won’t give
global visibility. The people that count are in other centres. So the fashion
week became and has always remained a merely local initiative for Dutch
designers’’. Fashion has also a limited impact from a tourism perspective.
Fashion shopping, for example, accounts for only 3.2% of the €5.7 billion
generated each year by the 47 million tourist day visits (Amsterdam Tourism
and Convention Bureau [ATCB], 2012), the major appeal of Amsterdam
as tourism destination being rather related to the alternative lifestyles and
laid back cultural atmosphere referring back to the squatting and culturalpolitical movements of the 1970s, the idyllic look and feel of the inner city,
and the many restaurants and bars (Terhorst, Van de Ven, & Deben, 2003;
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ATCB, 2012).

6.1 Fa s h io n i n t h e s t ra t e g ic d evel o p ment o f t he
city
Dominating the strategic development of Amsterdam until the end of the
1980s was an urban renewal agenda concerned with increasing the social
housing stock in the inner city and in 19th century neighbourhoods, and
with improving the public transport system and the accessibility of the
city. Michael van der Vlis, already in his third governing mandate as the
Alderman for Spatial Planning (as the historically most influential position
within local government), was the prime supporter of this agenda (Bosscher,
2007).
However, the publication of the Vierde Nota Ruimte (Forth Spatial
Plan) by the National Ministry for Spatial Planning in 1988 opened up
the debate within the municipality about the need for a different planning
orientation. The turn to the international repositioning of cities as top
competitive (business) locations as promoted by the national plan (Healey,
2007), received the immediate support from Mayor Van Thijn and from
representatives from local politics and the Spatial Planning Department
(Hajer, 1989). In their view the municipality of Amsterdam had to
concentrate on the increasing flows of businesses and of middle-classes
that were coming back to the city at that time (Stadig, 2005), focussing on
the development of a Central Business District [CBD] (Healey, 2007). The
1970s ‘Ij-oevers’ (IJ-banks) project was re-launched for this aim, involving
the reconversion of a former harbour area, running from Sloterdijk in
the West to the harbour in the East, into office and residential functions
(Rooijendijk, 2005).
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1990-1994. The arm wrestling between the development of the IJ-banks
and of the South-Axis
In the 1990 elections the more development-oriented forces had secured
their position in local government, while a new generation of civil servants
was entering the Spatial Planning Department (Healey, 2007). Jeroen Saris
of the greens became the new Alderman for Spatial Planning, taking over
the position that had been held for twelve years by Michael van der Vlis.
His priority became the redevelopment of the Ij-banks as the new CBD of
the city.
The banking and real estate sector of the city, however, with the
support from the Alderman for Economic Development Piet Jonker, started
to debate this plan, signalling their interest in the further development of
the South-Axis (Ploeger, 2004; Stadig, 2005). Since the second half of the
1980s, this Southern area had become the favourite location of banks,
insurance and ICT companies, because of its proximity to major transport
connections such as the A10 motorway and Schiphol airport (Bosscher,
2007). As mentioned by the Vice-Director of the Spatial Planning Department
of Amsterdam (personal communication, 10 June 2011): ‘’The debate was
brought up about which of the two should be done: should Amsterdam be
a central city or a polycentric city, shall the city do it in its own way or follow
the demands of the market?’’.
Jeroen Saris was determined to continue with the IJ-banks. In his
view, the South-Axis formed a serious threat to the business and residential
functions of the city centre, with the danger of transforming the inner city
into ‘an appendix of the appendix’ (Healey, 2007). Influenced by the advice
of Ken Greenberg, a planner from Toronto, the regeneration of the IJbanks would resemble big ‘waterfront redevelopments’ in North American
cities, becoming the new centre of work (living and recreation) for a new
and globally mobile middle-class (Stadig, 2005). Rem Koolhaas was
commissioned to develop the official Masterplan. For the execution of this
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plan the Amsterdamse Waterfront Financiering Maatschappij (Amsterdam
Waterfront Investment Company [AWFM]) was created in 1991, composed
by Alderman Jeroen Saris, representatives of the National Ministry for
Spatial Planning, and Ton Soetekouw as the Director of POSTBANK,
later ING, one of the major banks and real estate developers in the city
(Oudenampsen, 2008).
However, no other real estate actors were interested in participating
in the AWFM, even opposing, as did ABN AMRO, the existing plans. The
latter threatened, if not allowed to move to the South-Axis, to relocate
to the neighbouring city of Amstelveen (Ploeger, 2004; Bontje & Sleutjes,
2007). In 1993, after Ton Soetekouw left ING due to illegitimate activities,
ING also resigned its partnership in the AWFM, bringing this first attempt
of local government to establish a structural partnership with real estate
actors to an end (Bosscher, 2007).
1994-1998. The choice for the South-Axis and for culture along the IJ-banks
After the elections of 1994 Duco Stadig replaced Jeroen Saris as the
Alderman for Spatial Planning. Schelto Patijn, appointed as the new Mayor
of the city in 1994, established the KennisKring Amsterdam in that same
year (Knowledge Circle Amsterdam [KKA]), as an informal discussion board
where major representatives of the public, business (such as the Chamber
of Commerce and Schiphol airport) and academic world would discuss the
future development of the city(-region).
Alderman Stadig, due to the lack of support obtained for the IJ-banks
project, and the continued lobby by real estate actors, ‘fell’ for the market
(Stadig, 2005), adopting the development of the South-Axis as the priority of
local government. Pi de Bruin was commissioned to develop, based on an
inventory of the interests and prospects of real estate actors, a general vision
for the area (Healey, 2007). This led the real estate sector to ‘take position’
in the area (Ploeger, 2004), acquiring leasehold options and potential
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buildings for reconversion based on the prospected reconstruction works
(GA, 2007). In a strongly informal process of negotiation (Oudenampsen,
2009), construction volumes were discussed, as well as public spaces and
required infrastructures, involving the construction of a tunnel (Dock) to
collect all the transport systems underneath the area (Stadig, 2005).
In parallel, Alderman Stadig wanted to find a solution for the IJbanks. In his view, this area had to become an integral part of the city
centre again through the complementary functions of middle-class housing
and leisure (Oudenampsen, 2009). Responding to the lack of interest by
real estate sectors, the Alderman, with the plan ‘Ankers aan ‘t IJ’ (Anchors
along the IJ), proposed to relocate several cultural institutions that lacked
space in the inner city to the Southern banks of the IJ, bringing back the
attractiveness and the life of the city centre to those sites. Via the proposed
cultural interventions, the municipality was able to awaken the interest of
real estate actors again (GA, 2007).
1998-2002. The protest of independent cultural actors against the IJ-banks
project
The elections of 1998 reconfirmed Duco Stadig as the Alderman for Spatial
Planning. For the South-Axis, the first large projects were confirmed by the
public sector, and a further concretisation of the executive relationships
with private actors took place (Ploeger, 2004). The plans for the IJ-banks
were elaborated further. The public sector started to invest in cultural
infrastructures and public spaces and, with the approval of the construction
plans, provided permits, leasehold rights or public commissions to real
estate developers for the planned constructions works (Rooijendijk, 2005).
It was the required clearance of the ‘Kalender’ premises in the eastern
part of the IJ-banks for these reconversion works, that caused a fierce
confrontation between local government and a group of squatters (Owens,
2009). This group, having occupied several of these premises following
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the failed regeneration of the IJ-banks in the 1990s, strongly opposed
the spatial plans of the public sector that, in their view, were primarily
concerned with the attraction of wealthy middle-classes rather than with the
provision of cheap residential and working spaces to less affluent groups
in the city, including themselves. In order to prevent further protests about
other regeneration projects, Alderman Stadig created what would later
become the city’s famous ‘breeding place’ policy, formalising the public
provision of temporary working spaces to independent artists and initiatives
(potentially including some fashion designers). ‘’It was just a planning
solution by then. There were no higher considerations yet’’ (Vice-Director
Spatial Planning Department Amsterdam, personal communication, 10
June 2011). A Project Management Bureau [PMB] was created to mediate
between the spaces managed by the Department for Spatial Planning and
the squatting movement (Owens, 2009). The once rebellious and violent
squatters, fiercely opposing the development plans of the public sector, had
now become formally aligned with the spatial agenda of the city, marking
the symbolic end of the movement (Owens, 2009).
2002-2006. The AIFW for attracting the ‘creative class’
The elections of 2002 reconfirmed Duco Stadig as the Alderman of Spatial
Planning. The primary focus remained on the spatial development of the
city, continuing with the execution of the plans for the South-Axis and the
Ij-banks. In addition, the Alderman for Economy Geert Dales initiated
a strategic debate about the need for Amsterdam (and gradually also
the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region) to attract new middle-classes and
businesses to the city. Making reference to international research, the
Alderman indicated that Amsterdam was highly attractive for tourists, but
losing its position as an attractive business destination compared to other
European cities like Barcelona and Berlin (GA, 2004). The Alderman,
furthermore, noticed how many different semi-public and private actors
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were already involved in the promotion of the city for and to different
groups, including the Amsterdam Tourism and Convention Bureau [ATCB]
for tourism, the Amsterdam Airport Area [AAA] and Amsterdam in Business
[AIB] for the acquisition of logistics and business headquarters, and the
Amsterdam Uitburo [AU] for the promotion of cultural institutions (Lombarts,
2011). As a solution, the first studies for an overarching city-marketing
campaign were executed.
In those years local government had asked Zef Hemel, working for
a national think tank on ‘creative cities’ for the Ministry for Spatial Planning
(and having published his Creative Cities! book in 2002), to organise the
re-opening event of the Westergasfabriek area (Western Gas Factory).
As a polluted site formerly belonging to a gas production company, this
area, through the cleaning works executed by local government, and the
allowance of temporary cultural activities in the buildings by the private
developer MAB, had become a highly attractive space of cultural production
and consumption. For the opening day Zef Hemel invited the economic
geographer Richard Florida to hold a speech. In this speech, based on
his work on the creative class, Florida argued that culture and creativity
were becoming increasingly important for the attraction of a highly skilled
workforce, the so-called ‘creative class’, and businesses to the city. He
claimed that this was particularly the case in Amsterdam, where the cultural
atmosphere of the city, often related to the alternative youth and squatting
movements of the 1980s, was already playing a crucial role in the attraction
of these new groups to the city (Peck, 2012).
The ideas of Florida strongly influenced the city-marketing
considerations of the Alderman for Economy Dales. Through the
appropriation of Florida’s creative class discourse, the values of ‘creativity’,
‘innovation’ and ‘trade spirit’ became the core elements of a new campaign
to attract primarily talent and new businesses (GA, 2004). ‘’We focussed
on music, dance, media, design, film, restoration and related events,
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to communicate an interesting and vibrant city to our target groups’’
(Manager Amsterdam Partners, personal communication, 22 March 2011).
‘I Amsterdam’ was approved as the overarching slogan. A public-private
network called Amsterdam Partners [AP] was established in support of this
city-marketing agenda (GA, 2004). As mentioned by its General Manager
(personal communication, 22 March 2011): ‘’Amsterdam Partners is more
of a support network for the execution and financing of city-marketing
initiatives’’. The public sector contributed 40% of the resources. The city’s
(and the region’s) largest business representatives, even though contributing
60% of the resources, were never fully committed to this public agenda.
‘’They are directors of large enterprises. Of course they think it is for a good
cause, but they prefer to talk about promoting and strengthening their own
business cause’’ (Manager Amsterdam Partners, personal communication,
22 March 2011). Furthermore, all existing promotional parties operating
in the city were aligned, including the ATCB, the AU, the AAA and the
AIB. However, the (often unclear) directives imposed by the public sector
on top of the smaller agendas sustained by these groups often resulted,
as noted by Lombarts (2011), in protests from the acquisition partners,
especially from ATCB, as it did not recognise itself in the overall aims of the
public sector. Based on her extensive study into Amsterdam’s city-marketing
campaign, Lombarts (2011) concluded that the strongly political character
of this campaign in Amsterdam led to continuous problems in the execution
phase.
In the same period James Veenhoff, a marketing manager and
entrepreneur in the fashion industry, set-up a new fashion fair, called
District, targeting the ‘new luxury’ market (although this initiative failed
after a few years). In order to create an interesting image around the fair
and to help fashion graduates get international exposure, the Amsterdam
International Fashion Week [AIFW] was started. Positioning this initiative
as a key opportunity also for the city of Amsterdam to express its creative
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potential, the AIFW received a three-year subsidy from Amsterdam Partners.
But this subsidy had also its negative consequences as the Modefabriek
openly lamented this form of public support. ‘’Of course fashion week
is not a commercial event in Amsterdam, but it was also in support of
their fair. So why did they get subsidy and not us?’’ (CEO Modefabriek,
personal communication, 2 March 2011). ‘’There have been six years
of fights between us [AIFW] and the Modefabriek. Their aim is to make
money, ours was to promote new talent and the city’’ (Founder AIFW and
House of Denim, personal communication, 2 March 2011). In addition,
the Amsterdam Airport Area, by then a public-private network linked to
Amsterdam Partners, also started to support fashion, especially the AIFW,
as a tool to attract fashion logistics and businesses to the airport area.
However, as Dales’ marketing agenda became the development
priority of local government, it caused a new debate with business and
educational actors on the wider economic repositioning of the Amsterdam
region. In fact, the different participants in the KennisKring Amsterdam were
rather interested in strengthening the differentiating clusters of the area.
The academic world pointed to the need to reposition the area within the
‘knowledge and creative economy’. The Chamber of Commerce formulated
the plan ‘Gaan voor Goud’ in 2004 (Going for Gold), emphasising
logistics, life sciences, sustainability, ICT and the ‘creative industries’ as
the differentiating industries of the region (Chamber of Commerce [CoC],
2004; Kovacs et al., 2010). Despite these strategic considerations, and
the internal lobby by the appointed Vice-Director of the Spatial Planning
Department Zef Hemel, the Alderman for Economic Development, and with
him the Economic Department, remained focussed on the city-marketing
campaign (Lombarts, 2011). In addition, a study commissioned by the
Department of Economic Affairs to TNO in 2004 (Rutten et al., 2004)
concluded that no special policy was required for the creative industries
in particular (among which fashion and design). As mentioned by the
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former Director of the Economic Department of Amsterdam (2002-2010,
personal communication, 29 March 2011): ‘’I admit, we were rather
conservative. But it was all new, we always had a rather marginal role
compared to the ‘violence’ of the Planning Department, and our concerns
were mostly with Schiphol and the harbour’’. ‘’Talking about economy was
talking about city-marketing in those days. They truly snubbed the whole
idea of the creative industries’’ (Vice-Director Spatial Planning Department
Amsterdam, personal communication, 10 June 2011). Despite this fact,
the Amsterdamse Innovatie Motor (Amsterdam Innovation Engine [AIM])
was established in 2004, as an executive organisation that, with limited
resources, was aimed to foster innovation and knowledge creation in the
key sectors decided upon by the KKA.
2006-2010. The Topstad programme supporting both the creative industries
clusters, and the AIFW and Red Light Fashion to attract the creative class
After the elections of 2006 Maarten van Poelgeest replaced Duco Stadig
as the Alderman for Spatial Planning. Even though the new Alderman
continued with the regeneration projects as initiated by his predecessor,
most of the existing public-private collaborations came to a halt. This was
due to the economic downturn of 2008 that strongly affected the investment
capacity of public and private actors, and to the burst of a major real estate
fraud in the Netherlands involving the development of the South-Axis (Van
der Boon & Van der Marel, 2009).
Following the same elections, Lodewijk Asscher replaced Frits
Huffnagel as the Alderman for Economic Affairs and member of the
KennisKring network. Confronted with a rather weak city-marketing
campaign (Lombarts, 2011), the continued demands from the private sector
to work on the business clusters of the region, and the opposition from
the Economic Department to adopt this new development course, Asscher
presented the Topstad (Top City) programme to the city in 2006 (Hemel,
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2010). This programme formulated the ambition to bring Amsterdam
and its region back in the top five business destinations of Europe, first
and foremost by attracting the creative class through the promotion of
the ‘creative’ assets of the city, but also by supporting those differentiating
industrial clusters, among which the ‘creative industries’, as proposed by the
KennisKring Amsterdam. All kinds of private proposals were then considered
in the context of this new programme, supporting a wide range of initiatives
such as the organisation of new cultural festivals like PICNIC, the support of
new educational programmes in ICT, and the broadening of the breeding
place policy to also cater for commercial start-up companies in the creative
sector. ‘’It was great. All over a sudden everything was possible. Finally
bottom-up, finally transversal’’ (Vice-Director Spatial Planning Department
Amsterdam, personal communication, 10 June 2011). To overcome the
resistance of the Economic Department and the fragmentation of existing
public-private (promotion) networks in the execution of these initiatives, the
Alderman established a semi-independent programme bureau with its own
investment agenda of €50 million. For each of the selected projects, the
manager responsible maintained contacts with the municipal departments,
with the executive organisations of the Amsterdam Partners and the
KennisKring Amsterdam networks (Lombarts, 2011), and with the private
actors involved, creating something of a ‘project machine’. ‘’Businesses,
cultural institutions, universities were all saying: finally someone is listening
to us! Topstad opened up the contacts with the private sector again”
(Former Director Economic Department Amsterdam 2002-2010, personal
communication, 29 March 2011).
Within the context of this programme, James Veenhoff, the founder
of the AIFW, worked hard to include fashion in the public agenda of the city.
In the first place, he demanded further subsidies for the organisation of a
‘Downtown’ programme corollary to the fashion week, both to increase the
appeal of the fashion week itself and as an opportunity for the city to reap
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commercial and promotional benefits from this event. ‘’The question is
then: how do you open up? You have the in-crowd part, but you also need
events and movements surrounding the shows that can appeal to the rest of
the city’’ (Founder AIFW and House of Denim, personal communication, 2
March 2011). In line with Asscher’s aim to increase the attractiveness of the
city, the public sector sponsored this event, and the fashion week as such,
for one more year, not wanting to favour it over other business events in the
city. ‘’Asscher was like: James, I’m also not subsidising the Amsterdam RAI
[exhibition hall]. You [the fashion industry] should unite and come up with
a common proposition if needed’’ (Initiator AIFW and House of Denim,
personal communication, 2 March 2011). In 2007 James Veenhoff lobbied
together with Huub Verweij, a liberal member of the local council, for a
structural concern with fashion on the public agenda. With the document
‘Amsterdam Modestad’ (Amsterdam Fashion City) of 2007 (Verweij, 2007)
they discussed the need to support emerging fashion businesses through
the set-up of more practice-oriented educational programmes, a summer
school, and the support of the fashion week, and the crucial role of fashion
designers as cultural attractor for the promotion of Amsterdam as ‘creative’
city. ‘’Our piece was accepted unanimously by the local council. But as
it usually happens, it did not reach the public agenda’’. (Former Council
Member, personal communication, 23 March 2011). Based on a study by
the Economic Department, the conclusion was drawn that fashion would
not require a different focus from the creative industries cluster, especially
if the demands were formulated by a single actor in the city. ‘’Amsterdam
has got everything. So the city never chose for fashion in particular, it was
always part of the broader focus on creative industries’’ (Former Fashion
Coordinator Amsterdam, personal communication, 10 June 2011). The
failed lobby convinced James Veenhoff to sell his shares in the AIFW in 2008.
However, in an effort to address the specific problems and improve the
internal organisation of the local fashion cluster, the Economic Department
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appointed Eva Olde Monnikhof as a ‘fashion coordinator’ with a yearly
budget of €25,000. ‘’The idea was, let them first unite themselves and then
see what they want’’ (Former Director Economic Department Amsterdam
2002-2010, personal communication, 29 March 2011).
Another fashion related initiative was also supported in the context
of the Topstad programme. At that time the Dutch Fashion Foundation,
the fashion consulting agency HTNK, Syntens (an association created by
the National Ministry for Economic Affairs aimed to stimulate innovation in
business) and the Arnhem Biennale were collaborating on the Turning Talent
Into Business programme [TTiB], a coaching trajectory for fifteen designers
aimed to establish sustainable fashion businesses. It was by means of a
casual meeting between Mariette Hoitink of HTNK and civil servants of the
city of Amsterdam, that the project of Amsterdam Red Light Fashion [RLF]
was born. ‘’Asscher wanted to upgrade the Red Light District so he was
closing down a lot of brothels and buying the premises. A few civil servants
were walking around and dropped by asking what we were doing. I told
them we were coaching fashion designers […] so then within a few calls
to Asscher the idea was born to offer the empty windows to designers, so
they could promote themselves and the city and function as anti-squat until
there would be official plans for the area’’ (CEO HTNK and Manager RLF,
personal communication, 13 April 2011). The RLF became a temporary
project of the Topstad programme, the bureau providing financial support
and permits to Mariette Hoitink and the designers. ‘’It was all purely casual,
nothing planned or strategic’’ (CEO HTNK and Manager RLF, personal
communication, 13 April 2011).
Amsterdam Topstad, however, also had a negative side. ‘’It was truly
a short-term project machine where the public sector was mostly investing’’
(Former Director Economic Department Amsterdam 2002-2010, personal
communication, 29 March 2011). In 2008, with the start of the financial
crisis, Asscher moved to Social Issues and Poverty. The Topstad agenda
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lost its citywide priority. ‘’As soon as Asscher left, also the interest of the
public sector declined’’ (Founder AIFW and House of Denim, personal
communication, 2 March 2011). This resulted once again in a highly
fragmented field of promotional coalitions as opposed to the business
development concerns of the KennisKring Amsterdam, all operating from
their partial agendas and with limited capacity to act.
Since 2010. ‘Denim’ to attract the creative class, and as part of the logistics
and creative industries clusters
After the elections of 2010 Eberhart van der Laan replaced Job Cohen as
the Mayor of Amsterdam, becoming the chairman of the public-private
KennisKring and Amsterdam Partners networks. The Mayor ‘’[…] was from
the beginning on top of things. He saw the fragmentation and overlaps in
public-private networks all working around the theme of the knowledge and
creative economy, and the need to streamline these agendas for the city’’
(Former Director Economy Department Amsterdam 2002-2010, personal
communication, 29 March 2011). The economic clusters agenda of the
KennisKring Amsterdam was selected as the main priority for repositioning
the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region.
In order to achieve a unifying economic strategy, an Economic
Development Board was installed. Chaired by the Mayor himself, the Board
included a representative of the Province of North-Holland, the Mayor of
Almere Annemarie Jorritsma, the Aldermen for Economy of Amsterdam
(Carolien Gehrels) and Haarlemmermeer (Arthur van Dijk), the President of
the Chamber of Commerce Age Fluitman, the Directors of major businesses
in the region such as Jos Nijhuis (Schiphol Group) and Henk Markerink
(Amsterdam ArenA and ATCB), and representatives of the scientific
community like Rene Smit (Free University) and Louise Gunning (University
of Amsterdam) (largely the same actors participating in the KennisKring
Amsterdam, Amsterdam Partners, and the many promotional agencies). ‘’It
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was an open lobby process where the most important actors of the city were
trying to get their concerns on the agenda’’ (Vice-Director Spatial Planning
Department Amsterdam, personal communication, 10 June 2011). Within
this process the different business development and marketing agendas
promoted by public and private actors crystallised around the ambition to
strengthen, and further acquire, seven differentiating clusters for the region
including logistics and trade, ICT, life sciences, food and flowers, financial
and business services, tourism and congresses and the creative industries
(EDB, 2011).
For each of the clusters, a smaller ‘core group’ of private actors
was formed to elaborate three specific projects in the areas of knowledge
and innovation, entrepreneurship and promotion (further acquisition) of
the cluster. These private groups, presided over by business or academic
actors from the Board itself, included a larger number of private actors
from each field. Chairing the logistics group was Jos Nijhuis, the President
of the Schiphol group, being also the leading figure in the existing AAA
network. Due to his participation, the AAA agenda, concerned with the
acquisition (through the promotion) of fashion logistics and businesses
since the 2000s, became adopted as key project for the logistics cluster.
Fashion was incorporated also into the focus of the creative industries
group. In addition to the creation of a ‘creative campus’, bringing all
educational programmes related to creative industries into one area, the
establishment of a ‘free-zone’, as a tax and regulation-free area in support
of starting entrepreneurs, a ‘spotlight’ project was also formulated, with the
aim to promote the creative industries for city-marketing and acquisition
aims (EDB, 2011). Through the participation in this group by Mariette
Hoitink of HTNK at first, and later on by James Veenhoff, the concept
of ‘AmsterDenim’ found support. ‘’All of a sudden I found myself very
high in the tree. Because we had collaborated for the Red Light Fashion
Amsterdam, they [local government] asked me as representative of fashion
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in the core group creative industries. When the issue of denim came up,
also James [Veenhoff] was asked’’ (CEO HTNK, personal communication,
10 October 2012).
In fact James Veenhoff, after the failed attempt to include fashion in
the public agenda in 2007, had started to work on another idea, searching
for a theme that would be able to connect and represent (the interests
of) the whole fashion economy of Amsterdam. He came to realise how
‘denim’ was actually the connecting thread, as businesses such as G-star,
Tommy Hilfiger and Kuyichi were located in the city. So he came up with
the initiative for a House of Denim, as a cluster hosting a Jeans School,
an R&D lab for denim, a denim archive and shop, and a network for
brands and consumers, all with the aim to stimulate denim as a significant
industrial and creative field. The denim brands, despite their hesitation over
the promotional nature of the denim agenda, were willing to support the
education and R&D side of the project. ‘’I went to all of the big guys with my
idea and they said to me: ok, interesting, but why are you doing this for the
city? What is the city doing for you?’’ (Founder House of Denim, personal
communication, 2 March 2011). At the same time, the denim idea, and
its potential promotional benefits, found a broader base of support in the
AIFW and the Modefabriek, together with the city’s fashion coordinator
and Mariette Hoitink of HTNK. ‘’As Warhol said: all things look better in
a circle. We have it all here, but we need to make a proposition claiming
that we are the capital of Denim, AmsterDenim, as other cities such as
Arnhem and The Hague are also claiming to be fashion cities’’ (Founder
House of Denim, personal communication, 2 March 2011). As mentioned
by the CEO of the Modefabriek (personal communication, 2 March 2011):
‘’Fashion is not in the DNA of our city. But denim is an emerging theme we
can all work with’’.
Hence, through their strategic position, Mariette Hoitink and James
Veenhoff were able to lobby for their proposition. While the House of
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Denim idea and the focus on the business side of denim were not directly
adopted within the creative industries group, most interest was there for
the promotional side of the denim concept. AmsterDenim became an
official part of the group’s promotional spotlight project. ‘’You could think
of different initiatives such as the Denim Awards at the AIFW, an event like
‘from casual Friday till blue Monday’ or the covering of the I Amsterdam
letters in denim’’. ‘’It is really great, but the fact we are part of the broader
creative industries umbrella keeps creating tensions between us and other
sectors who are afraid everything will go to fashion again’’ (CEO HTNK
and Representative Creative Industries at EDB, personal communication,
10 October 2012).
As the projects of the core groups are now (at the end of 2012)
discussed and evaluated, a further delineation of the organisational
structure is taking place. The Economic Development Board Amsterdam
has been transformed into the Economic Board Amsterdam. This publicprivate board is taking on the role of strategic director, with public and
private partners investing, in different degrees, in the execution of the
planned proposals. The KennisKring Amsterdam, due to the strong
overlap with the Board, has been abolished, while the directive role of the
Amsterdam Partners and other marketing agencies has been diminished.
The different private core groups are taking on the role of ‘management
teams’ (EDB, 2011), steering and discussing the execution of the projects
within their own cluster. At the operational level, an executive organisation
has been established integrating all existing executive organisations related
to cluster and marketing networks. This organisation has absorbed the
AIM for business development issues and the executive organisations
of the marketing and acquisition partners like the daily management of
Amsterdam in Business and of Amsterdam Marketing (the new ATCB).
Via Mariette Hoitink and James Veenhoff in the creative industries group,
contacts are further developed with the main actors in the city’s field of
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fashion, involving the AIFW, MF and shops. The group of commercial
businesses however, despite the support provided to the Jeans School
initiative of James Veenhoff (opened in 2011), remained hesitant, having
less interest in promoting Amsterdam as denim city. As mentioned by a
former council member (personal communication, 23 March 2011): ‘’Big
businesses are interested in whether the city is accessible, whether the
business climate is ok, and these kinds of issues, and are less inclined
to work together or for a collective goal. Besides you have to take into
account that lots of these big boys are not from Amsterdam’’. Finally, after
a decade of trials, a more durable collaboration seems to be achieved
between public and private actors around the economic repositioning of
the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region, with a more structural position for
fashion in the city-marketing activities of the region, in the operations of the
logistics cluster and, gradually, in the focus on creative industries.

6.2 C h an gi n g s t ra t e g i c ro les o f f a shi o n:
an over vi ew
In terms of the strategic role of fashion in Amsterdam, several
changes have been revealed in the way this field has been incorporated into
the recent development strategies of the city, with a general turn towards
economic development aims (over artistic and social rationalities) since the
end of the 1980s. Fashion did not play a role in the urban regeneration
strategies leading the repositioning of Amsterdam from the end of the 1980s
until the mid-2000s, these strategies being rather concerned with semipublic cultural institutions to make urban regeneration projects attractive to
businesses and potential middle-class inhabitants (while facilitating cheap
working spaces to independent cultural actors).
Only more recently, through a focus on denim, has fashion come
to play a more structural role in the destination development strategies
adopted by the city since the 2000s, these strategies focussing on the wider
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field of ‘creativity’ for the attraction of talent (and businesses) to the region.
Before obtaining this structural position, only occasional support was
provided to fashion for destination development, involving the short-term
support of the Amsterdam International Fashion Week and the Amsterdam
Red-Light Fashion projects.
Denim has obtained more structural attention also within the
industrial clusters agenda that has been prioritised, over the concern with
destination development aims, in the strategic development of the city since
2010, becoming incorporated into the focus on logistics and, increasingly,
the ‘creative industries’.
These changes in agendas have been accompanied, until the
recent turn to a structural concern with fashion, by frequent laments from
the field of fashion in the city, criticising the public concern with the wider
field of ‘creativity’ in destination development and business development
strategies, rather than structurally supporting the local fashion cluster as an
industrial-promotional reality for these aims.
How this strategic role can be understood from changes in local publicprivate governance
The revealed changes in strategic roles of fashion can be understood from
recent changes in the way the city has been governed, and especially from
the leading role of the public sector, concerned with its own development
aims (and thus with the economic effects of fashion for the city) in setting the
local agenda. The limited role of fashion in the urban regeneration agenda
leading the development of the city in the 1990s can be understood from
the interest of the public sector, and the Alderman for Spatial Planning
in particular, in those traditional cultural actors that could be ‘steered’
to make regeneration projects attractive (while the facilitation of working
spaces was an answer to the laments from squatters in the city).
In the 2000s local government turned, in closer collaboration with
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business actors, to the strengthening of the local economy as the strategic
priority, the Alderman for Economic development becoming influenced, in
his wish to make the city attractive to middle-class workers and business, by
the ideas of Richard Florida, adopting ‘creativity’ as a city-marketing focus.
Only later, following the changes in these agendas, could the private sector
influence these development strategies, opening up the possibility for fit
between public (city-oriented) and private (industrial-cultural) development
aims. In fact, it was under influence of the local business community that
the public sector has recently prioritised a focus on industrial clusters, with
a related focus on the ‘creative industries’, over its original interest with
creativity for destination development. And it was through the participation
of key private actors in the logistics cluster, already interested in fashion for
their own acquisition activities, that fashion became officially incorporated
into the logistics cluster of this agenda.
In terms of the field of fashion, it was only with the recent formulation
of a common agenda by the local fashion cluster, positioning denim as a
significant industrial-promotional reality within the city, that this field has
obtained a structural position in both the dominant creative industries
concern of the city and in the focus on creativity for the attraction of talent.
In fact, for a long time, the dominant concern of the public sector with the
benefits of creativity for the promotion of the city, in relation to the lack of
a common agenda by the field of fashion itself (given the strong division
between a commercial and creative cluster), meant that the fashion cluster
was permanently neglected by local government (despite a few exceptions),
leading to frustration in the field.
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7. C o m p a r i n g t h e s t r a t e g i c
ro l e o f fa s h i o n i n t h e
three cities
The aim of this research was to explore the way the (multiple potential of
the) ‘cultural economy’ has been dealt with in the development strategies
of three Western European cities since the 1980s. Fashion was employed
as the case of study because, compared to other potential cases (e.g. the
performing arts, events, or retail), it was thought to cover and represent the
multiple positions and roles of the ‘cultural economy’ as conceptualised in
this study. In this chapter the most important findings will be summarised
and compared regarding the role of fashion in the recent development
strategies of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam. Next, the changes in these
strategic roles will be interpreted from an urban regime perspective, in
terms of their link to the formation of new governing arrangements between
public and private actors in the three cities.

7.1 T h e ro l e o f f a s h i o n i n d evel o p ment stra t egi es
When comparing the cases, a historical evolution can be seen in the way
that (the multiple potential of) fashion has been dealt with in the recent
development strategies of the cities, driven by a general turn towards
economic development priorities since the mid-1980s.
The tendency towards using fashion for destination development
At the beginning, fashion did not play a strategic role in the urban
regeneration strategies observed in the cities since the mid-1980s, as these
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were rather concerned with subsidised cultural institutions. The exception
was Milan, where already rather early the idea arose to build a cultural and
educational institute for fashion to promote a major urban regeneration
project to potential middle-class buyers and businesses.
From the mid-1990s onwards, however, fashion obtained a more
structural position in the destination development policies that became
dominant in all the three cities. In Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam fashion
(in terms of designers and shopping, fashion weeks, and denim respectively)
was employed as a cultural asset to reposition the cities as attractive
destinations for tourists (i.c. Antwerp and Milan), or talent (i.c. Amsterdam
and Milan), these latter policies being generally aligned with the concept
of the ‘creative city’.
Only more recently, as evidenced by the ‘creative industries’ policy
of Amsterdam, has a debate started about the potential of fashion as an
industrial cluster within the cities. The only previous example was found
in Milan, where during only a brief period of time, attention was paid to
fashion weeks and design as a differentiating economic activity.
Overall, in this general turn to economic development priorities
since the mid-1980s no structural attention has been paid to fashion as an
artistic or creative field, or as of importance for the social development of
the cities. Only brief moments of attention have been found. For instance
in Antwerp, where fashion design was incorporated into a new cultural
agenda that led the development of the city until the 2000s, concerned
with avant-garde culture to stimulate artistic renewal and to foster a more
positive attitude of citizens towards their city. And in Amsterdam, where the
provision of cheap working spaces to independent cultural actors became
coupled to the urban regeneration and industrial clusters agendas of the
city in the 1990s. But on the whole, these remained short-term exceptions
rather than becoming the rule.
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The field of fashion feeling ‘utilised’
The cases furthermore revealed that the dominant tendency to employ
fashion for the repositioning of the cities as attractive destinations has been
accompanied by strong criticism from the field of fashion itself. On the
one hand, multinational businesses, as characteristic of Milan’s fashion
economy, have lamented how local government structurally neglected the
importance of the fashion field as an industrial cluster. Small-scale fashion
designers, on the other hand, as characteristic of Antwerp’s fashion cluster,
complain about the lack of consideration given to fashion as an artistic
or creative field. So despite their different orientations, with Amsterdam’s
fashion cluster being composed by both multinational businesses and
(subsidised) independent actors, it seems that all fashion actors within the
studied cities have come to share a general feeling of being ‘utilised’ by the
public sector for its own city-related development aims.
Conclusion: the recent tension between destination and fashion development
aims
The findings illustrate how in the recent development of Western European
cities there has been a general tension between the dominant tendency of
local government to focus on fashion for destination development aims,
and the specific interests of fashion actors to be supported as an industrial
or artistic cluster. Only in some rare instances have local stakeholders
been able to achieve a different agenda, considering the development of
the fashion cluster from an industrial or artistic perspective. But this never
accumulated to either a robust position or a more integrated approach
to the field at stake, leaving its multiple development potential largely
unexplored.
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7.2 U n der s t a n d i n g t h e s t rat egi c ro l es o f f a shi o n
fro m a g ove r n a n c e p e r s p ecti ve
The changes in the strategic agendas of the cities as revealed by the cases,
and the role of fashion within these, have been predominantly driven by
changes in the public sector and its development priorities (with a general
shift to economic interests since the mid-1980s). The demands from the
private field of fashion (when formulated) have been of secondary interest
to local government, becoming only incorporated on the basis of their fit
or complementarity with public development aims.
The historical interest of local government with the effects of culture for the
city
The lack of strategic concerns with fashion in the turn to urban regeneration
agendas since the mid-1980s can be understood from the interest of local
government, with a larger role for real estate actors in setting the public
agenda, in those semi-public cultural institutions that could be ‘steered’
to make urban regeneration projects attractive for potential middle-class
buyers and as new office locations. The commercial field of fashion was, at
least in the beginning, not considered suitable for these aims. The exception
of Milan seems to prove this point, as fashion became of strategic interest
within a major urban regeneration project only once it was framed in terms
of a cultural and educational institute.
The fact that fashion has obtained a structural position in the recent
destination development strategies of all three cities, can be understood from
the observed turn by local government in Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam
to economic development policies since the mid-1990s, often supported
by the local business community. Influenced by economic development
needs, their historical concern with culture as a form of service provision,
and strengthened by popular development perspectives such as Florida’s
(2002) notion of the ‘creative class’ (especially in Amsterdam), local
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government, and the Aldermen for Economic Development in particular,
turned to the highly symbolic field of fashion as a crucial asset to reposition
their cities as attractive destinations.
The fact that up to now only limited attention has been paid to
fashion as a significant industrial reality might be related to the fact that local
government perceived industrial policies to be the traditional responsibility
of national government, and that they did not consider fashion or ‘creativity’
to be relevant economic sectors in their own right. Again Milan is the
exception proving this point, as it developed an industrial agenda with a
focus on fashion only during the short period of time in which a former
Minister for Education, Research and Innovation was elected as the Mayor
of the city.
The lack of a structural concern with fashion as an artistic cluster
or as a social development tool can be understood, in the first place,
from the narrow economic interests of the Aldermen for Spatial Planning
and Economic Development governing the cities in recent decades. On
the other hand, the Aldermen for Culture maintained a rather traditional
focus on the independent arts and culture within their cultural policies, not
considering the commercial field of fashion to be in need of public support
or suitable for social development aims.
The organisational weakness of the field of fashion
The cases furthermore revealed that in addition to the dominance of
the public sector in setting the agendas (and the related interests in the
economic effects of fashion for the city), also fashion actors themselves
had difficulties to achieve and sustain a common agenda. In fact, a shared
agenda was only developed during those moments in which a sense of
urgency was felt by the fashion cluster, and often vanished once its aims
were achieved. This happened in Antwerp in the 1990s when fashion
designers felt threatened by increasing media demands and tourism in
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the city; in Milan since the mid-2000s when the fashion weeks started to
experience growing competition from the fashion weeks of London and
New York; and recently in Amsterdam where the urgency was felt to finally
find a common denominator for an otherwise strongly divided cluster.
Depending on the specific character of the fashion cluster, these
agendas mostly focussed on industrial, as in the case of Milan, or
artistic demands, as in the case of Antwerp, (while only more recently,
in Amsterdam, fashion was positioned as an industrial-promotional
field). Fashion actors, on their own, seem to have difficulties to recognise
themselves as both economic and cultural agents, and as part of a broader
cluster of established businesses, cultural entrepreneurs and subsidised
culture, hampering the development of a more integrated agenda from
and for the field of fashion.
Conclusion: the recent lack of a robust development coalition
In conclusion, the cases revealed that it is still the public sector that has a
leading role in setting the local cultural agenda in Western European cities,
following a strong historical concern with the effects of culture for the city
(while having difficulties, until more recently, to recognise fashion as a
significant industrial cluster and, even more, as a field of artistic renewal).
This, coupled to the weak organisational capacity of the fashion cluster to
formulate its own demands, points to the difficulties for a new and robust
public-private development coalition to emerge in Western European
cities, accounting for the recurring misfit between destination development
strategies and the specific development of the fashion cluster. Only in those
rare cases in which the public sector prioritised industrial or cultural policies,
and the field of fashion developed a matching or complementary agenda,
as happened with the focus on industrial clusters in Milan and Amsterdam,
the coupling of the breeding place policy to urban regeneration and
industrial strategies in Amsterdam, or for the arts policies in Antwerp, was
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a temporary fit achieved between public and private development interests,
but never in terms of an integrated perspective.
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8. Reflecting upon the
‘ c u l tur a l e c o n o m y ’ a n d
‘ ur b a n r e g i m e s ’
Central to this chapter will be a reflection upon the contributions of this
study to the theorisation of the ‘cultural economy’ of cities (e.g. Scott,
2000; Pratt, 2007; UNESCO, 2013; Oakley & O’Connor, in press), its
recent positioning in local development strategies, and the link of these
strategies to ‘urban regime’ (Stone, 1989) formation in Western Europe.

8.1 Th e ‘cu l t u ra l e c o n o my ’ a nd i ts stra t egi c
po s itio n in g
Although the principal aim of this study was to theorise about the strategic
positioning of the ‘cultural economy’, and its multiple potential, in Western
European cities, on the basis of the current study of fashion also some
relevant insights were obtained for the theorisation of cities’ ‘cultural
economy’ as such (e.g. Scott, 2000; Pratt, 2007; UNESCO, 2013; Oakley
& O’Connor, in press).
In the first place, this research seems to confirm a picture of cities’
‘cultural economy’ as a specific ‘complex’ (Oakley & O’Connor, in press)
of different ‘ecologies’ (Grabher, 2001) or ‘scenes’ (Cohen, 1991; Currid,
2007; Thornton, 2009). While indeed comprising a more interrelated
cultural-economic realm (as referred to in the literature), and sometimes
increasingly collaborating with each other (as in the case of conglomerates
supporting educational institutes), differences seem to persist between
cultural conglomerates, independent cultural entrepreneurs and subsidised
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institutions and artists, and those with a production or consumption
orientation (within and between different ‘clusters’), these different actors
following their own specific mixes of economic-artistic values while
operating in different institutional and spatial contexts. As mentioned by
Pratt (2012), local cultural economies seem to (still) suffer from a ‘missing
middle’ or from weakly developed ‘interstices’ between their different
cultural-economic, production-consumption components.
Secondly, large differences were found between cities in terms of
the character and development of their fashion cluster. This finding seems
to underscore, as conceptualised by Scott (2000) and Musterd and Murie
(2010), the strong ‘path-dependency’ of local cultural economies. The
specific economic, socio-cultural, geographical and political conditions
of localities, strongly influence the (re-)composition and impacts of local
cultural-economic fields, giving shape to different ‘development pathways’
(UNESCO, 2013).
Finally, this study seems to reveal a rather ‘pragmatic’ attitude of
cultural-economic actors regarding the development of their cities. At
one level, these actors might be indeed at the forefront in contributing
to the ‘quality of life’ of their places, as evidenced by the ‘alternative’
practices that have been found in this study (such as the Corporate
Social Responsibility initiatives or the establishment of arts foundations by
cultural conglomerates, or the focus on sustainability or the contribution
to local educational programmes by fashion designers). This fact might
indeed confirm the ‘normative’ potential of the local ‘cultural economy’ as
conceptualised in this research through the works by UNESCO (2013) and
Oakley and O’Connor (in press), as opposed to those linear and critical
evaluations of cities’ changing cultural field as proposed, for example, by
Zukin (1991) and Hannigan (1998). It should be stressed, however, that
these city-oriented initiatives seem to be the exception rather than the rule.
Compared to the dominant concern of cultural conglomerates with their
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own (economic) growth, it is especially independent cultural actors that
are struggling to balance, even more so considering the current economic
situation, their cultural (and to a lesser extent also social or environmental)
aspirations with the need for their own economic survival, leaving less ‘room’
for wider, public-related, considerations. In the light of the continuing cuts
in public spending on culture, this situation is also becoming increasingly
true for subsidised cultural actors.
The strategic evaluation of the ‘cultural economy’ in local development
In the cases studied, the ‘cultural economy’ has been predominantly
employed for developing cities as attractive destinations, as a ‘strategic
weapon’ in a fierce ‘cultural arms race’ (Richards, 2000) for the attraction
of new middle-class inhabitants and offices to the city in the 1990s, and
of tourists and talent more recently. These strategies seem to reflect those
uncritical ‘one size fits all’ (Pratt, 2009) approaches as suggested, most
prominently, by the works of Richard Florida, promoting an instrumental
concern with the positive impacts of the ‘cultural economy’ for the economic
regeneration and repositioning of the city. As already evidenced in the
literature, these findings seem to confirm the existence (and persistence) of
a true ‘creative city movement’ in Western Europe, confirming a dominant
shift from a public concern with the public externalities of culture until the
1980s, towards a dominant concern with the economic externalities of
culture for the city more recently (Scott, 2004; Hannigan, 2007; Evans,
2009; Pratt, 2009).
So despite much attention being paid to the multiple potentials of
the ‘cultural economy’ in academic and (inter)national policy communities
(e.g. DCMS, 1998; Scott, 2000; Evans, 2009; Musterd & Murie, 2010),
at a strategic level within the cities this potential has largely remained
unexplored. To begin with, there has only been a marginal interest in the
specific conditions under which the local cultural economies operate. Only
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more recently did debates start about the need to more structurally and
strategically support the local cultural-economic cluster as a differentiating
‘economic’ reality of the city. Even less attention has been paid to the
support of the local cultural-economic field from the perspective of its
(public) cultural values, confirming what in the literature has been referred
to as the ‘vacuum of cultural policies’ (Oakley & O’Connor, in press) or the
‘deculturalisation of culture’ (Mommaas, 2012). Least attention has been
paid to strategising the social dimension of this field (especially regarding
the ‘commercial’ actors of the ‘cultural economy’), in terms of the related
working conditions and (potential) social impacts upon the city (e.g.
Mommaas, 2008; Sacco, 2011; UNESCO, 2013). In short, this research
seems to confirm the lack of a truly mixed ‘cultural economy’ agenda at a
strategic level in Western Europe, as an agenda being able to explore and
accommodate the full potential of the field concerned.

8.2 Th e in f l u e n c e o f ‘ u r b an regi mes’ o n l o ca l
cu ltu ra l p o l i c y - ma k i n g
This under-exploration of the development potential of the ‘cultural
economy’ seem to be mostly related the difficulties so often pointed to
in the literature (e.g. Bassett, 1996; Mossberger & Stoker, 2001) to find
public-private development ‘regimes’ in the recent development of Western
European cities. While in the 1980s and 1990s often durable and informal
collaborations were achieved between local policy-makers and real estate
actors around urban regeneration programmes, based on a common
interest in the external value of culture for the spatial regeneration of the
city, nowadays a different situation seems to be at hand. In fact, it is the
difficulty of achieving these robust arrangements between policy-makers
and private (cultural) actors around economic policies that seems to best
account for the current tension between dominant destination development
strategies and the support of the ‘cultural economy’ in Western European
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cities (and thus the partial accommodation of its development potential).
In the absence of robust coalitions, public and private actors are ‘passing
ships in the night’ (Mommaas, 2008), reproducing the tension between
public, city-related, and private, industrial-cultural, development interests,
rather than searching for the possibility of a more productive bridging of
different qualities and values.
The difficulty of forming these public-private development coalitions
seems to be related, in the first place, to the continuing leading role of
the public sector in setting the public agenda, and the related monofunctional concern with the economic effects of culture for the city. This
might indeed reflect, at a first sight, the recent adoption of ‘fast policy
models’ as suggested in the literature (e.g. Peck, 2012), with Aldermen for
Economic Development turning to popularised development perspectives,
as presented in works such as Florida’s (2002) ‘creative class’ thesis, for
the repositioning of their cities. At the same time, however, the adoption
of these policies might reflect a deeper and further ‘adaptation’ of their
historical concern with culture as a form of service provision to new
economic imperatives (for urban regeneration first, and promotion more
recently), reflecting a form of ‘institutional path-dependency’ or even of
‘lock-in’ (e.g. Healey, 2007).
At the same time, as demonstrated by this study, and in addition
to the theoretical debate about ‘urban regimes’, the difficult formation
of these public-private development coalitions can also be understood
from the difficulties of cultural-economic actors to develop and sustain
their own development agenda within cities over time (and the weaker
negotiating power of business (cultural) actors compared to real estate
agents more in general). The ‘cultural economy’, as mentioned by Pratt
(2012), seems to suffer from a ‘weak organisational capacity’. Attempts to
develop a common agenda only arise when a sense of urgency is felt by
the cluster, with the self-interested nature of cultural conglomerates and the
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strong fragmentation of the field of cultural entrepreneurs and freelancers
otherwise working against collective efforts. Secondly, there is often a lack
of institutionalised relationships between the ‘cultural economy’ and the
public sector, for both cultural businesses, who are often not connected with
traditional business networks, and even more so for cultural freelancers and
entrepreneurs who lack sector-lead-bodies, falling outside existing cultural
and business networks. Therefore, the presence of ‘intermediaries’ (Pratt,
2012; UNESCO, 2013) or ‘programmers’ (Castells, 2009) from sectorlead-bodies (in case of institutes or established businesses) or from the field
itself, is a crucial condition to convey private demands to local government.
Finally, also the composition of the local ‘cultural economy’ in terms of its
different ecologies, with rather weakly developed ‘interstices’ (Pratt, 2012),
together with the lack of ‘switchers’ (Castells, 2009) being able to oversee
the field, seems to hamper the development of an integrated agenda.
Different actors follow their own development values and interests, often
with a poor recognition of their own cultural-economic character and their
role within the broader cultural-economic cluster of the city.
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9. Rethinking the role of
t h e ‘ c u l tur a l e c o n o m y ’ i n
local development
Central to this chapter will be a reflection upon the findings of this study
from a policy (or societal) perspective. This will lead to the formulation
of practical recommendations about how to strengthen alternative
approaches to the ‘cultural economy’ in local development strategies, able
to explore the full potentials of the cultural-economic field, and about how
such strategies might be achieved through changes in the way Western
European cities are governed.

9.1 U n loc k i n g t h e s t ra t e g i c p o t enti a l o f t he
‘cu ltu ral e c o n o my ’
This study pointed to the dominant use of the ‘cultural economy’ as a
strategic tool for the repositioning of Western European cities as attractive
destinations (often following notions of the ‘creative city’). It might be
assumed, on a first glance, even if not analysed in this research, that these
development strategies might lead to ‘quick economic gains’ (Peck, 2005)
for both the city and cultural-economic actors in the short run, in terms of
increases in visitor or consumer numbers, media coverage and promotion.
However, when having a closer look, the sustainability of these current
approaches might be questioned. In fact, their universal concern with the
economic effects of the ‘cultural economy’ seems to neglect, and have even
negative impacts upon, the specific conditions under which local culturaleconomic actors are working, in terms of both their business values and
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needs (as demonstrated by the case of the fashion weeks in Milan) and their
cultural and artistic aspirations (as demonstrated by the negative effects of
increased tourism upon the workings of fashion designers in Antwerp).
In this way, current destination development strategies seem to
miss out on the opportunities offered by the local ‘cultural economy’ as
a distinctive productive cluster of the city (as conceptualised, for example,
in the works of Scott, 2000 in terms of business turnover, employment
opportunities or added value) and, even more importantly, seem to hamper
the conditions under which cultural and artistic innovation takes place within
cities (together with neglecting the working conditions in and the potential of
the cluster for social development), as the very resources upon which these
strategies are based (Evans, 2001; Pratt, 2007). The danger is therefore
that current ‘creative city’ policies might come to underline those critical
and unilateral accounts that, neglecting the cultural renewal potential of
cities, and the potential of (commercial) culture for social development,
depict the current transformation of cities as based on a linear exchange
of ‘cultural’ for ‘economic’ values, becoming mere ‘theme-park’ (Sorkin,
1992), ‘fantasy’ or, in this case, ‘creative’ (Hannigan, 2007) destinations
for middle-class consumption.
The need for more informed yet integrated approaches to the ‘cultural
economy’
The challenge that emerges for local policy-makers in Western Europe
is to develop more ‘informed’ (Pratt, 2012) yet integrated policies for
the ‘cultural economy’, starting, first and foremost, from a more refined
understanding of the specificities and needs of the local cultural-economic
cluster (e.g. Scott, 2006; Musterd & Murie, 2010; UNESCO, 2013).
While increasing attention has been paid to measuring the external
economic impacts of this field within cities, the ‘blind spot’ in current analyses
at local level seem to be the workings of this cluster as an industrial, and
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even more as a cultural reality in itself (Mommaas, 2012), demanding an
understanding of the specific actors that compose the cultural field, the mix
of economic and artistic values from which they operate, and the (physical,
socio-cultural and economic) conditions that can help them to meet their
aspirations, also focussing on the (missing) ‘interstices’ (Pratt, 2007) between
different ‘ecologies’. Value chain (or network) analysis might be a valuable
tool for a first structural mapping exercise (e.g. Mommaas, 2012), to be
integrated with the insights obtained from direct contacts with the actors
from the field (UNESCO, 2009). In addition, while the social dimension
of the autonomous arts and culture has been the historical concern and
rationale for the deployment of cultural policies in Western European cities
(measured in terms of participation and accessibility), also a new focus on
the social impacts of more commercial forms of culture might be required,
together with an exploration of (new) working conditions within the cluster,
demanding adequate indicators and measurement tools to enable such an
analysis (UNESCO, 2013).
Only on the basis of such a new, and more refined understanding
of the local cultural-economic cluster can local governments develop more
‘informed’ or tailored policies in support of their ‘cultural economy’, also
striving to achieve a more integrated development approach (e.g. Mommaas,
2004; Marling & Zerlang, 2007; Pratt, 2007; Richards & Palmer, 2010;
UNESCO, 2013). In the first place, this should lead to the development
of tailored industrial policies to strengthen the specific (economic, spatial
and socio-cultural) conditions under which the local cluster is functioning
as a productive economy, finally recognising the ‘cultural economy’ (and
the subsidised and consumption components within this) as an industrial
reality in its own right (e.g. Scott, 2006; Musterd & Murie, 2010; UNESCO,
2013). Examples of related interventions might be specific tax regimes, the
stimulation of incubators, the fostering of networking, and the facilitation
of managerial support, new educational programmes or interventions in
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the digital or technological sphere. Contemporaneously, based on the
developed insights about cultural-economic actors, tailored artistic or
cultural policies could be developed that support the (economic, spatial and
socio-cultural) conditions under which artistic and cultural innovation can
take place, therefore finally recognising also the commercial parts of the
‘cultural economy’ as of interest for cultural policies (e.g. Groth & Corijn,
2005; Pratt, 2007; Evans, 2009; O’Connor, 2011; UNESCO, 2013).
Examples of such policies might be the facilitation of breeding or temporary
places, of cheap housing, the subsidisation or co-financing of artistic
works, educational programmes or the stimulation of cultural (heritage)
projects by cultural businesses. Finally, on the basis of an understanding of
the labour conditions and (potential) social impacts of the local culturaleconomic cluster upon the city, also specific social measures can be linked
to the developed industrial and artistic policies (e.g. Mommaas, 2008;
Evans, 2009; Musterd & Murrie, 2010; UNESCO, 2013) considering, for
example, the issue of precariousness or of sustainable production processes
for the former, and the stimulation of participation in cultural production
and consumption for the latter.
Only by developing more informed and integrated policies in support
of the ‘cultural economy’ can current destination development approaches
be made more sustainable, unlocking the full development potential of this
cultural-economic cluster for working on a truly and balanced ‘creative
city’ (e.g. Scott, 2006; Pratt, 2007; Evans, 2009; Musterd & Murie, 2010;
UNESCO, 2013).

9.2 Th e n e e d f o r p u b l i c- p r i va t e gover nance
‘reg im es ’
This study revealed that the recent dominance of destination development
strategies in Western European cities, in opposition to private demands to
support the industrial or artistic values of the ‘cultural economy’, can be
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understood from the lack of new and more robust development coalitions
between public and private actors. These coalitions proved to be so difficult
to achieve due to the continuing leading role of the public sector in setting
the agenda (with its historical concern with the effects of culture for the
city) and the weak organisational capacity of cultural-economic actors
(in developing their own agenda). It might therefore be assumed that this
situation will be very difficult to change in the future. There is the true danger
that Western European cities will be further ‘locked’ into their short-term
concern with destination development, working against the achievement of
a more informed and integrated approach to their ‘cultural economy’ as
proposed in the previous section.
The need for more bottom-up and inclusive coalitions
The challenge, in order to develop (support for) such a more informed
and integrated approach, is to work on ‘capacity’ or ‘regime building’
in Western European cities, exploring and experimenting with the missing
(middle) ground for the formation of more bottom-up and inclusive
governing arrangements between public and private actors and their related
development interests (perhaps in line with Stone’s (1993) conceptualisation
of ‘middle-class progressive’ coalitions)(e.g. Verwijnen, 1999; Stone et al.,
2001; Pratt, 2012).
This demands, in the first place, a stronger organisational capacity
of cultural-economic actors within cities, being able to develop and sustain
a common agenda of action (Pratt, 2012). Important here is the role of
‘intermediaries’ or of ‘programmers’ (Castells, 2009) from the field (or
supported by local government) who, especially in cases in which sectorlead-bodies are lacking (such as is often the case for cultural entrepreneurs
or freelancers), are able to work on the formulation of a specific agenda
out of a continued sense of urgency, and are able to establish and
maintain contacts with local government to convey this agenda. Only
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then can efforts be made to develop a more integrated or mixed view on
the ‘cultural economy’ of the city by exploring its ‘missing middle’ (Pratt,
2007). This would require the presence of ‘switchers’ (Castells, 2009) who
are able to bring together the different ecologies of the local culturaleconomic cluster, mapping the different combinations of economic and
cultural values and the related interests of the actors involved (pointing to
their hybrid character), exploring the potential for collaboration within the
cluster to meet these needs (pointing to the role of actors as part of a larger
field), and building a mixed agenda into a sustainable relationship with
local government.
Equally important, however, is the challenge for local government
in Western Europe to finally abandon its traditional ‘top-down’ mode of
policy-making concerned with city-related aims, and to more actively
incorporate and facilitate the specific demands of private culturaleconomic actors into the strategic development of their cities, leaving
‘room’ to accommodate emergent development potential (Verwijnen,
1999; Musterd & Murie, 2010; Pratt, 2012; UNESCO, 2013). In order
to develop a more integrated approach in support of this field (and for the
social development of the city), an effort should be made to strengthen
the internal collaboration and coordination in the public sector (Pratt,
2012). Aldermen and Departments for Economic Development should
finally recognise and facilitate the full ‘cultural economy’ as a significant
economic reality. In addition, local government should recover its ‘historical’
concern with the public development of the city (with the support of the
business community), Aldermen and Departments for Culture regaining
a more central role in local government, considering the demands of the
whole cluster in the development of a tailored cultural programme. The
Aldermen and Departments for Social Affairs and Spatial Planning, then,
should function in support of and in addition to the former two.
Only by undertaking efforts in the direction of this ‘third space’,
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as difficult as it might be, can the required organisational capacity be
achieved to ‘unlock’ the current (unsustainable) situation, developing more
tailored yet integrated programmes in support of the ‘cultural economy’
that, accounting for the full potential of this field, can form the basis for a
more sustainable development of Western European cities.
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Reflections and directions
f o r fu t ur e r e s e a rc h
In this final chapter some reflections will be proposed upon the research
questions, conceptual framework and methodological approach being
followed in this research, in terms of their contribution to achieving the
theoretical aims of this study. In addition, on the basis of the findings of this
study, several directions for future research are delineated.

1. Ref lec ti n g u p o n t h e a p pro a c h o f t hi s stu d y
Aim of this research was to explore how the ‘cultural economy’ has been
incorporated into the recent development strategies of (three) Western
European cities, and to test whether this indeed resulted in the dominance
of a partial interest in the economic externalities of this field. Although
the research questions enabled to develop a more strategic account of
this strategising in local development, less (explicit) attention has been
paid to questioning and analysing ‘what’, or which ‘parts’ of the local
‘cultural economy’ were conceptualised in relation to these development
aims, in terms of cultural conglomerates, subsidised actors or more smallscale cultural actors, or ‘creative’, events or consumption activities. While
this study still offered some relevant insights in this direction, regarding
for example the dominant concern with subsidised cultural institutions in
urban regeneration strategies, or the key role of design and ‘creativity’
(compared to distribution and consumption activities) in current destination
development agendas, more attention could have been paid to these
trends, leading to a deeper and more inclusive analysis.
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The ‘cultural economy’ perspective
Strongly related to this point is the fact that, although the initial descriptive
use of the ‘cultural economy’ concept proved to be indeed very helpful
to develop a more inclusive study-approach to the strategising of this
field, its ‘open’ utilisation at the same time hampered a more systemic
analysis of which parts of the ‘cultural economy’ were taken up within
the cities. Hence the need, as proposed earlier in this research, to adopt
a more targeted conceptualisation of the ‘cultural economy’ in terms of
established business, small entrepreneurial and subsidised actors, and in
terms of its ‘creative’, events and ‘leisure’ components. Only in this way
can the ‘cultural economy’ concept be made more productive, and can its
full analytical potential be taken to a next empirical stage.
The coupling to Zukin’s framework of ‘market’ and ‘place’
The coupling of the ‘cultural economy’ concept to Zukin’s (1991) framework
about the changing relationship between the spheres of ‘market’ and
‘place’ (see Figure 1 below) proved to be very useful to accommodate
the multiple potential ascribed to this field in the literature, enabling the
development of a more comprehensive analytical perspective.
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Figure 1. The framework used to analyse the strategic role of the ‘cultural
economy’

However, the critical basis of this perspective entailed the danger to fall
into a binary conceptualisation of the urban cultural field, focussing on the
opposition (or linear exchange) between, rather than on the interrelation
(and tensions) of, the ‘cultural’ and ‘economic’ values characteristic of this
field. The threat, in more concrete terms, was to fall into a conceptualisation
of the recent transformation of cities as characterised by an expanding field
of cultural conglomerates (with their presumed homogeneous products,
exploitative working conditions and exclusive nature), encroaching upon
and substituting local cultural activities (with their presumed ‘authentic’
cultural values, sustainable potential and inclusive nature), neglecting the
rise of a more hybrid cultural field, composed by both commercial and
(new) cultural actors, that is operating from specific mixes of, and tensions
between, economic and socio-cultural rationalities (with related potentials
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for the city). In addition, the conceptual link of the ‘cultural economy’
concept to Zukin’s (1991) notions of ‘market’ (regeneration, destination,
industry) and ‘place’ (culture, social), entailed the danger of obscuring the
core tension between the strategic support of the local cultural-economic
field in its own right, and the focus on its effects for the development of
the city (as represented by the vertical axis in the figure). Hence the need
to more explicitly conceptualise and account for this tensions in future
analyses, further nuancing Zukin’s (1991) conceptual framework with an
extra analytical dimension.
Urban regime analysis as an analytical perspective
A similar situation emerges with the ‘urban regime’ (Stone, 1989) framework
utilised in this study with the aim to add an interpretative dimension to the
current theorisation of changing strategic approaches to culture in Western
European cities (Figure 2 below).
Figure 2. The framework to understand strategic roles from an urban regime
perspective
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Through its focus on the relationship (central arrow) between development
agendas (as the variable on the right hand side) and the formation of
new governing arrangements (as the variable on the left hand side),
urban regime analysis enabled to analyse changing approaches to the
‘cultural economy’, and the extent to which its full development potential
has been accounted for within cities, in relation to the formation of new
collaborations between public and private actors (with their respective
development interests), and the related difficulties of achieving more
inclusive types of governing arrangements. The fact that these new forms
of governance have been difficult to find in the studied Western European
cities since the 1990s, seems to further stress, contrary to critical accounts
of regime theory (e.g. Harding, 1994a; Dowding, 2001; Mossberger &
Stoker, 2001; Pierre, 2005), the interpretative potential of this perspective
for the study of (cultural) policy-making in Western European cities, if only
considered and used from a normative perspective. In fact, the use of urban
regime analysis in this study also pointed to the potential danger to fall into
the trap of merely describing cities’ governing arrangements. On the basis
of the experience of this research, it can be concluded that this danger
does not reflect an analytical or ‘theoretical flaw’ of the regime concept in
itself (e.g. Ward, 1996; Davies, 2002; Denters & Mossberger, 2006), but
rather a limited interpretation and utilisation of the framework. In fact, it
is the more normative and process-oriented focus on the achievement (or
strength) of durable ‘relationships’ between ‘public and private actors’ and
‘their resources’ around a ‘common, fitting or complementary agenda of
action’ (as depicted by the connection between the vertical arrows in the
variables) that should be prioritised when doing urban regime analysis.
Only then attention can be paid to a further analysis of the characteristics
or even of the types of governing arrangements in terms of the specific
composition of coalitions and the aims of the related agendas (represented
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by the connection between the horizontal dimension in the variables).
The choice of fashion as a case study
The choice of fashion as the case study, assumed to be the best available
option (compared to other fields) for obtaining an inclusive perspective
upon the strategising of the ‘cultural economy’ in local development,
proved not to fully meet its aspirations. While it indeed captured, on a
general level, the diversity of cities’ ‘cultural economy’, in terms of their
different actors, their mixes of business and artistic interests, and the
related (especially economic) impacts upon the city, at the same time this
choice ‘coloured’ the analysis in the direction of the more commercial and
‘creative’ or production components of the ‘cultural economy’ (somehow
reflecting Scott’s 2000 definition of the field). It only indirectly accounted
for subsidised actors, for the ‘leisure’ (shopping) actors at the consumption
end of the local cultural-economic value chain, and for the social impacts
of this (commercial) cluster. Hence the need to also study other components
of cities’ cultural-economic field as a case of study, such as the performing
arts, cultural events or (cultural) retail for example, in order to inform a
more nuanced and inclusive understanding of how local governments
have been dealing with the different composite elements of the ‘cultural
economy’.

2. D irec ti o n s f o r f u t u re re sea rc h
In the first place, additional research could be undertaken to ‘test’ the
conclusions of this study. It might be questioned (or deducted) whether the
dominant employment of fashion for destination development aims, and
its link to the difficult formation of new governing arrangements between
public and private actors (as a working hypothesis), also occurs for the
strategic approach to fashion in other (Western) European cities such as
London, Paris, Barcelona or Stockholm. This might lead to conclusions
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about the robustness of the presented thesis or to its further fine-tuning.
In line with this, a similar exercise might be executed for other fields that,
because of their creative orientation, are similar to the case of fashion,
involving, for example, the study of the strategic approaches to (industrial)
design in Turin, Eindhoven and Helsinki.
In-depth studies of regime-formation around the ‘cultural economy’
In the opposite direction, starting from the assumed relationship between
local public-private governance and strategic approaches to culture,
also more in-depth studies might be executed on the specific conditions
that enable or hamper regime-formation within cities. By taking different
cases (from the presented study) in which, from example, a collaboration
between public and private actors is limited (e.g. about fashion in Milan),
has been achieved (e.g. at times of the cultural policies in Antwerp or
the current Economic Board of Amsterdam), or even more so in a more
inclusive way (e.g. the breeding place policy or the Westergasfabriek cluster
of Amsterdam), or by studying ‘best practices’ of regime formation around
‘cultural quarters’ (e.g. Basset, Griffith, & Smith, 2002; Hitters & Richards,
2002; Mommaas, 2004; 2009), the conditions might be distilled that
contribute to the achievement of (a more inclusive) cultural development
agenda in Western Europe. On a theoretical level, this might add an
extra interpretative layer to the analysis presented in this study, while also
contributing to the need so often pointed to in the regime literature (e.g.
Pierre, 2005; Tops, 2007) to focus on the conditions supporting ‘regime’formation within cities. On a societal level, and in the light of the policy
recommendations of this research, the study of ‘best practices’ might
provide those insights required to experiment with the achievement of more
inclusive, public-private collaborations, in support of more informed and
integrated ‘cultural economy’ policies in Western European cities.
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Theorising the ‘cultural economy’ of cities
Thirdly, additional research can be undertaken into urban ‘cultural
economies’ themselves, studying the different actors or ‘ecologies’
composing this field, their mutual (missing) links, their mixes of economic
and cultural values and orientations, and the (economic, socio-cultural
and spatial) conditions and context from which they operate. The results,
together with a study of the impacts of the ‘cultural economy’ upon cities,
can help to inform a more grounded and differentiated theorisation of the
‘cultural economy’ (e.g. Grabher, 2001; Pratt, 2012; Oakley & O’Connor,
in press), as the potential starting point for more refined analyses and
discussions of the strategic roles of this cluster in urban development
strategies, as proposed in this research.
Studying the effects of development strategies on the ‘cultural economy’
Fourthly, as emerged in chapter nine, and complementary to the previous
recommendation, additional research could also be developed on the
effects of current ‘cultural economy’ policies upon the development of the
cluster. This might involve an analysis of the impacts of dominant destination
development strategies, or of industrial, artistic or even integrated
policies, upon the capacity of (different) actors to meet their economic
and artistic objectives, and their potential for social engagement. Together,
these insights might help to develop a more nuanced understanding
and evaluation of cities’ current strategic choices, also informing new
development perspectives on how to better account for the composite
nature of the ‘cultural economy’ in the strategic development of Western
European cities.
Comparison to other governance contexts
Finally, the study of the strategic role of the ‘cultural economy’ in local
development strategies might be extended to other governance contexts.
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In a first instance this might involve a comparison with the North American
situation where the public sector has had, presumably, a much weaker
role in the support of the autonomous arts for public development and
in the regulation of expanding commercial sectors (with a stronger field
of cultural conglomerates). On the other hand, also Eastern European
countries, Russia and China might be studied, as these countries have
been characterised by an even stronger history of public intervention in the
arts and culture, and of regulation of private sectors (O’Connor, 2005).
Through these additional studies a more ‘situated’ (and ‘triangulated’)
understanding can be developed of the strategic approaches to the ‘cultural
economy’ in the Western European context, exploring how potential
similarities and differences with the North American or (Post-)Communist
situation, might be understood in relation to differences in public-private
governing ‘regimes’, and their historical (path-dependent) ways of dealing
with the multiple values and roles of culture, in the development of their
cities.
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2. O pera t i o n a l i s a t i o n
Fashion
- History, development, composition (conglomerates-entrepreneurs-

-

the arts, design-events-shopping, needs of actors, context in which
they operate)
Contribution (gentrification-promotion-industry, culture-social role)

1. Roles of fashion in development strategies
- Aims: economic (industry, destination, regeneration) – public
(culture, social development), city (effects) - field itself
- Fashion:
conglomerates-independents-arts,
design-eventsshopping
2. Relationship to public-private governance city
- Actors involved: public (government, civil servants) - private
(business, non-profit) – fashion actors (multinational, local)
- Related interests in fashion: economic (industry, destination,
regeneration) – public (culture, social development), effects –
fashion itself
- Resources: public (legislation, finances, legitimacy) - private
(finances, knowledge, legitimacy)/power positions, selective
incentives
- Relationship actors: (in)formality/arenas, stability/trust

3. I t em a n d q u e s t i o n - l i s t
3.1 Item list
Introduction
- Recording interview
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-

Introducing myself and research
Introduction respondent and function/organisation

Local
- fashion economy
- History, development and composition local fashion economy
- Contribution fashion to development city
1. Role
- of fashion in development strategies since 1980s
- Development agenda, role fashion within this
- Overall aims (economy-public, city-fashion)
- Fashion (arts-conglomerates-independents, design-events-retail)
2. Relationship to changing public-private governance since 1980s
- Parties (public-private-fashion)
- Interests in fashion (city-industry-culture)
- Resources/dependency/power, opportunities/side-payments
- Mode of cooperation ((in)formality, durability)
Conclusion
- Other relevant issues
- Reference to other respondents
- Availability for follow up questions
- Interest in research results
- Word of thank
3.2 Semi-structured questions
Introduction
- Do you mind me recording the interview? The data will remain
confidential if you wish.
- I shall briefly re-introduce myself and my research. Since January
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-

2010 I’m working on a PhD project at the Department of Leisure
Studies at Tilburg University in the Netherlands, in collaboration with
the Cattolica University of Milan. My research is concerned with the
role of the ‘cultural economy’, understood as the cluster of the arts,
cultural businesses and cultural entrepreneurs and freelancers, in
the development strategies of Western European cities. On the
one hand I am interested in how cities relate themselves to this
‘cultural economy’ in their strategic development, considering its
roles for the economic or socio-cultural development on the city.
On the other hand I want to understand how these strategies are
related to way the city is governed in terms of the relationships
or collaboration between public and private actors. For this
research I have chosen to study the field of fashion in the strategic
development of Amsterdam, Antwerp and Milan since the 1980s.
With today’s interview, I would like to explore the role of fashion in
the development strategies of (name city).
To start with, could you please introduce yourself, your organisation
and your function?

The local fashion economy
- How did fashion in (city) develop? What were the key factors
influencing this? How is the local fashion cluster composed (artsconglomerates-independents, designers-events-retail)?
- What are the major contributions of fashion to the city of (name)
(regeneration-promotion-industry, artistic field-social impacts)?
1. The role of fashion in the development strategies of the city since the
1980s (to be analysed per period)
- How has fashion been incorporated in the strategic development
of (city) in the last decades? Did this change? When? How? Why?
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-

-

What was/is the agenda leading the strategic development of
the city in those years? What were/are the aims of this agenda?
(economic:
industry-regeneration-destination
and
public
development: culture-social aims). What was/is the role of fashion
within this? (city-fashion itself)
What was/is meant by fashion in this agenda (arts-conglomeratesindependents, design-events-retail)?

2.How is this strategic approach to fashion related to the public-private
governance of the city (to be analysed per period)
- Who where/are the key public and private actors involved in the
governance of the city in that/this period? Was/is there a structural
collaboration between the public and the private sector? Did/do
collaborations exist with actors from the field of fashion? Did/do
fashion actors actively position themselves to the public and private
sector? As what (industry-culture)?
- What was/is actors’ interest in fashion? (city-industry-culture)
- Who was/is investing in this agenda/programme/project? What
(financial and other resources)? Who retained/retains the power in
this collaboration? What were/are the incentives for continuing the
collaboration?
- How informal were/are the collaborations? How often did/
do actors meet? And where? Was/is the collaboration running
smoothly? Was/is there trust between the actors? Did this coalition
change over time? When? How? Why?
Conclusion
- Are there other topics that we didn’t discuss that are relevant for
the research?
- Who else could I contact for my research? May I use your reference?
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-

Would you be available for eventual follow up questions?
Are you interested in receiving a copy of the results?
Thank you for your time.
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Summ a r y
In recent decades the field of culture has been increasingly discussed in the
light of its strategic potential for a multi-value, and balanced, development
of cities. Both academic works and policy reports (e.g. Pratt, 2007;
UNESCO, 2013) have pointed to the strategic role of this field in urban
regeneration processes, in the promotion of the city and as an industrial
force in its own right. But also the potential of culture for artistic renewal
and for local welfare and integration have been discussed.
However, when considering the actual approach to this field in the
strategic development of Western European cities, existing studies seem
to point to a rather limited appreciation of this potential, urban culture
becoming increasingly linked to aims of economic development (e.g.
Evans, 2009). But which aims are exactly involved here? Are we indeed
facing a somehow linear shift in public interest in this field, from concerns
with its presumed public education and elevation function until the 1980s,
towards a more recent concern with the economic externalities of culture
for the city (without exploration of the middle ground)?
These changing approaches to culture have often been linked to
changes in the way that Western European cities are governed, discussing
the recent turn to economic rationales in relation to the growing role of
private (business) actors and interests in the recent governance of the city
(e.g. Grodach & Silver, 2012). But how can these changing approaches
to culture be exactly understood from the formation of new public-private
governing arrangements? Which actors are involved? And which economic
and socio-cultural interests in the field are being (re)negotiated?
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Hence, central in this study are the following questions:
How has the urban cultural field been incorporated into the recent
development strategies of Western European cities? And how can this
changing strategic role be understood from changes in local public-private
governance?

1. Co n cep t u a l i s i n g t h e ro l e o f cul tu re i n l o ca l
develo pm e n t
In chapter one the notion of the ‘cultural economy’ (Pratt, 2007) was
utilised to develop a more inclusive conceptualisation, compared to existing
accounts, of the changing cultural field of cities. It was discussed how this
field is nowadays composed by a multitude of subsidised, conglomerate
and independent cultural actors that are concerned with the creation and
distribution of cultural content, all operating from specific mixes of economic
and artistic rationalities and from specific institutional and spatial contexts.
This notion of the ‘cultural economy’ was then linked to Zukin’s
(1991) framework of the changing relationship between the spheres of
‘market’ and ‘place’ in order to propose, compared to existing accounts,
a more inclusive conceptualisation of its multiple development potential
within cities. The ‘cultural economy’ was presented as characterised and
being caught in the permanent tension between its economic orientations
and externalities on the one hand (industrial cluster, urban regeneration,
local promotion), and its socio-cultural (public) rationalities and potentials
on the other hand (artistic renewal, welfare and integration) (UNESCO,
2013).
On the basis of this conceptualisation a framework was developed
to analyse how this multiple development potential has been dealt with in
the recent development strategies of Western European cities, as either
focussing on the externalities of the ‘cultural economy’ for the city or also
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on the development of the field itself, and on merely its economic impacts,
or also its socio-cultural needs and possibilities, giving shape to a more
balanced approach.

2. U n derst a n d i n g t h e s t ra t egi c ro l e o f cu l tu re
fro m a g ove r n a n c e p e r s p ecti ve
In chapter two these changing strategic approaches to culture were
conceptualised in relation to recent changes in the governance of Western
European cities, as being the result of the search for new and viable
collaborations between public and private (cultural) actors (Rhodes, 1997),
and the mediation of their related interests in the local cultural field.
‘Urban regime analysis’ (Stone, 1989) was then discussed as a
valuable perspective to study this relationship. First, the normative-analytical
concern with the (required) formation of (new) long-term and informal
arrangements between public and private actors, operating around a
common agenda of action, was discussed. Then, a typology of potential
governing arrangements was provided, with ‘maintenance’, ‘economic
development’, ‘middle-class progressive’ and ‘lower-class opportunity’
regimes representing different potential mediations of the economic and
socio-cultural interests of the actors involved (Stone, 1993).
The formal ‘urban regime’ perspective was then linked to the
analytical framework presented in chapter one, proposing an overarching
perspective to understand the way (the multiple potential of) the ‘cultural
economy’ has been dealt with in the recent development strategies of
Western European cities (as the ‘agendas’), portrayed as the result of the
potential (successful) formation of new governing arrangements between
public and private actors (the ‘coalition’), and the potential (successful)
mediation of their related (city-field and economic-public) interests in the
local cultural field (the typology).
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3. S tu dyin g t h e s t ra t e g i c ro l e o f f a shi o n i n
Wes t er n E u ro p e a n c i t i e s
Chapter three started with a discussion of the ‘grounded theory’ (Strauss
& Corbin, 1990) approach followed in this study, together with the choice
for three comparative case studies to obtain a ‘middle-range theory’ on
the theme (Glaser, 1978), as combining analytical leverage on the one
hand, and qualitative interpretation on the other hand. Fashion was then
presented as the case of study, its ‘bridging’ qualities and its highly debated
role within cities providing the most productive and representative lens, it
was assumed (compared to museums, events or the performing arts for
example), to analyse the changing strategising of the ‘cultural economy’
in local development. The choice for the cities of Antwerp, Milan and
Amsterdam was justified on both practical grounds (accessibility, feasibility)
and on a more substantial level (searching for ‘variance maximisation’
regarding strategic approaches to fashion) (Yin, 1994).
Then, the operationalisation of the analytical framework and of the
related variables was presented. Furthermore, the execution of in-depth
interviews with key public and private (fashion) actors involved in the recent
development of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam was discussed as the
main method of data collection, being concerned with the achievement of
comparable yet significant samples over the cases through the application
of ‘purposive’ and ‘snowball’ (Baker, 1999) sampling techniques. Finally,
the employment of desk-research to prepare for the interviews and to
triangulate the obtained data was presented, as further strengthening the
reliability of the study (Yin, 1994).
In conclusion, the analytical procedure and techniques were
outlined. Starting from a coding of the interview transcripts and documents
based on the operationalised variables, semi-structured overviews (Miles
& Huberman, 1994) have been constructed to organise the data in terms
of the ‘strategic role of fashion’ and the ‘relationship to the formation of
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public-private coalitions’. Case histories were then constructed regarding
the strategic role of fashion in the cities of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam.
In a second step, a comparison was made regarding this strategic role
within the cities over time, leading to the formulation of case-based
overviews. At the end, a comparison was made across the cities in terms of
changes in their strategic approaches to fashion, and their relationship to
the formation of public-private governing arrangements, forming the basis
for the formulation of overall conclusions.

4. T h e s tra t e g i c ro l e o f f a shi o n i n Antwer p
Chapter four started with a presentation of Antwerp’s fashion cluster. This
cluster was portrayed as consisting of a small core of independent designer
labels, emerged from the support provided by a National programme for
a national textile-industry in crisis, to young designers graduating from the
Arts Academy since the 1980s, financing the production of their collections
(Martinez, 2007). The rise of these new labels also stimulated the expansion
of the local retail infrastructure and the (touristic) image of Antwerp as a
‘city of fashion’.
Then, the strategic accommodation of this field was discussed,
revealing how fashion design became increasingly recognised in the artistic
renewal-public elevation agenda of the city in the 1990s; how it also
obtained a structural position in the (parallel) tourism agenda emerging in
the 1990s; and how it lost its central role in the following urban regeneration
(in the 2000s) and social conservative agendas of Antwerp (since end2000s). While the local fashion cluster was content with its incorporation
into the artistic, and to a lesser extent also into the tourism agenda of the
city, the weakening of the former in the 2000s led to increasing laments
from the field, feeling utilised by local government for its own city-related
development aims.
This accommodation of the strategic potential of fashion was
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interpreted, in the first place, from the leading role of the public sector
in setting (and changing) the agenda of the city, not recognising (at first)
the potential of this field in the arts and cultural agenda (still concerned
with ‘independent’ actors); giving it a central role (because of its highly
symbolic potential) in the tourism strategies of the city; while not considering
it anymore for the developed urban regeneration (focussed on subsidised
cultural institutions) and social conservative programmes (culture not
considered part of these). Only following these changing public agendas did
the potential emerge for private fashion demands to be publicly supported,
as happened with the positioning of fashion as an artistic field in the arts
and tourism agendas of the city in the 1990s. While the fading away of
the arts agenda caused some laments from the field of fashion, also the
weakening agenda-setting role of the field itself since the 2000s caused
the successful public-private collaboration around fashion to remain an
exceptional remembrance of the past.

5. T h e s tra t e g i c ro l e o f f a shi o n i n Mi l a n
In chapter five attention was paid, first of all, to the fashion economy of
Milan. It was discussed how the rise of its global ‘ready to wear’ industry at
the end of the previous century has been the result of the coming together
of different developments, comprising the need for innovation of the localnational textile industry, the growing interest of several designers in fashion,
the rise of complementary industries such as finance and communication,
and the organisation of an international fashion week in the city since 1978
(Reinach, 2006). In addition to the famous fashion weeks, the establishment
of these fashion firms also led to an increasing number of fashion fairs, and
of showrooms and flagship stores located in the (inner) city, the fashion
economy coming to represent both a significant industrial force of Milan,
and a major source in shaping the international image of the city.
In terms of the strategising of its development potential, it was
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mentioned how fashion was considered a significant industrial reality to
be catered for within a major urban regeneration project in the 1980s,
this intention becoming replaced by the idea to construct a culturaleducational institute as a promotional tool for this project later on; how
the fashion weeks became a key element in the tourism agenda driving
the development of the city since the 2000s; and how only during a short
period of time (2006-2011), within the context of an industrial agenda, the
field of fashion was recognised as a significant economic cluster in its own
right. Despite for the latter, fashion actors have often criticised these public
agendas, lamenting how local government was utilising fashion merely for
its own development aims, not recognising the development needs of this
industrial cluster.
This strategising of fashion has been interpreted, first of all, from the
leading role of the public sector in setting (and changing) the local agenda,
predominantly following economic, city-related, development aims since
the 1980s. While most attention was paid to semi-public institutions in the
urban regeneration programme of the city, it was the highly symbolic value
of the fashion weeks that made this field to be firmly incorporated into the
tourism agenda of Milan since the 2000s, while its industrial weight was
recognised within the short-lasting industrial strategy in the mid-2000s. Only
following these public agendas did opportunities exist for private (fashion)
demands (if any) to be incorporated. While the private idea to construct a
city for fashion in the 1980s did not find the support of local fashion actors
(hence the public re-framing into a cultural institution), it was only with the
public clusters agenda in the mid-2000s, and the related formulation of
an industrial agenda by fashion actors, that these private concerns were
publicly accommodated. But this situation represented the exception rather
than the rule, the public focus on the economic externalities of fashion,
and the (for a long time) lack of agenda from fashion actors themselves,
resulting in long-standing tensions between both actors.
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6. T h e s tra t e g i c ro l e o f f a shi o n i n Amst erd a m
This chapter started by portraying the fashion cluster of Amsterdam as a
strongly divided field. It was mentioned how this field consisted on the one
hand of many subsidised fashion designers that, different than in Antwerp,
had not been able to establish their own designer businesses (because
of the lack of structural industrial support); and on the other hand of an
‘exogenous’ cluster of multinational clothing firms that, different than Milan,
had been largely attracted to the city (instead of being founded there) due
to its favourable business conditions (Roso, Manshanden & Koops, 2008).
This lack of an ‘endogenous’ fashion industry might potentially explain,
it was said, the predominantly local character of the trade fairs, shows
and shopping infrastructures of the city. Nonetheless, the presence of
multinational fashion businesses seems to represent a highly significant
economic activity in the region.
In terms of the strategic positioning of fashion, it was mentioned
how this field did not play a strategic role in the urban regeneration agenda
leading the development of the city since the 1990s; how only more recently,
through a focus on denim, it became incorporated into the destination
development strategy of Amsterdam (that had gained dominance in the
2000s); and how denim has nowadays obtained a structural role also in
the industrial agenda achieving priority since 2010, becoming recognised
in both the ‘logistics’ and ‘creative industries’ clusters. It was furthermore
discussed how, until more recently, these public agendas have been
accompanied by criticisms from representative or mediating actors from the
local fashion cluster, lamenting how little structural attention had been paid
to the industrial-promotional potential of fashion within the broader turn to
‘creativity’ in local destination (and industrial) development agendas.
These changes in the strategic positioning of fashion have been
interpreted, in the first place, from the leading role of local government
in setting the local agenda, with a dominant turn to city-related economic
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development aims since the 1980s. Fashion did not play a role in the
spatial regeneration agenda of the city as local government was mostly
concerned with those semi-public cultural institutions it could steer; while
it was not directly incorporated into the destination development strategies
of the mid-2000s given their concern with the broader field of ‘creativity’
(influenced by the thesis of Richard Florida). Only then, following these
agendas, did opportunities emerge for private (fashion) demands to be
considered. This happened in terms of the clusters agenda, promoted by
the local business community, that took over since 2010, the involvement
of major actors from the logistics cluster (already concerned with fashion
activities) making this cultural field to be further considered within this
industry. Only more recently, with the shared focus on denim, did the local
fashion cluster develop its own agenda regarding the industrial-promotional
potential of the field, obtaining a more structural role in both the ‘creative’
industries and destination development strategies of Amsterdam. This
seems to have alleviated, for the moment, the historical frustration between
public and private actors, the former mostly concerned with the broader
field of ‘creativity’, while fashion actors lamenting their poor recognition
at strategic level, being unable, due to the divided nature of the cluster, to
come up with their own (alternative) agenda.

7. Co m pa r i n g t h e s t ra t e g i c ro l e o f f a shi o n i n
t he t h ree ci t i e s
General conclusions were presented in chapter seven, based on a
comparison of the findings of the cases. It was revealed that, in the recent
development strategies of Antwerp, Milan and Amsterdam, fashion had
been mostly adopted for destination development aims, for repositioning
the cities as attractive destinations to attract tourists (Antwerp, Milan) or
talent (Amsterdam, Milan). It was mentioned, furthermore, how these
dominant strategies have been often accompanied by laments from local
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fashion actors, criticising the public interest in this cluster for its economic,
city-related, externalities, rather than supporting fashion as an industrial and
artistic reality in its own right. In fact, only in rare occasions has attention
been paid to the development of the fashion cluster itself, but never from
an integrated perspective.
This situation was then interpreted from the lack of new development
coalitions between public and private actors in the recent governance of the
cities (since the 2000s). On the one hand, it was noticed that it is still the
public sector that dictates the development agenda, following a historical
concern with (now) the (economic) effects of fashion and culture for the
development of the city. On the other hand, also the difficulties of the field
of fashion itself to achieve and sustain a common, let alone integrated,
agenda were presented as another factor hampering the achievement of
viable collaborations. In fact, only in those rare occasions in which local
governments revealed an interest in fashion as industrial or artistic cluster,
and the field of fashion developed a matching agenda, was a temporary fit
and collaboration achieved between these actors, providing a short-lasting
alternative to the otherwise structural tension between public, city-related,
and private, artistic-industrial, interests in this field.

8. Ref lec t i n g u p o n t h e ‘ c u ltu ra l eco no my ’ a nd
‘u rba n reg i me s ’
In chapter eight the findings of this study were placed in a theoretical
perspective. The picture was confirmed of urban cultural-economies as
being composed by different ‘ecologies’, differences still existing between
subsidised, conglomerate and independent cultural actors, and between
production and consumption oriented activities, in terms of their specific
mixes of economic and cultural orientations, and the institutional and
spatial contexts from which they operate (Pratt, 2007). It was furthermore
mentioned how cultural-economic clusters are a highly path-dependent
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phenomenon, the specific conditions of localities giving shape to different
development pathways, and to different roles of this field in local development
(Scott, 2000; UNESCO, 2013). Finally, while confirming the (multiple)
potential of the ‘cultural economy’ for the ‘good life’ of localities (e.g.
Oakley & O’Connor, in press), this study revealed how cultural-economic
actors mostly follow ‘pragmatic’ considerations, the hardening economic
climate further pressuring cultural actors to balance their socio-cultural
and environmental aspirations, with their need for economic survival.
In terms of the changing strategic positioning of culture, this
research confirms a picture in which unilateral and universalist approaches,
focussing on the economic externalities of culture for urban regeneration
or destination development, are (still) dominant in Western European cities
(Oakley & O’Connor, in press). Following the dominant concern of local
governments with the public elevation function of culture until the 1980s,
the full development potential of the local cultural cluster seems to remain,
once again, unexplored. Only occasional recognition is given nowadays,
at a strategic level, to the specific workings and needs of the ‘cultural
economy’ (including its subsidised parts) as an economic reality in its own
right. Even less attention is being paid to the ‘cultural value’ and the artistic
renewal potential of this field (especially in terms of its commercial actors),
let alone to a reconsideration of its potential contributions to the social and
environmental development of the city.
The dominance of these universal and unilateral strategies
(narrowing down the development potential of the ‘cultural economy’),
has been interpreted from the recent lack of new (and inclusive) governing
arrangements between public and private actors in the governance of the
cities (since the 1990s), confirming the regime-literature on the difficulty
of finding these types of coalitions in the Western European context (e.g.
Mossberger, 2009). It is mentioned that, on the one hand, this can be
ascribed to the still dominant reflex of local governments to focus on
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and impose their city-related development aims, adapting their historical
concern with the external effects of culture for the city, to new economic
imperatives. On the other hand, this is ascribed to the ‘weak organisational
capacity’ (Pratt, 2012) of the local cultural field, lacking the required
conditions, in terms of ‘programmers’ or ‘switchers’ (Castells, 2009), to
achieve a common or even integrated agenda, and to sustain this over
time. Hence the operation of public and private actors like ‘passing ships
in the night’ in Western European cities, lacking the capacity to work on
a more inclusive balancing of the multiple interests related to the local
cultural-economic field (Mommaas, 2008).

9. Re t h in ki n g t h e ro l e o f t he ‘ cul tu ra l eco no my ’
in loc al d eve l o p me n t
In chapter nine an evaluation was made of current approaches to
the ‘cultural economy’ in local development strategies, leading to the
formulation of policy-recommendations on how to better account for, and
more fully unlock, the multiple development potential of this field (e.g.
UNESCO, 2013). First of all, it was discussed that while current destination
development strategies might lead to quick economic gains in the short run,
at the same time they might represent a highly unsustainable choice for the
future, as they might miss out on the opportunities offered by the ‘cultural
economy’ as an industrial cluster, and on the potential of this field as a
source of artistic and cultural renewal (even pressuring the conditions for
this cultural production to take place), also neglecting its opportunities for
social welfare and integration. Hence, the need for a more ‘informed’ and
‘integrated’ (e.g. UNESCO, 2013) approach was delineated. Informed,
as it should start from an understanding, and support of, the specific
conditions under which the local ‘cultural economy’ operates, in terms of
the specific mix of economic and artistic demands of the related actors,
and the institutional and spatial contexts in which they are active, only then
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paying attention to the effects of this cluster for the development of the city.
Integrated, as only then attention can be paid to the support of the ‘cultural
economy’ as both an industrial and creative field, and to its effects for the
development of the city as both an attractive and inclusive destination,
moving current unilateral and universal approaches, to a more multi-value
and balanced development path.
Secondly, also the related (current) lack of robust collaborations
between public and private actors was evaluated, pointing, because of the
‘stability’ of this situation, to the danger of further ‘locking’ the development
of Western European cities into this unsustainable trajectory. The need
was therefore highlighted to work on ‘capacity building’ (e.g. Stone et al.,
2001) in Western European cities, with the aim to experiment with the
formation of more bottom-up and inclusive (‘middle-class progressive)
arrangements. It is mentioned how this can be achieved, first of all, by
supporting cultural-economic actors to develop their own (integrated)
agenda within the cities, facilitated by the operations of intermediaries or
‘programmers’ (within ‘ecologies’) and ‘switchers’ (between ‘ecologies’)
(Castells, 2009; Pratt, 2012). A related, and equally important challenge,
it is mentioned, is for local governments to account for these agendas
(along with their own city-related aims) in the development strategies of
their cities, not only focussing on the relevance of the ‘cultural economy’
for the economic repositioning of the city, but also recovering their original
focus (and role) as supporters of local public development, incorporating
the socio-cultural values and potentials related to this field into a more
multi-value and inclusive development.

Ref lection s a n d d i re ct i o n s f o r fu ture resea rc h
In the final chapter an evaluation is proposed of the framework that has been
developed to meet the theoretical aspirations of this study (together with the
related proposals for its future improvement). Attention is paid to the poor
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concern (in the research questions) with ‘what’ or ‘which elements’ of the
‘cultural economy’ have been conceptualised in the development strategies
of the cities; to the universal conceptualisation of the ‘cultural economy’,
not fully incorporating and accounting for its multiple components in the
actual analysis; to the danger of Zukin’s (1991) perspective on the changing
relationship between the notions of ‘market’ and ‘place’, to fall into linear
either-or accounts between ‘culture’ and ‘economy’, and to overshadow
the central tension between ‘field’ and ‘city-related’ development aims;
to the threat of using the ‘urban regime’ (Stone, 1989) framework in a
merely descriptive, instead of normative-analytical, way; and to the choice
for fashion ‘colouring’ the analysis in the direction of mostly commercial
and production actors (in line with Scott’s 2000 conceptualisation of the
‘cultural economy’).
In conclusion, some directions for future research have been
formulated. Discussed is the need to ‘test’ or further refine the conclusions
of this study by analysing whether similar patterns emerge regarding the
strategic positioning of fashion (or similar fields such as design) in other
Western European cities; the need to conduct more ‘in-depth’ research
on ‘best practices’ of regime-formation, in order to further contribute to
theory-building on this aspect, and to obtain relevant insights for local
policy-making; the need to execute further research into the ‘cultural
economy’ of cities itself, in order to work on a deeper knowledge of the
‘ecologies’ composing this field and the specific conditions from which
the related actors are operating, forming the potential basis for a more
differentiated theorisation of the concept; the need to further investigate
the potential effects of existing (destination development) or of other
development strategies on the capacity of cultural-economic actors to meet
their economic and public aspirations, providing a more empirical basis
to evaluate current (and future) development strategies; and finally the
potential value of studying strategic approaches to the ‘cultural economy’
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in other contexts, such as the Anglo-Sax or North-American on the one
hand, or the Eastern European or even Post-Communist context on the other
hand, exploring whether potential differences in local cultural strategies
might be understood from historically diverse, ‘path-dependent’ ways of
coping with the multiple values related to this field, further ‘situating’ and
‘contextualising’ the findings of this study.
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The field of culture is increasingly seen as a
strategic asset in/for a balanced development
of cities. Recent research, however, seems to
point to a limited recognition of this potential
in local policy-making, culture becoming
increasingly linked to aims of economic
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